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ABSTRACT
The Impossible Situation? Impasse as Psychotherapeutic Paralysis, Possibility, and Progress
by
Leo M. Cancelmo
Advisor: Steven Tuber, Ph.D.
Psychotherapeutic impasse has long been understood in the clinical literature as treatment
stagnation and even failure, both from one-person and two-person psychodynamic perspectives.
However, there is a dearth of empirical research that delves deeper to understand this complex
and rich phenomenon. Using semi-structured interviews with nine psychodynamic therapists
speaking about individual adult patients, this study examined experiences of impasse to better
understand treatments that become embroiled in a kind of paralysis. Qualitative analyses
revealed dyads where patients were conceptualized as struggling chronically with negative
feelings about themselves and others, and who experienced traumatic personal histories. Impasse
in and of itself was often felt as a confusing, overwhelming presence for therapists, which made
it difficult at times for them to find their psychotherapeutic footing. Results also indicated that
significant progress was made in each treatment, with strong therapeutic bonds forged; and that
impasse is a complex and varied experience that is not useful nor accurate to simply reduce to
stagnation and failure. While it is critical to understand the limitations of psychotherapy to
improve theory and technique with suffering patients in challenging treatments, a wholesale
negative conceptualization of impasse unintentionally robs clinicians of a deeper appreciation for
the complexity of the psychotherapeutic process contained within this phenomenon. It also
threatens to obfuscate myriad positive outcomes and future potential that exists or might come to
exist in these treatments.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
Biff (with rising agitation): “Hap, I’ve had twenty or thirty different kinds of jobs since I left
home before the war, and it always turns out the same. I just realized it lately. In Nebraska
when I herded cattle, and the Dakotas, and Arizona, and now in Texas. It’s why I came home
now, I guess, because I realized it. This farm I work on, it’s spring there now, see? And they’ve
got about fifteen new colts. There’s nothing more inspiring or — beautiful than the sight of a
mare and a new colt. And it’s cool there now, see? Texas is cool now, and it’s spring. And
whenever spring comes to where I am, I suddenly get the feeling, my God, I’m not gettin’
anywhere! What the hell am I doing, playing around with horses, twenty-eight dollars a week!
I’m thirty-four years old, I oughta be makin’ my future. That’s when I come running home. And
now, I get here, and I don’t know what to do with myself. (After a pause.) I’ve always made a
point of not wasting my life, and every time I come back here I know that all I’ve done is to
waste my life.”
From Death of a Salesman by Arthur Miller
The practice of psychodynamic psychotherapy is broadly oriented towards reducing
emotional suffering, and helping people grow in their lives with attention to what is consciously
unknown. In this clinical endeavor, it is essential for the continued advancement of the field to
focus on times that these ambitions are not accomplished. One such iteration is a surfacing of a
kind of stagnation in treatment, often surrounded by intense patient1 and therapist experiences
ranging from confusion, to dissociation, to anger and distress, to apathy and futility.
Both in psychotherapy and in life, moments to eons of stasis or arrest are ubiquitous. These
are more or less troubling and emotionally intense depending on the time in life or phase of
development when they occur; the players involved; and the depth, breadth, and rigidity of the
barriers to further alleviation of suffering and/or growth. Progress in the face of this oft grave
force, perhaps although not necessarily an anti-force, is not easily accomplished. In the realm of
the “talking (and listening) cure,” so-called “impasse” has been thought to relate to a variety of
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The use of the term “patient” throughout this paper, from the Latin “one who suffers,” is intentional and
significant.
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factors: Insidious and complex intrapsychic patient conflicts; challenges in the transferencecountertransference matrix; iatrogenic illness of the therapeutic situation from therapist errors or
misattunements; and/or, perhaps, an indication that it is time to move on from the current
treatment, and that all that could be accomplished at that moment and within that dyad has
occurred (e.g., Etchegoyen, 1986; Ferro, 1993; Hill, 1996; Rosenfeld, 1987; Nathanson, 1992;
Stolorow, 2002).
At the time of this writing, the current, major crises affecting U.S. Americans and people
around the world to various degrees and with various urgency include the COVID-19 pandemic;
continued structural inequality and violence against relatively minoritized groups; and the
inevitability of climate change. These chronic dangers are occurring in the context of an
increasingly aggressively bifurcated political and socioeconomic landscape. The pairing of
looming, existential threats with seemingly never-ending divisiveness among the populous and
governmental leadership can create the feelings for some that everything is hopeless, nothing
will ever change, and we are all doomed. Please don’t change the channel yet.
These macro pervasive, demoralizing experiences on the cultural level can perhaps be
thought about as akin to aspects of impasse in the consulting room. Clinically, the
psychotherapeutic system, greater than the sum of its dyadic parts and originally set up to
organize, contain, and help, instead becomes paralyzed in its ability to effectively work with
what definitionally has become untenable. In this way, impasse can be seen as a network level
crisis, an infiltration of the apparatus, and an unwelcome fixture co-opting and corrupting the
potential of therapeutic endeavor. It exemplifies and perpetuates a dead end from which it can
feel as if there is no return, the anthesis of a treatment based on increased freedom and
possibilities. The complex what, how, and why of this deeply troubling occurrence will be
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further discussed in the clinical and research literature to follow; but the topic is often confusing,
seen as multiply determined and theoretically contested from different vantage points, and is
empirically understudied.
Without the continued and comprehensive examination of this clinical phenomenon,
impasse in psychotherapy could regretfully continue to leave patients worse off despite all efforts
to the contrary. At worst, this may lead to treatment “failure” in challenging situations where
patients need help with their minds, and where they then may settle into prolonged frozen states
a la Biff Lohman, even as life continues. Moreover, unprocessed impasse could continue to
instill unmooring existential doubt in therapists about the helpfulness of psychotherapeutic
treatment generally, particularly detrimental for younger clinicians who have not experienced as
many positive treatment outcomes and who often work with challenging cases. Lastly, there may
even be ways of understanding impasse that allow for hope, amidst and without a denial of the
often mighty struggle.
Theoretical, Clinical, and Empirical Research Perspectives: A History Impasse in Therapy
Origins: Sigmund Freud
Early on during the inception of psychoanalysis, Sigmund Freud became interested in
forces arising in opposition to neurotic symptom resolution. He coined the “Negative
Therapeutic Reaction” (NTR; 1923) for patients who inexplicably “react inversely to the
progress of treatment,” getting worse after seemingly getting better (p. 49). He connected this
backpedaling to various internal conflicts working against recovery within the patient, including
“the familiar ones of narcissistic inaccessibility, a negative attitude towards the physician and
clinging to the gain from illness;” but most troublingly, the patient’s need for punishment due to
unconscious feelings of guilt, which gained fulfillment through symptoms (p. 49). The NTR, and
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Freud’s (1924) additional commentary on moral masochism, have since been elaborated by
various psychoanalytic thinkers (e.g., Bach, 2002; Horney, 1936; Novick and Novick, 2007;
Seinfeld, 1990).
In “Analysis Terminable and Interminable” Freud (1937) expanded his discussion on the
NRT, masochism, and his thinking about treatment efficacy. He struggled openly with questions
about the contributors to incomplete and/or perpetual psychoanalysis. One such factor was the
“alteration of the ego,” in this paper defined as a broad ego defense concept regarding how the
ego adapts over time and in various ways to manage internal conflict. The depth and rigidity of
these “alterations,” combined with feeling “content with an incomplete solution,” could explain
the patient’s adverse reaction to recovery in treatment as a threat, as it was aimed at undoing
longstanding compromises (p. 231). Freud (1937) highlighted additional impediments to
complete treatments, including patients for whom libidinal cathectic loyalty to internal objects
made it extremely difficult to detach from them; or, on the other hand, patients for whom
libidinal mobility made the work of treatment impermanent, where “one feels not as if one had
worked in clay but as if one had written in water” (p. 395). For Freud, too much or not enough
libidinal adhesion seemed to suggest particularly challenging cases.
In this same paper, Freud (1937) also discussed a group of patients that were particularly
confusing: Those for whom “all mental processes, relationships and distributions of force are
unchangeable, fixed and rigid,” akin to very old people who have become set in their ways, “a
kind of psychological entropy” (p. 242). He distinguished these cases from ones with normative
“psychical inertia” that existed to various extents during treatment. At the time, Freud (1937)
seemed at a loss to understand these seemingly overwhelmingly stuck processes, although he
noted that “probably some temporal characteristics are concerned – some alterations of a rhythm
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of development in psychical life that we have not yet appreciated,” seemingly optimistic that
clinicians might come to understand this better at some point (p. 242).
In sum, throughout his writing on anti-therapeutic forces, Freud (1937) focused on
considerations of the origin of symptoms, their biological strength, and related connections to the
power of the death instinct (e.g., are conflicts more traumatic versus constitutional, and
quantitative considerations in terms of the magnitude of the drive as explanation). This complex
mixture of Freud’s multiple perspectives on various forms of negative and stalled treatment
processes can perhaps be thought about as initial reckonings with phenomena related to
therapeutic impasse.
Since Freud, various theorists and clinicians have attempted to define and extend thinking
about stuck treatment. Perspectives on impasse specifically will first be discussed from Freudian,
as well as Kleinian, Neo-Kleinian, and Object Relations perspectives. Drawing inspiration from
Mitchell and Greenberg’s (1983) descriptive and analytic writing on Object Relations
perspectives across psychodynamic thought, this literature review is an attempt to be as clear as
possible in understanding impasse as a phenomenon threaded throughout the years from an
assortment of theoretical and clinical viewpoints within psychodynamic scholarship, as well as
contemporary empirical research. It is important to note the question of whether treatment
impasses that occur in psychoanalysis, often the treatment modality that was being written about
in the clinical and theoretical literature reviewed below, can be reasonably compared with ones
that occur within psychodynamic psychotherapy, or vice versa. Psychodynamic psychotherapy
generally occurs less frequently, without the use of the couch, but which arguably shares
essential features of psychoanalytic thinking and practice. To be sure, there is a long history of
adapting psychoanalytic treatment depending on the patient (e.g., Menaker, 1942; Stone, 1954,
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as early examples; Yeomans, Clarkin, and Kernberg, 2014, more recently). It is well beyond the
scope of this dissertation to take up the distinctions or debates between psychoanalysis and
psychodynamic psychotherapy which have been discussed at length by other writers (e.g.,
Fosshage, 1997; Kernberg 1999; Shedler, 2006, 2010; Schlesinger, 2014, to name a few). The
methodology of this study, as will be discussed in Chapter Two, is designed to identify
psychodynamic treatments broadly, including psychoanalysis, where there is enough frequency,
duration, and depth of treatment that might reasonably be understood as using a similar-enough
overarching framework where impasse is a defining feature and can therefore be studied.
The first perspectives below broadly belong to the “one-person” side of the psychodynamic
theoretical continuum. Prior to the propagation of more contemporary Interpersonal, Relational,
and Intersubjective theories, “one-person” perspectives represent classically-informed
psychodynamic models focusing on the patient’s intrapsychic life separate from the therapist’s
external influence. In approaching impasse from this perspective, countertransference
phenomena are discussed, but are either conceptualized most traditionally as subjective, the
“analyst needing more analysis,” so to speak, or otherwise understood as communication of
unconscious phenomena stemming from the patient and “serv[ing] mostly as a kind of sentinel,
an early warning system as to the brakes and constrictions and impasses in the internal world of
the patient” (Harris, 2009, p. 5). In this way, feelings in the therapist remain largely an
expression of the “one-person” substrate. As would follow in terms of technique, the “oneperson” perspective tends to emphasize therapist “neutrality” broadly characterized, with efforts
to minimize therapist influence that might “distort” the transference, for the patient’s inner world
to come most fully to fruition in the treatment.
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In contrast, the “two-person” perspective includes the therapist as a real person and
inexorable participant in what unfolds in treatment within the dyad (Wachtel, 2008). Harris
(2009) describes the two-person contribution to understanding impasse specifically as “tak[ing]
all the insights about the dangerous and damaged internal figures in the analysand’s internal
world and weav[ing] an intersubjective story in which two people, asymmetrical but mutually
implicated, cocreate an experience in which, through illusion and resonance, each has become
the other’s worst nightmare” (p. 5). In terms of countertransference, Harris (2009) highlights
how “beyond the now conventional idea about countertransference as a kind of situational
illness, we need to see the inevitable presence in the analyst of wounds that must serve as tools,
aspects of the analyst’s capacities that are simultaneously brakes on and potentials for change”
(p. 5).
To be clear, “most one-person theorists, especially contemporary one-person theorists, do
not ignore the context or the influence of the observer as much as the label “one- person” implies
and…two-person theorists are not so lost in the relational matrix that the singular properties of
individuals disappear” (Wachtel, 2008, p. 11). And as Sheldon Bach (2005) states: “I do believe
that probably most of these issues will eventually sort themselves out with the adoption of a
larger point of view that may synthesize both positions and incorporate ways thinking about
thinking that are more sophisticated that we are able today even to imagine” (p. 49). However,
for the time being and sake of clarity, attempting to distinguish theories of and approaches to
impasse along this continuum highlights an important element of the often-disparate perspectives
from which contributions to psychodynamic thought and practice have been made.
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“One-person” Freudian, Kleinian, and Object Relations Perspectives
“One-person” perspectives on impasse tend to follow Freudian conceptualizations of
intrapsychic patient conflicts rooted in drive theory, Kleinian (1946) thinking especially related
to projective identification, and certain Object Relations perspectives (Kernberg, 1975). A good
place to start to get some footing is with Ricardo Horatio Etchegoyen’s (2005) aggregated
overview of impasse, from his extensive book reviewing psychoanalytic technique.
Etchegoyen was an Argentinian psychoanalyst heavily influenced by both Sigmund Freud
and Melanie Klein. He described impasse as referring to cases where “failure is not visible and
the treatment continues” (p. 793). Etchegoyen (2005) saw impasse as a particularly enigmatic
and dangerous occurrence in psychotherapy, calling it “the worst risk in our hazardous
occupation and the most certain threat to our instrument of work” (p. 804). He considered it from
the conceptual location of psychoanalytic technique, as an “insidious arrest of the
[psychotherapeutic] process…[whose] existence is not obvious as incoercible resistance or
technical error…rooted in the patient's psychopathology; and it involves the analyst's
countertransference” (p. 794). This chronic stalemate touches both patient and therapist,
selecting no “guilty party” (p. 804). Perhaps most problematically, he emphasized that even one
case of impasse for a clinician “is sufficient to shake our scientific ideology, because impasse is
not simply an internal difficulty of the theory but a real anomaly, which brings into question the
psychoanalytic paradigm and threatens with a crisis” (p. 804).
Etchegoyen (2005) highlighted the essential feature of impasse as “the opposite of working
through” (p. 805). Paradoxically, the nature of impasse and working through is that one may in
fact look like the other, perhaps like identical twins with strikingly different personalities. In this
way, impasse is disguised and extremely difficult to diagnose. Etchegoyen (2005) wondered,
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“when are we going to decide that the incessant return of the same problems can no longer be
considered working-through, but constitutes an impasse?” (p. 797) Powerful countertransference
processes, in this instance understood as subjective emotional activation and impediments to the
treatment in the therapist, are implicated in impasse situations, and make this entanglement more
difficult still: One “never know(s) whether [the therapist] takes [the diagnosis of impasse versus
working through] objectively or under the influence of the countertransference engagement” (p.
797).
As a result, one of the telltale signs indicating impasse is the need for a surplus of
evidence: “In other words, before raising the possibility of an impasse, the analyst should see it
appear not only in his mind (countertransference) and in that of the patient (transference), but
also in the material” (Etchegoyen, 2005, p. 798). By “material” separate from transference and
countertransference, Etchegoyen (2005) is referring to conscious content connected to
unconscious meaning, such as comments by patients in metaphors, allusions, and/or dreams,
such as references to merry-go-rounds, watches that are broken, and other stalled processes that
have been referenced in the clinical literature (p. 798). This could be understood as under the
broad umbrella of “transference” by other writers (e.g. “total situations” Klein, 1952 and Joseph,
1985; listening for object relational dyads, Yeomans, Clarkin, and Kernberg, 2014).
Etchegoyen (2005) named patient factors that contribute to the recipe of impasse
development, including “narcissism, the early crises of development, traumatic situations and the
severe deprivations of the early years,” although “no psychopathological situation is sufficient in
itself for the impasse to appear” (p. 805). He identified three “strategies of the ego,” more
complex and chronic methods of a patient’s ego defenses than specific mechanisms, and perhaps
similar to Freud’s (1937) alterations of the ego, that seek to impede psychotherapy and bring
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about the impasse: 1) Acting out, 2) the Negative Therapeutic Reaction, and 3) the Reversible
Perspective. Etchegoyen (2005) described acting out as impacting the task of treatment, acting as
a force not to remember that attacks the analytic setting, which he linked to the avoidance of
painful separation anxiety and dependence conflicts. The NTR, stemming from Freud’s (1923)
conceptualization of patients who have difficulty tolerating therapeutic gains, impacts the
achievements of the setting, only coming about when something positive is occurring in the
treatment. He linked this type of impasse to patient difficulties tolerating envy. Importantly, he
emphasized a distinction in terms of how acting out “more often leads to a sudden and surprising
interruption...[while] patients with the negative therapeutic reaction, because of its persevering
and adhesive nature, are more vulnerable to the impasse” (p. 801).
Finally, Etechegoyen (2005) described the reversible perspective, a Bionian idea where the
patient may agree on the surface with the therapist and the unfolding treatment; but has a kind of
hidden disagreement and a private arrangement with themselves from a perspective that is
incompatible with the therapist. He wrote how patients who “reverse perspective” may not be in
treatment to understand and work on their difficulties, but rather to demonstrate “some other
thing – for example, that he is more intelligent, has more insight, has a greater capacity for love”
(p. 801). Etechegoyen (2005) conceptualized this as having an influence on the contract of
treatment. All three of these processes, affecting the task, achievements, and contract, can lead to
therapeutic stagnation. Above all else, Etchegoyen (2005) emphasizes how despite its anomalous
nature, “we must not lose sight of the fact that the impasse is a difficulty like so many others of
our day-to-day work; we must tackle it with the instruments we always use, without abandoning
the method nor losing patience” (p. 807). In this way, no specific adjustments are made in the
therapist’s technique when confronting impasse situations.
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Jorge Luis Maldonado (1984) similarly discussed impasses as a serious threat to analytic
process. Impasse gets diagnosed from the patient’s clinical material, particularly in the use of
symbols to communicate inertia (e.g., metaphors indicating minimum transformation over time,
such as the aforementioned broken clocks, glaciers, worn out machines, and the like). Signifiers
also find expression in the countertransference, here defined in an expanded capacity “insofar as
[countertransference] is the analyst’s emotional response…as a research instrument directed
towards the patient’s unconscious” (Maldonado, 1984, p. 264). Here we can see Harris’ (2009)
point regarding countertransference conceptualization in impasse from a one-person perspective,
as wholly patient communication. Somewhat hopefully, “the very presence of the representation
implies process mobility, even though this new beginning may turn out to be brief and
transitory” (p. 264).
Maldonado (1984) understood impasse as “an aim towards which the patient is driving”
akin to Etchegoyen’s forces that seek to impede psychotherapy and bring about impasse (p. 263).
This state can only come to fruition with the participation of the analyst, who acts on analytic
material that lacks meaning to create impasse, creating a kind of pseudo-treatment. Put another
way, there is a misunderstanding by the analyst from a technical perspective, where the
conscious material the patient provides is not connected to unconscious fantasy, even though it is
seen and acted upon by the analyst in that way: “One could say that an agreement exists between
both participants to abandon a meaningful type of code and to replace it with another empty of
meaning” (p. 269).
For Maldonado (1984), impasse is similarly a certain kind of resistance. He highlighted
one major potential driving force as the patient’s unconscious narcissistic fantasy, which
becomes fulfilled once the impasse has been brought about. Complete self-sufficiency is
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consciously unknown, yet powerfully desired, “which is the result of identifications with
introjected objects endowed with omnipotence” (p. 269). Paradoxically, “the narcissistic illusion
of dispensing with the object requires…the assistance of an external object that will validate that
illusion,” i.e., the therapist’s participation in the pseudo-treatment (p. 269). Impasse therefore
becomes a system supporting this unconscious “narcissistic fiction” (p. 269). This seems to
resonate with aspects of Etchegoyen’s (2005) thinking in terms of both “acting out” and the
“reversible perspective,” with impasse as a defense against the vulnerability of dependence and
as a way to prove one’s self-sufficiency, respectively.
Antonino Ferro (1993) situated his useful discussion of impasse as a dual patient-therapist
process within the structure of the bipersonal analytic field (Baranger and Baranger, 1969).
Although in this review he is conceptualized as remaining on the “one-person” side of the
continuum, especially due to his conceptualization of countertransference, Ferro (1993) certainly
leans towards the center, describing how what unfolds in a psychodynamic treatment is a kind of
“neurosis of the couple” and a bi-product of the patient’s relation to the therapist both as a
transference object and as a person. The therapist’s contributions to this analytic field are
present, but “one hopes to a lesser extent” than the patient (p. 917).
In any treatment, there is oscillation between moments of common understanding of the
patient’s difficulties between the patient and therapist, and periods where growth is obscured by
“bastions” as Baranger and Baranger conceptualized it (1969), defensive fortifications that stand
in the way of progress. For Ferro (1993), echoing Etchegoyen (2005), impasse occurs when
bastions go unrecognized for extended periods of time, leading to a chronic, deadlocked
stalemate, with patient and therapist unable to move forward while treatment paradoxically
continues. He highlighted how this may stem from an “accumulation of microfractures in
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communication” in a kind of prolonged misunderstanding (p. 928). Ferro (1993) therefore saw
the arrest as a therapeutic dyad and communication related issue.
It can be difficult to extricate the patient and therapist from an impasse precisely because
as mentioned by other writers, it can be tricky to identify when one is occurring. Ferro (1993)
described the importance of paying close attention to unconscious communications in session
material, such as with the patient who told Ferro about the “car he had seen parked with its
engine running…but with no-one inside it,” which caused him to reflect on the potential that
treatment was stagnated (p. 919). This is reminiscent of Maldonado (1984) and Etchegoyen’s
(2005) discussions of various allusions to stalled processes. Relatedly, close attention to
countertransference as communication, such as in his example of a patient who induced extreme
drowsiness in him, as well as attention to therapist dreams, provide crucial sources of
information about whether a treatment is at a standstill.
Ferro’s (1993) main point regarding impasse is that it is a necessary stagnation that
impedes the treatment (hopefully) temporarily, rather than simply an error or resistance. He saw
it as serving an important function, protecting both patient and therapist from terrible, frightening
emotions, until they can begin to be talked about. Impasse could also be an avoidance of the
mourning process, specifically therapist and patient defending against the end of a treatment that
they do not want to end. Whatever the cause, Ferro (1993) remarked how when a dyad is in this
impasse state, any therapist interventions that take the form of interpretations that make the
patient responsible for the stalled nature of the treatment are “doomed to failure” and represent a
rigidity in the therapeutic model that may stem from the therapist’s own avoidance of terrifying
countertransference (p. 918).
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Instead, the key to mobilize and transcend impasse for Ferro (1993) was in a focus on
Bion’s (1978) extension of projective identification as communication. The therapist must
endure “internal transformational labors that will enable [them] to metabolize the projective
identifications…a slow, laborious, and often painful task” (p. 926). One accomplishes this by
“working in the micrometry of the session,” paying close attention to the moment-to-moment
interactions with the patient and in the countertransference, which provides ongoing dynamic
information about the state of the therapeutic dyad (p. 927). For the therapist, beginning to make
sense of these internal experiences is crucial, as in the bipersonal field “the analyst’s mind is the
first locus of any possible change” in the system (p. 928). What must be slowly provided to the
patient over time in an impasse is for the unthinkable, unable to be experienced “beta elements”
to eventually be expressed more fully in words (p. 927). These may first appear in the form of
patient dreams, anecdotes, or memories. Ferro (1993) advocated patience, processing, and
working toward a deeper and fuller emotional understanding of the patient; finding a way out
and forward through a measured, focused, and deeper voyage within.
For Herbert Rosenfeld (1987), impasse is described as a state where treatment is not
making progress which can lead to treatment failure if not overcome. This state is particularly
susceptible to occur with psychotic patients, or patients with more severe borderline and
destructive narcissistic challenges, who often communicate intensely and meaningfully in nonverbal realms. Rosenfeld (1987) also leaned heavily on Bionian concepts of projective
identification, containment, and the therapist’s inner work during session as ways to make sense
of the patient’s communications and allow treatment to continue meaningfully. Rosenfeld (1987)
highlighted how if the patients most pressing communications are not understood sufficiently by
the therapist, challenging stalemates can occur.
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Rosenfeld (1987) categorized three major types of impasse. The first can occur in the final
stage of a long analysis, where conflicts that have plagued the treatment can emerge in an
exaggerated form and working through them at least once more is necessary. This is ultimately a
positive development which can serve to reinforce the understanding gained throughout the
analysis. A second type occurs after some progress has been made, when patients have negative
reactions to treatment (e.g. coming late, feeling that nothing has happened in treatment, etc.),
akin to the Freudian negative therapeutic reaction, where often hidden envy is responsible for
destructive behavior against the analytic process. The third, and most problematic, is when
chronic negative reactions that do not follow progress, and therefore cannot be linked to envy,
are “misdiagnosed” and interpreted as envy (or otherwise incorrectly). These are particularly
dangerous and can create a deterioration between the patient and therapist, the most severe form
of impasse.
Especially in this third case, “anti-therapeutic factors” in the therapist influence notunderstanding and the emergence of impasse. For example, rigidity in conceptualization, or the
tendency “to get caught up in a certain way of thinking which really implies a not thinking,” can
lead to misunderstanding the patient and commonly relates to the therapist’s defense against their
own infantile anxieties, akin to Ferro’s thoughts on defense against countertransference terror (p.
43). Therapist blindness to vague or poorly timed interpretations that patients react strongly to
are also problematic, leaving patients feeling rejected, criticized and alone. Rosenfeld (1987)
also referred to general therapist collusion with a patient’s ways of “thinking and being” that can
precariously stall and deadlock the treatment, often occurring with severely traumatized patients
who repeat traumatic situations in the transference in intense ways.
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Importantly, although impasse can occur from a mixture of patient, therapist, and
iatrogenic factors, Rosenfeld (1987) seemed to see the therapist as the primary contributor
especially in this third most challenging type of impasse from a technique perspective. He placed
the onus of impasse resolution squarely on the therapist’s shoulders. He emphasized, “it is only
by the analyst's recognition of his own mistakes and a change in his emotional orientation
towards his patient that the patient is allowed to feel freer. It is then that the patient is released
from the collusive trap. The impasse can then be lifted fairly quickly” (p. 40). This connects
directly to his emphasis on what today we might call “self-care” in the treatment of complex
patients where impasse may occur: “in treating psychotic patients (even more so than ordinarily)
both the analyst's personality and his intellect are his tools in the treatment, and therefore his
mental health is an extremely important factor” (p. 19). He emphasized that “only in this way can
he respond to the patient with empathy without too much involvement and also show sensitivity
and receptiveness without being overwhelmed by the patient's projection” (p. 19).
Carsky and Yeomans (2012) approached impasse from the perspective of American Object
Relations, using the contemporary adaptation and application of Transference Focused
Psychotherapy (TFP) as a framework (Clarkin, Yeomans, and Kernberg, 2006). As part of their
work with complex personality disorders using TFP, a manualized psychodynamic treatment
based on Otto Kernberg’s (1975) conceptualization of personality organization and borderline
level pathology in particular, the authors provided consultation to various therapists treating
“overwhelming cases” where progress was not being made, and where therapists expressed
lapses in their own judgement. Therapists also experienced overarching feelings that they could
not extricate themselves from the impasse.
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The authors aggregated common factors from these consultations, and identified that
borderline and narcissistic personality features were characteristic of the patients discussed.
Additionally, they emphasized that therapists uniformly, no matter their level of training, had
intense negative emotional reactions about the state of the treatment, sometimes including
desperation about the fate of the case. They highlighted the primary role of projective
identification from a Kleinian (1946) perspective in these negative processes, where the therapist
can experience anger, envy, rejection, and the like, elicited by the patient’s behavior as an
unconscious strategy to expel these feelings. When this intense process occurs, “the therapist will
be unwittingly controlled by the need to defend against what the patient is projecting…[and] the
capacity to accept, understand, and interpret disappears, leaving confusion…exhaustion, dread,
or other painful emotions” (p. 78). These projections can be intolerable for the therapist to
manage, especially when the patient unconsciously needs to control the therapist’s ability to
think.
The authors also identified that erosion of the frame of treatment, or “slippage in the role of
the therapist vis-à-vis the patient” was seen in therapists accepting more responsibility for the
patient than they would with others, becoming more highly involved with these cases (p. 76).
This included actions such as permitting certain exceptions for the patient (e.g., allowing only
that patient to call when the therapist is on vacation) and becoming more of “real object” to the
patient. They understand this attrition as stemming from overidentification with the patient
and/or an unconscious effort to prove they are better than the patient’s own parents or others that
were damaging to the patient (p. 76).
Carsky and Yeomans (2012) identified five risk factors from the consultations that
preceded the deadlocked impasse state: 1) An incomplete initial evaluation where the patient’s
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sense of urgency, or other “red flags” (e.g., refusing permission to contact other sources of
information as part of a standard intake) are unaddressed and proceeded with as opposed to
questioned and discussed; 2) The dyad becomes an “isolated couple,” where the therapist does
not seek support and consultation with colleagues, and accepts without question the patient’s
uniform views about their external realities (i.e. unconsciously joining the patient in a “real”
completely harmful external world, for example); 3) The therapist is not well trained enough to
deal with the specific impasse if they have not clinically had such a situation occur before, and
becomes overwhelmed by the case; 4) The patient’s aggression is not discussed in the
transference, which can consume patients and lead to destructive external behavior by which to
blame or punish the therapist; and 5) Stress in the therapist’s own life, a classical
conceptualization of countertransference interference, hinders their ability to work effectively.
These correlates are important in recognizing the potential emergence of impasse in complex
cases.
Herbert Schlesinger (2014) described impasse as “the state of being stuck” where “an
unsettled disagreement or argument between therapist and patient” leads to unproductive
treatment (p. 139). He was particularly interested in cases where it would be plausible to
consider whether therapy could end with a termination phase. Although the length of time that
stagnation would need to occur to be designated as impasse has not met consensus in the
literature, Schlesinger (2014) distinguished this state from the ordinary ebb and flow of treatment
process. He emphasized that impasse may occur when “uncomfortable stasis is preferable to
risky movement” especially when “the perceived risk is that forward movement might lead to the
ending of the therapy and the feared dissolution of the therapeutic relationship,” akin to Ferro’s
(1993) conceptualization of the defense against mourning (p. 138).
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Schlesinger (2014) posited a continuum of impasse expression, where one end is loud,
i.e., full of intensity and patient disturbance on the one hand, and the other end is quiet, with
“doldrums-like stagnation” (p. 139). Whether impasse is “verbally explicit or obscure, noisy or
still,” an essential point is that “it is never correct to say that nothing is happening” in the
treatment (p. 138-139, author’s italics). Schlesinger (2014) understood impasse as always
surfacing based on the co-participation of both therapist and patient. Although therapist “errors”
of commission and omission (e.g., trying to be a “fixer” versus failing to act), for example, can
play a part in various expressions along the continuum, “in order for the therapist to contribute to
an impasse of either variety, the impasse would have to fit dynamically with the unconscious
predicament of the patient” (p. 140). Impasse is seen as a “symptomatic behavior that requires a
collaborator,” a “desired outcome” or “lesser evil” that the patient is driving towards (p.140).
Therapists’ contributions result from a mixture of countertransference (contemporary
countertransference), as well as their own transference (Schlesinger’s conceptualization of
Freudian countertransference, the therapist needing more analysis) to create a stagnant
configuration where “the analyst has become part of the problem he set out to fix” (p. 163).
Schlesinger (2014) highlighted some prodromal indicators of impasse, such as material
indicating a dependent sexual transference, and/or deep attachment to the therapist (p. 143). If
unaddressed, these intense states can become “emergencies,” that while “emergent” are not
“sudden” (p. 143). Schlesinger (2014) called attention to the hazards of the “parallels between
the patient’s severe regression and the therapist’s crisis of impotence” akin to projective
processes discussed by previous writers (p. 145). He emphasized how “if the therapist can
entertain the possibility that when he is feeling ‘in a bind’ his patient may also be on the verge of
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feeling helpless, then he can consider that his experience may have been evoked by the patient in
an effort to mitigate [the patient’s] own sense of helplessness” (p. 145).
Schlesinger (2014) considered how in the phenomenology of impasse, patients can feel
an “attack of helplessness/hopelessness and rage” at their severe disappointment, and
“simultaneously [feel] guilty for failing the therapist’s expectations that he should be getting
better” (p. 145). These paradoxical feelings are often not understood by the therapist who is
“highly defended against recognizing the extent of the depth and intensity of the patient’s
feelings and his desperation about them” (p. 145). One can see how mutual paralysis, frustration,
fear and rage, and the defenses against these feelings, creates a seemingly impossible situation.
Schlesinger (2014) also gave criteria for diagnosing whether treatment is “active” rather than
“stagnating” in impasse, such as the therapist and patient being focused together on the
therapeutic task and process, especially the therapist not losing sight of the “metaphoric
implication” of the material, and the patient’s associations flowing between their current life and
recall of events from the more distant past that have some correspondence to the current state of
the transference (p. 152).
Overall, for Schlesinger (2014), in impasse “personal growth, development, and change
are conflated fearfully with loss, abandonment and death, and they lead to defensive efforts to
freeze time” (p. 166). Most hopefully, “the impasse, as a version of the transference neurosis, is
the clinical situation that psychoanalysis was designed to treat, and the painful situation is
generally analyzable” (p. 166). In this way it is both “an occasion for useful work” and also
potentially preventable, as while “regression may be inevitable…the situation need not settle into
an impasse” (p. 144).
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All in the Mix: Intersubjective and Relational “Two Person” Perspectives
“Two-person” perspectives represent a shift in psychodynamic conceptualizations of the
mind and clinical work, towards an understanding of the world as inherently co-constructed. This
broadly places the focus on interpersonal relationships and the relational context especially in the
here-and-now, with the therapist as a co-contributor and “real object” influencing the unfolding
therapeutic process.
Atwood, Stolorow, and Trop (1989) approached impasse from an intersubjective vantage
point, where the two unique, subjective, and interacting worlds of patient and therapist are
emphasized. What emerges in the treatment field when they are combined is specific to that
context, in terms of the continuous relational interaction with those distinct human inputs.
Crucially, the therapist’s observational stance is “within, rather than outside, the intersubjective
field” (p. 554). This perspective is articulated as a reaction to more classical psychoanalytic
tendencies, which viewed clinical occurrences in treatment as solely or mostly products of the
patient’s internal world.
The core of their theory rests on intersubjective “conjunction” and “disjunction” that
occurs and reoccurs in treatment (p. 555). Conjunction takes place when the therapist is “getting
it,” so to speak – where the patient’s psychological world, i.e., how their experiences in the
world are represented uniquely in their mind, is experienced in a similar subjective configuration
in the therapist’s mind. Disjunction happens when what the patient’s communication is
misunderstood and changed by the therapist, so much so that the patient does not feel that their
subjectivity is recognized accurately enough as it exists in their mind. Oscillations of conjunction
and disjunction happen on a normative basis in clinical interaction, and certainly in typical
relational engagement in the world. Positive aspects of conjunction include how a therapist might
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experience some personal resonance with the patient’s material from their own life, which might
provide more context for the patient’s difficulties, a kind of “adjunct source of information
regarding the probable background meanings of the patient's expressions” (556). And with
disjunctions, even in misunderstanding, the therapist may come to realize how “his own
emotional reactions can serve as potential intersubjective indices of the configurations actually
structuring the patient's experiences” (p. 556).
When impasse takes place however, there is some absence of reflective self-awareness on
the part of the therapist; one that interferes with recognizing the correspondence and disparity
between the mind of the therapist and the mind of the patient. Conjunctions that lead to impasse
may include when the experiences of a patient are so close to that of a therapist that they “are not
recognized [by the therapist] as containing psychologically significant material to be investigated
and understood” (p. 556). Therefore, because of the personal resonance with the therapist’s
individual experiences, what is discussed is “regarded as reflections of objective reality” rather
than understood as a part of a patient’s internal world for analytic inquiry (p. 556). The authors
emphasized how “commonly, the specific region of intersubjective correspondence that escapes
analytic inquiry reflects a defensive solution shared by both patient and therapist” (p. 556).
Although a defensive solution to what exactly is not specified, this calls to mind defenses against
difference or having separate minds, perhaps understood as a certain kind of twinship impasse
born out of a need for sameness, borrowing from Kohut and Wolf (1978). In any event, Atwood,
Stolorow, and Trop (1989) highlighted how too extreme of an intersubjective conjunction
situation can lead to a treatment impasse from the perspective of an unspoken and/or
unrecognized resistance to further analysis.
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On the flip side, impasse resulting from disjunctions takes place when chronic
misunderstandings turn into rigid, even vicious spirals between patient and therapist that
reciprocally negatively influence each other. The authors understood this as an alternate
explanation for the negative therapeutic reaction, where patients are understood as unable to
tolerate the therapist’s interpretations due to unconscious guilt, envy, and other narcissistic
resistances. From an intersubjective perspective, “exacerbations and entrenchments of patients'
psychopathology…are most often produced by prolonged, unrecognized intersubjective
disjunctions wherein the patient's emotional needs are consistently misunderstood and thereby
relentlessly rejected by the therapist” (p. 557). The authors emphasized how if these needs are
interpreted as pathological resistances to treatment, rather than being seen as developmental
necessities, “the patient will experience such misinterpretations as gross failures of attunement”
and can repeat earlier traumatic situations because of what becomes a rigid iatrogenic stance (p.
558). In these conjunctive and disjunctive ways, a therapist’s experience can be “too close” or
“too far” in terms of understanding the subjective world of the patient and responding to it, either
of which could create impasse if too polarized.
Despite impasse as an obviously problematic occurrence, these situations were also
described by the authors as “a unique pathway…to the attainment of psychoanalytic
understanding” (p. 554). Importantly, for resolution and understanding to be successful, the
therapist’s “inquiry must include the therapist's continual reflection on the involvement of his
own personal subjectivity in the ongoing therapeutic process” (p. 572). This can occur in an
active way, as in one clinical example where the therapist discussed their involvement in the
impasse by disclosing what they found themselves “doing” with the patient, and the dilemma
that they found themselves in as it was occurring in relation to the patient. Another example
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included a therapist realizing privately their own difficulties tolerating their patient’s pain based
on their own childhood experiences, which had resulted in a particular stance vis-a-vis the
patient that led to impasse.
Either way, the authors conceptualize how “the domain of analytic investigations must
encompass the entire intersubjective field created by the interplay between the subjective worlds
of patient and therapist.” (p. 572). Importantly, with this co-emphasis on the therapist
perspective, Atwood, Stolorow, and Trop (1989) do not necessarily advocate for a kind of
blanket stance that includes therapist personal self-disclosures within the scope of this
discussion: “What the therapist may or may not reveal about his own contribution to an impasse
should be guided by his understanding of the specific transference meanings such disclosures are
likely to acquire for the patient” (p. 572). Ultimately, the authors articulated how these
stalemates can be transformed into “a royal road to new analytic understandings for both patient
and therapist” if the domain of inquiry includes the intersubjective context (p. 572). If these
situations are substantial enough to occur, they can be rewarding enough to work through.
Stolorow’s (2002) subsequent writing highlighted the primacy of affect in the interpersonal
realm as crucial to understanding impasse. This crystalized the aforementioned shift from
Freudian drive theory where in the intersubjective tradition, individual emotional experience is
understood as influenced by and occurring within the relational system it is a part of (p. 333). In
this system, “intrapsychic determinism thus gives way to an unremitting intersubjective
contextualism,” where the “mutual interplay” between the subjective worlds of patient and
therapist, based on the child and caregiver relationship, is what constitutes the domain of
psychodynamic inquiry (p. 330). From this viewpoint, Stolorow (2002) defined impasse as an
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“attractor state” of the therapeutic system – a repetitive, rigid, and therefore cessation of
progress, within the therapist-patient interpersonal context (p. 332).
Stolorow’s (2002) clinical example of impasse and termination is of a more active
disagreement between therapist and patient, on the “noisy” end of Schlesinger’s (2014)
continuum, rather than a more hidden stalled process that is more subtle in its emergence. He
understands impasse to be characterized primarily by affective intolerance, or the “inability of
the analytic bond to withstand, hold, contain, and help integrate the powerful states evoked in the
course of therapeutic dialogue,” placing the onus of impasse on the therapist (334). His clinical
example reads specifically as the analyst’s inability to deal with his own and the patient’s grief; a
particularly challenging and intense emotion to navigate that can lead to impasse.
Lewis Aron (2006) also discussed impasse within a contemporary intersubjective and
relational psychodynamic framework, highlighting contributions from various theorists, chiefly
Jessica Benjamin (2004). Impasse is seen as a relational phenomenon occurring when therapeutic
dyads get mired in complementary modes of being together, defined by opposition to the other.
These dynamics are conceived of as a “seesaw” or “fixed pendulum:” Two points on a line in
two dimensions that exist only as a rigid diametric (p. 354). In this setup which halts treatment,
only switching roles is possible in a reversal; but this does not change the underlying structure of
relating. A submitting or resisting, doer or done-to pattern is coupled with the feeling that only
one side can survive (Benjamin, 2004). To make matters more complicated, there is also a
profound unconscious gain from being locked into this system. A deep connection exists when
relating so tightly in this way, with only these restricted avenues of expression available.
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Aron (2006) introduced the analytic notion of the “third” as described by various theorists
as a way to think about resolving impasse. Importantly, this discussion “rests on the assumption
that transference and countertransference constitute an intersubjective dyadic system in which
both continually influence each other and must be resolved in relation to each other” (p. 364).
The crux of impasse within the patient-therapist relationship is that deadlocked systems lack
space for reflection. What must then be restored in the treatment is “a theory of thinking that
transcends the mind in isolation” and is “a relational theory of symbolization” (p. 359). There is
a need for “breaking up the single-lined stuckness of the seesaw and introducing a third
dimension, thus creating psychic space for reflexive awareness and mentalization” (p. 359).
Aron (2006) emphasized one way this can be restored, and impasse can be resolved, with
therapist self-disclosure of a certain sort, primarily an effort to create this third point of reference
– as he puts it in reference to a clinical example “thinking about [the patient’s] point of view but
inevitably from [the therapist’s] point of view” (p. 360). Aron (2006) stated that contemporary
Kleinian perspectives conceptualize this opening up of the third space in the therapist’s mind as
stemming only from the patient’s perspective, which is distinct from disclosures that share
various aspects of the therapist’s subjectivity and mind. These disclosures includes sharing the
therapist’s inner workings, such as sharing a dilemma with the patient, the thought process that
leads to formulation or interpretation of the material, or some other way that the therapist is
“vulnerable” to the patient.
In this way the therapist models taking responsibility for a part in the complex relational
web of what is occurring between the patient and therapist. Aron (2006) wrote how this
implicitly highlights to the patient how enactment and co-participation are part of the therapeutic
process. He emphasized that this re-creation of a third is not restoring an objective analytic space
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free from “distortion” but rather is “an effort to create a psychic space within which to think
together about ways in which patient and analyst are similar and different, merged and separate,
identified and differentiated from one another” (p. 363). These processes can occur repeatedly in
treatment, as “intersubjectivity consist of a dialectic process of mutual recognition and
breakdown into complementarity” (p. 363). Lastly, Aron (2006) called attention to the impasse
phenomenon that also exists in psychodynamic thought, “between theorists and schools that
emphasize drive or culture, self or object, attachment or separation, autonomy or relations, the
individual or the social, the intrapsychic or the interpersonal” (p. 362). In this way
“conceptualizing the third is one attempt to move beyond such oppositions and to create
triangular space within which psychoanalysis too can think more freely, open dialogue, grow,
and develop” (p. 366).
Sue Elkind (1994) conceptualized the harmful and upsetting nature of impasse as a
situation where something simply feels “unresolvable” between patient and therapist. She saw
this as arising from areas of “primary vulnerabilities” or core personal issues that have become
activated for both the patient and therapist within the relational treatment context (p. 3). There is
an intersection of patient and therapist dynamics that the dyad is not able to extricate itself from
as it sits in isolation. Interestingly, unlike Etchegoyen (2005), Elkind (1994) saw impasse as a
much more common event than anomaly. She conducted a voluntary response survey in 1987 of
over 300 therapists who were members of the Psychotherapy Institute in Berkeley, CA, asking
about long-term therapeutic experiences that ended in an impasse with accompanying feelings of
rage, disappointment, and failure. She found that 87.5% of therapists had a treatment end in this
type of impasse. Moreover 53% of these therapists had been patients themselves in treatments
that ended in a kind of rupture, 72% of whom felt the termination during the impasse harmed
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them emotionally. Of course it is important to note that without consistent and specific
definitional criteria, it is difficult to understand whether Elkind, Etchegoyen, Ferro, Stolorow,
Aron, and others, are qualitatively referring to exactly the same processes at work. Despite this
and other study limitations, however, by definition the phenomenon is identified within the
therapeutic dyad based on the phenomenology of stuckness in treatment, and these writings do
share overarching definitional and phenomenological commonalities.
In any case, Elkind (1994) discussed the role of an outside consultant to both patient and
therapist, a literal third, as one framework by which to aid impasse resolution. She described her
consultation as having a specific frame, such as expressed clarity about her role as a consultant
and not an ongoing therapist (e.g., meeting approximately for 1 – 3 sessions), and charging the
same fee agreed upon between patient and therapist, as a way of providing a structured context
that takes the dyad out of isolation. Elkind (1994) highlighted how her initial concerns about
intense splitting and an intrusion into a colleague’s case caused her to examine assumptions
about whether consultation necessarily meant a kind of breaking of the therapeutic frame, patient
resistance, dilution of the transference, and the like. In practice she described finding that
patients are deeply connected to their treatments and are disturbed by the current state of affairs
and want to either reconnect or terminate in a way that does not feel so adversarial, as well as
how therapists are equally distressed by the stalemate. She highlighted how transference plays a
role in the consultation process; but that in understanding the nature of the transference to the
consultant and therapist, she primarily keeps in mind the framework and sees her role as trying to
help shift what has been blocked. She also highlighted how a stereotypical conceptualization of
devaluing the therapist and idealizing the consultant is overly simplified.
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In the specific consultation example, Elkand (1994) focused on listening closely to both
patient and therapist struggles with the treatment, and tried to provide a fresh way of thinking
about what had been activated. With the patient, Elkind (1994) affirmed his sense of how raw
and intense his affects were in the therapy, and how difficult they were to tolerate. Her
interventions with the patient involved communicating what she believed to be going on between
the patient and therapist, and what both parties might be experiencing (e.g., including what the
therapist might be struggling with in this situation); as well as focusing on hopefulness about the
patient being able to manage his difficulties. With the therapist, Elkind’s (1994) case
conceptualization of the patient’s intense anger and frustration was explicitly connected to what
she conceived of as the therapist’s “primary vulnerability:” In this case, the therapist’s desire to
be helpful to her patient and her concern that she would fail was an element of why this was so
hard to handle, as it was an attack on her clinical confidence. Elkind (1994) was similarly and
notably supportive of the work that has been done in treatment prior to the impasse, which
understandably seemed light years away at the current juncture. Ultimately, Elkind (1994)
regarded herself in this consultation as an “oars-woman” who attempted to “safely transport
patient and therapist from their familiar shore, across a dangerous and choppy river, to a new
shore on the other side…with a new orientation and perspective” (p. 10).
Importantly, as Ferro (1993), Schlesinger (2014), and others highlighted in the “one
person” section, a crucial area of overlap between perspectives is the potential loss of the
therapeutic relationship for both patient and therapist. The therapeutic relationship may be
extremely mutually satisfying for both parties for various reasons, and can mobilize intense
mutual defenses to avoid the inevitability of ending. In this way, treatment impasse where grief
over termination is defended against may serve the defensive purpose freezing the treatment so
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that it will last forever (Gabbard, 2009). Of course, a treatment can become “non-analytic” or
non-therapeutic in various ways, perhaps most egregiously with various boundary violations:
However, impasse understood in this way can be seen as a similar outcome. On the flip side, the
idea of impasse as a “royal road” from Atwood, Stolorow, and Trop (1989) represents how these
situations may open up opportunities for particularly meaningful resonances between patient and
therapist, and are akin to recent thinking about unconscious communication in the therapeutic
dyad at times of separation, loss, and termination (e.g., Cancelmo, 2019).
Empirical Research Perspectives on Impasse
Limited empirical research has been conducted on treatment impasse. One of the earliest
studies was conducted by Hill et al. (1996), which examined therapist perspectives on impasse
retrospectively reported in cases that had since ended. Their definition of impasse was influenced
by several psychodynamic writers and was described as “deadlock or stalemate that causes
therapy to become so difficult or complicated that progress is no longer possible and termination
occurs” (italics added, Hill et al. 1996, p. 207).
Hill et al. (1996) sought to understand variables associated with impasse and termination
by using a qualitative interview which aimed to collect specific information about the therapists
(e.g. demographics, years in training, past experiences with impasse as well as the specific
impasse example used in this study), the patients described in the impasse (e.g. demographic
information, diagnosis), and the therapeutic climate where the impasse occurred (e.g. number of
sessions, information about events in therapy identified as contributing to the impasse.). Using
Consensual Qualitative Research (CQR) as their data analytic approach, the authors used
consensus coding in what they describe as a collegial and collaborative atmosphere, which they
report allowed them to discuss multiple ideas and responses to the data which deepened their
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analysis of therapist responses and the impasse phenomena. Therapists in the study identified
themselves as psychoanalytic, humanistic, and cognitive-behavioral in theoretical orientation.
Results from qualitative analyses indicated three “mega-domains:” 1) Background
Variables, 2) Impasse Stage, and 3) Consequences. Within the “Background Variables” megadomain, family-of-origin issues came up in all 12 cases, which included specific trauma (e.g.,
physical abuse), as well as relational conflicts with families. Anxiety, depression, and Axis II
pathology, as well as conflict in intimate and interpersonal relationships, were also prevalent.
Within the “Impasse Stage”, therapists reported that patients generally had negative
feelings about the therapist (including patients feeling angry, upset, blamed, uncomfortable, and
criticized, among others). Therapists also identified disagreement between themselves and
patients over specific strategies used to achieve therapeutic goals, and that ongoing general
disagreement constituted the impasse rather than one specific event. Examples used by the
authors included a patient who was demanding of specific suggestions but also rejecting of them,
and another patient who both wanted advice as well as to make their own decisions. These kinds
of contradictions are essential to consider as they seem to illustrate that patients and therapists
were in complex positions together, the patient in wanting something contradictory and the
therapist in never being able to provide what was desired. They also may speak to patients’
desires for control of the therapeutic process, but also being ultimately divided about what would
be most helpful. The authors referred to this in their discussion as “power struggles” within the
treatment about the nature and course of treatment (p. 213).
Therapist perceptions that they made mistakes dealing with their patients were also
associated with the impasse, such as scolding the patient for unacceptable behavior, being
overtly disapproving or too active and impatient with interventions. These may speak to the
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therapists becoming emotionally activated with patients and being unable to contain themselves
within the heat of the moment, and/or momentarily losing a supportive stance based on what was
occurring within the therapeutic dyad. However, in their discussion the authors indicated that
there was not a specific type of technical error that was made and identified across cases. One
therapist error mentioned in the discussion was that sometimes therapists are not conscious of
patients having accomplished all they can in therapy, which could also contribute to impasse
(Nathanson, 1992; Schlesinger, 2014).
Additionally, triangulation, transference, and therapist personal issues were reported as
variables related to the impasse. The authors referred to triangulation as a process when another
person or persons enter the treatment situation, which can create the feeling that a choice must be
made by the patient between the therapist and the other(s). The authors speculated about the
difficulties with attachment that patients may have had, that could have stimulated abandonment
fears which lead to triangulation (e.g., people who are available more than the therapist is).
Genetic transference issues were also identified as the patients relating to their therapists
specifically as they related to their parents. Therapist personal issues were problematic aspects of
the impasse stage, most commonly in difficulties dealing with strong negative affect or behavior,
or strong and difficult countertransference reactions. The authors discussed instances of classical
countertransference specifically as interfering with the treatment (e.g., therapist family of origin
issues, current life stressors). Importantly, all but one therapist sought consultations for the
impasse, and tried to facilitate a discussion with the patient about the impasse and understand it
as a part of therapeutic process.
In terms of the “Consequences,” all cases ended therapy. Many patients abruptly
terminated treatment, which caught the therapists off guard. The authors indicated that most
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therapists conceptualized the impasse after the fact when trying to think about where the case
went awry. Residual effects on therapists included self-doubt and rumination about the case and
what could have gone differently. Important limitations to the study included external validity
due to the number of cases, as well as the demographic characteristics of therapists (specifically
12 White therapists). The authors were also concerned about therapist retrospective recall of
impasse, rather than looking at impasse in real time, as well as about the absence of patient
perspectives on the impasse. Despite these limitations, this study identified factors that
correspond and add to the clinical literature on impasse; and especially noted the high levels of
experience of the therapists in their sample, and therapists’ concern for their patients and desire
to understand them, which speaks to the difficulty of impasses even with well-trained and wellmeaning professionals.
Beyond Hill (1996) and colleagues, two in-depth studies by Moltu, Binder, and Nielsen
(2010), and Moltu and Binder (2011), examined impasse occurrences in individual treatments by
interviewing experienced therapists identifying with various theoretical orientations (e.g.,
psychodynamic, cognitive-behavioral, body-oriented). The authors included cases where the
impasse was considered resolved, as opposed to Hill et al. (1996) whose participants had
treatments that ended in impasse. Impasse here was described as a stalemate situation, often
occurring in long-term psychotherapy, for different amounts of time (in these studies, the length
of treatments and impasses were not specified) with patients suffering greatly (e.g. high levels of
symptomatic distress, chronic relational difficulties, and suicidality).
In the 2010 paper, the authors highlighted an overarching theme in the qualitative data of
therapists being fundamentally professionally committed to helping their patients even in
difficult times, which was connected to a sense professional identity and ethnical commitment.
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Impasses were seen as forces negatively impacting this a priori stance, in the form of “threatened
hope” and “difficult feeling states in the therapist in the here and now” (p. 313). “Threatened
hope” was characterized broadly by a tendency towards self-doubt, and doubt in the therapeutic
method that had been derived from previous therapeutic successes; as well as by losing patience
and feeling hopeless about the future of the current treatment. “Difficult feeling states in the
therapist in the here and now” included feeling scared and tense, or overwhelmed or
overwhelming, trapped in relation to the patient either resulting from the patient’s direct
aggression or emotional withdrawal. Whether therapists were back on their heels or became too
demanding of patients, therapists were not able to activate the identified a priori helpful and
fundamentally committed stance. The authors highlighted how successful resolution of these
impasse states were connected to therapists’ inner work on their own difficult feelings within the
treatment session, and a shift to a “being with” with the patient as a “helpful subjective presence”
that they connect to the relational and intersubjective psychodynamic literature (p. 317-318).
In the 2011 study, the authors delved further into therapist impasse experiences and
resolutions, to look more at therapist strategies to manage impasses outside of sessions. The
motivation for these needs were conceptualized thematically as “the need for a move – from
confusion and bodily tension to shared systems of meaning” and “the need for a witness – to find
a home for the stalemate scenario in another relationship” (p. 257). In the former, high levels of
confusion in the therapists’ minds, coupled with somatic experiences with various types of
pressure and pain, moved therapists to use individualistic strategies to manage them outside of
session (e.g., reading novels, consultation with colleagues, meditation). They highlighted how
using these strategies eased the confused thinking and bodily tension that resulted from the
distressing impasse, which they emphasize as transforming these experiences into the realm of
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symbols (p. 258). These various activities were understood as therapists “finding refuge” –
whether it be in the voices of colleagues, fiction, theoretical case formulations, or the like. This
refuge is in discovering similar phenomena, and not feeling alone with impasse experiences;
proof that the situation is indeed able to be understood meaningfully and as a result internally
affectively managed.
In “the need for a witness,” the authors discussed therapists’ realizations of growing strong
negative feelings (e.g., irritation, inferiority, hopelessness) which result in seeking out a third
relationship where these feelings are expressed (p. 260). The authors linked this to
countertransference difficulties, specifically framed in terms of a “role reversal” where the
therapists themselves are acting on their emotional experiences, while the third they seek is
tolerating, supporting, and searching for meaning in what is going on (p. 260). In the discussion,
the authors used the psychodynamic concepts of enactment and parallel process to explain their
thinking. Both “the need for a move” and “the need for a witness” as actions outside the session
lead to what the authors term “the vital clearing” – when therapists’ needs outside the therapy
sessions are met, they feel more peaceful, accepting, and free within sessions to be with their
patients in a more “spacious” way (p. 262). Therapists experienced this different way of “being
with” patients as a major factor in the impasse resolution, echoing the results from the first study.
Most like the current study was a dissertation conducted by Judith Hartley (2004), studying
therapists currently experiencing impasse with patients. This focus was different from the
previous studies where treatments had ended due to impasse, or ones where impasse resolved.
Hartley (2004) used an in-depth Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis qualitative data analytic
approach to analyze the interviews, akin to the current study that seeks to investigate research
questions that emphasize depth over breadth in impasse experience that could not be addressed
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by non-qualitative research methods. Hartley (2004) was particularly interested in impasse
recognition, phenomenology, conceptualization, and therapist response, as well as the meaning
of the impasse for therapists. The four therapists in the study were psychodynamic or
cognitive/integrative in orientation, with an average of a decade of experience as qualified
mental health practitioners (e.g., counselor, psychologist, psychoanalytic candidate). Patients in
the sample were experiencing a variety of psychiatric difficulties, including depression and
major medical illness; early loss and abuse; history of and ongoing relationship difficulties
related to emotional reactivity; and self-harm and substance use. Findings indicated a myriad of
important themes that occurred throughout the treatments, including but not limited to significant
disturbance in therapists’ emotional states in a variety of ways (e.g., avoidance, overwhelm,
upset, other negative affects), variations in therapeutic stance and activity level, and the negative
professional and personal effects of the difficult work. The current dissertation study can be
thought of as building upon Hartley (2004) work, with a larger sample of participants and with a
more explicit focus on psychodynamic theory and practice.
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Current Study
Where clinicians, theorists and researchers agree on impasse is that the therapeutic field
broadly construed becomes deadlocked, and further progress seems unobtainable. This is
diagnosed by the therapist from the material discussed in a treatment, and how patients and
therapists feel; stems from contributions to varying degrees from patients and therapists,
understood in myriad ways; can cause stagnation, hopelessness, and distress in the parties
involved; and requires much hard work to resolve, if that is even possible. Despite some
consensus, however, the concept remains elusive due to a lack of a body of consistent research
evidence that can contribute to understanding the myriad factors that lead to, occur within, and
result from treatment impasse. Additionally, the vantage points used to understand and treat
impasse are diverse and complex, even in their overlap, especially from the various theoretical
perspectives within psychodynamic thought.
Although perspectives on impasse have broadened from their primarily intrapsychic roots
to include interpersonal, relational, and intersubjective dimensions, there is clearly debate
especially between the more classical, neo-Kleinian and Object Relations perspectives on the one
hand, and the Interpersonal and Relational approaches on the other, in terms of how to best make
sense of this phenomenon. Moreover, impasse as a concept could be thought of as in the eye of
the beholder inherently, by virtue of how it is diagnosed and develops within the dyadic system it
is a part of, and how it is seen through the lens of the therapist’s specific orientation to the work.
The current study is an effort to contribute to understanding conceptualizations of,
approaches to, and results of impasse in long-term psychodynamic psychotherapy, where the
treatment has or had become characterized by “stuckness” rather than progress in a particular
psychotherapeutic dyad. Past research has been instrumental in identifying impasse as a concept
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worthy of study, highlighting potential contributions to impasse development, explaining the
phenomenology of therapists’ experiences, and suggesting ways to right the ship, so to speak,
within a variety of treatment approaches. However, these studies have been few and far between.
Additionally, there has not been any research effort to understand instances of therapeutic
impasse with psychodynamic psychotherapists that also consider the nuances of specific
theoretically informed approaches to conceptualizing what occurs in treatment. At this point, it
seems crucial to further elucidate impasse and ways of thinking about it in a research context
specifically from a psychodynamic perspective. Stephen Mitchell (1995) emphasized the
usefulness of both contemporary Kleinian and Interpersonal approaches in a clear and subtle
analysis of impasse, using a clinical example from a one-session consultation where the patient
had experienced an impasse in his previous treatment as a jumping off point to shed light on
seemingly disparate clinical methodologies. This study can be thought of as a desire to extend of
that style of multiplicity in thinking and analysis.
All but completely absent from the clinical and research impasse literature are issues of
therapist and patient identifications on various dimensions of social location. These are
fundamental perspectives to consider in any psychotherapeutic treatment, especially ones that
have stalled, as elements of these social realities have been discussed as creating various types of
transference and countertransference binds in particular (e.g., Comas-Díaz and Jacobson, 1991;
Gaztambide, 2018; Holmes, 1999). The current study will attempt to be thoughtful about these
dimensions of potential confluence and divergence and their potential relationship to impasse.
Following these multitudes of considerations, I will conduct an in-depth investigation of
psychodynamic therapists’ perspectives on specific instances of impasse using qualitative
methodology. Using an approach that attempts to understand one version of the truth, rather than
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starting from a place of generalizing about such a unique clinical and human process that occurs
in a distinct configuration at a specific moment in time, is indicated given the complexity of the
phenomenon. This dissertation is an effort to add to the knowing of what amounts to a troubling,
fascinating clinical occurrence and opportunity in need of further investigation.
Specific Aims
Aim 1: To understand psychodynamic psychotherapist’s conceptualizations of and
approaches to cases of impasse in long-term psychodynamic psychotherapy, where the treatment
has or had become characterized by “stuckness” rather than progress. This includes the
therapist’s understanding of the patient’s problems and backgrounds, salient treatment themes,
the content and process of the impasse itself, therapist-reported patient and therapist feelings, and
the result of the impasse.
Aim 2: To understand psychodynamic psychotherapist’s thinking about dimensions of
their sameness and difference with their patients.
Aim 3: To understand psychodynamic psychotherapist’s conceptualizations about how
they work clinically and how they situate themselves theoretically, and how this relates to their
understanding of and approach to an instance of impasse in their clinical practice.
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CHAPTER TWO
Methods
Introduction
Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis (IPA; Smith, 1996), developed by Jonathan Smith,
Ph.D. at Birkbeck University of London, was the qualitative data analytic approach used to
inform the development of the methodology for the current study. An IPA approach has
previously been utilized by other researchers understanding issues related to impasse and
termination in psychotherapy, and overlaps with other qualitative data analytic methods (e.g.,
Hartley, 2004; Moltu, Binder, and Nielsen, 2010; Moltu and Binder, 2011; Wilson and Springer,
2004). Typically, there is no hypotheses testing in IPA: Rather, “research questions in IPA
projects are usually framed broadly and openly… the aim is to explore, flexibly and in detail, an
area of concern” (Smith and Osborn, 2003, p. 54).
As previously mentioned, impasse as a concept could be thought of as in the eye of the
beholder inherently, occurring with a specific patient and specific therapist at a specific time, and
as diagnosed by the practitioner. While it is possible and likely that certain patients may be
predisposed to becoming ensnared in an impasse configuration in their treatments or lives, the
phenomenon has found expression in the instances that will be studied, which are attempting to
be described, processed, and intervened with by specific therapists. Given these considerations,
IPA as a detailed phenomenological, hermeneutic, and idiographic approach to qualitative data
analysis, is particularly well suited for investigating impasse (Harley, 2004; Smith et al., 2003).
In other words, this approach will allow an exploration of participants’ lived experience of
impasse with their patient, as well as considerations about their interpretation of that experience
and the meaning they make from it. IPA places the emphasis on exploring the manifestation of
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the phenomenon as it exists in unique cases, allowing for a rich analysis that privileges depth of
understanding over study generalizability (Smith et al., 2009). This descriptive to interpretive
process mirrors what is definitional about individual psychodynamic psychotherapy:
Experiencing, understanding, and making sense of a unique clinical situation. Additionally, using
IPA, it is possible to make extensions to “theoretical transferability,” by comparing results to the
body of theoretical, experiential, and empirical writings on the topic; however, this is considered
secondary in this approach (Smith et al., 2009, p. 52). The exploration and analysis of the
potential connections between the data the literature reviewed will be undertaken cautiously from
this perspective while situating the study in the current sociopolitical context.
Participants
Participants in this study included 9 licensed psychodynamic psychotherapists currently in
practice.
Sampling
It was important to recruit psychotherapists who could offer well-informed reflections on
impasse above all other selection criteria. In selecting a sample, IPA emphasizes commitment to
the depth of study of experience and the phenomena under investigation, using a relatively
homogenous sample to examine convergence and divergence within the data collected (Smith et
al., 2009). Given this approach, gathering the sample was accomplished with a multi-pronged
recruitment strategy. The use of key informants was used to begin outreach, in the form of
corresponding with psychodynamic psychotherapists in the field with whom the author has a
personal relationship (clinical supervisors, a relative who is in the field) and who have extensive
knowledge of colleagues with training in different psychodynamic orientations who would be
willing and interested to take part in the research study. This led to emails from these informants
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to psychodynamic friendly listservs to recruit additional participants not personally known to the
key informants. These methods of sampling are common in qualitative research where gaining
access to a certain population is necessary and would be challenging by other means; as well as
when participant expertise and the depth of the topic being studied are paramount to
generalizability and external validity of sampling procedures.
Screening criteria was confirmed with interested participants via email exchange prior to
the impasse interview. Eligibility criteria included the following:
a) Participants must hold a degree that allows them to practice psychotherapy (e.g.,
L.C.S.W., L.M.H.C., Psy.D., Ph.D., M.D., LP) and be licensed to practice
psychotherapy.
b) Participants must have a patient with whom they experienced an impasse in treatment,
broadly defined as where the treatment has or had become characterized by “stuckness”
rather than progress.
c) With this identified patient, participants must have conducted a long-term
psychodynamic psychotherapy, that is defined as at minimum 2 years of weekly
treatment.
d) If the impasse has been worked through or the treatment terminated and is not ongoing,
the impasse in therapy will have occurred within the last 5 years.
These sampling criteria represent considerations from methodology from past published
research and data analytic methods, along with conceptualizing the scope of the current study in
consultation with the dissertation committee (e.g., Hartley, 2004; Hill, 1996; Moltu, Binder and
Nielsen, 2010; Moltu and Binder, 2011; Smith, Flowers, and Larkin, 2009; Wilson and Springer,
2004). Again, the distinction between psychoanalysis and psychodynamic psychotherapy is
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beyond the scope of this research study to consider and debate. The intention behind these
sampling procedures was to recruit participants who have engaged in a certain depth of treatment
with their patients, which would allow the impasse experience to be sufficiently studied.
Instruments
Demographic Information
Participants were asked about basic demographic information, e.g., age, sex, gender, race,
ethnicity, level of education and training.
Impasse Interview
A semi-structured interview was conducted and served as the primary measure of impasse
experiences. Consistent with the data collection approach in IPA, the flexible nature of the
interview allowed predetermined questions to be asked, while also making room for spontaneous
elaboration on themes that emerged during the interview to investigate areas most relevant to
each participant’s experience more deeply (Smith et al., 2009). The interview took
approximately 60 to 90 minutes and was conducted on Zoom using an encrypted user account
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. All interviews were recorded, transcribed, and saved in a secure
location in an encrypted computer folder which only the principal investigator had access to. All
participants were given codes, and their interviews were electronically stored with no attachment
to identifying data. The principal investigator and dissertation committee are the only individuals
who have access to the data or interview transcripts.
The interview contained questions that corresponded to the major themes and research
questions of interest within the present study, under the following sub-headings: 1) Therapist
Training Background (theoretical orientation and clinical proclivities); 2) Patient and
Treatment Background Information (descriptions of the patient and the treatment before the
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impasse); 3) Impasse Stage (the therapist’s experience of impasse with their patient and their
conceptualization of the impasse, including transference and countertransference);
4) Dimensions of Confluence, Difference, and Social Location (perception of features of
therapist and patient affecting the treatment); 5) Theory and Practice – Connections to
Specific Impasse (explicit questions about interventions and how one’s way of working affected
the treatment); and 6) Impasse Impact (how the impasse has affected the therapist’s practice).
Some of the interview questions were adapted from the Patient-Therapist Adult
Attachment Interview (PT-AAI), which is a semi-structured clinical interview originally
designed to assess a therapist’s representations of their patient (Diamond et al., 2003). These will
provide an understanding of the patient-therapist relationship as it exists in the therapist’s mind
as context for the exploration of the impasse experience. The structure of the interview was
designed to begin generally about the experiences of impasse and factors impacting the
treatment, and over time move in a more focused direction eventually landing on questions that
were more explicit in asking about connections between the therapist’s understanding of the
impasse and their own unique perspective.
Data Analytic Approach
Data analysis in IPA is an iterative process. The first step was transcribing the interview,
followed by multiple close readings of the transcript in conjunction with listening to the recorded
interview. This process involved taking exploratory notes from descriptive, linguistic, and
conceptual standpoints, as well as gathering noteworthy quotes. The following step transformed
initial notes into higher level themes, carefully connecting what was said back to the theoretical
underpinnings without losing what the participant described (Smith et al. 2009). These initial
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themes were then compiled into superordinate themes within the case, looking for connections
across what emerged in the process of engagement with the data.
These steps were repeated for each following case, using themes from the initial case a
guide, although without restricting additional data by forcing it into preexisting categories.
Themes were then considered for the entire study across cases. In this way, within and between
case analysis allowed for a rich understanding of impasse development and thinking in specific
instances, as well as looking for commonalities across impasse situations and practitioner
approaches. The analytic process included active correspondence with the dissertation committee
until reaching agreement of having a “good enough” understanding of the data from an active
engagement of looking within and between cases, and in making connections back to the
theoretical and research literature reviewed.
Additionally, small peer group/consultation meetings were undertaken as a part of the data
analytic process, in a team of three advanced doctoral candidates who are mixed-methods
researchers and psychodynamic clinicians interested in therapeutic process. This group has
research and clinical experience with severe psychopathology, transference and
countertransference with complex patients, and sameness and difference especially around
sociocultural elements of patient and therapist’s lived experiences.
Researchers
It is necessary to consider the researcher’s perspective when using a qualitative analysis
such as IPA, where the data analytic process is inherently influenced by one’s own position in a
double hermeneutic, the researcher attempting to make sense of the participant making sense of
their own experience (Smith et al., 2009). I am a seventh-year doctoral student in Clinical
Psychology at a graduate program in New York City that is substantially influenced by
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psychodynamic perspectives. In my coursework and clinical work, I have received supervision
broadly encompassing classical and contemporary Freudian, Object Relations, Interpersonal and
Relational psychodynamic perspectives with various psychoanalysts and psychodynamic
informed practitioners. I am fortunate to be a product of invested teachers and supervisors, and
my education has filled me with questions about the one-person and two-person perspectives that
I have been exposed to. Approaching the topic of impasse from different clinical and theoretical
perspectives in the field, and utilizing a qualitative methodology to capture the phenomenon,
represents the direct influence of my clinical work and education. This is my current best effort
at exploration, synthesis, and integration on a topic of interest.
Crucially, my perspective is influenced by a two and a half year, twice-weekly
psychodynamic treatment with a patient at a community mental health clinic, that one could
reasonably conceptualize as having ended in impasse. Briefly, Mr. X, a POC, Queer-, cisgendered male, upper-middle class patient in his mid-20s, who came to treatment wanting to
continue working on his challenges in intimate relationships. His struggles with his own sense of
self, and the power imbalances he felt in his relationships, played out intensely in the
transference-countertransference over the course of the treatment, especially around issues of
race, sexual identity, and sexuality (e.g., his perception of my whiteness and sexuality, my
placement on these dimensions fluctuating in Mr. X’s mind at various points throughout the
treatment, and elements of erotic transference tied up with perceptions of competition between
us).
After many months of productive work, as well as a somewhat tortured attachment to the
treatment and me, his feeling that he benefited from the sessions ultimately gave way to his deep
sense of not being liked and accepted enough by me to speak more freely. Mr. X ended therapy,
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in the last session highlighting the productive attempts at understanding his specific dynamics,
and seemingly authentically reported various therapeutic gains along with his decision to
discontinue. He revealed that he had chosen another therapist to work with who “reminds me of
you but is older.” My personal thoughts on impasse currently sit somewhere in between the oneand two-person perspectives, somewhat hopefully and hopelessly lost within not knowing, and
wanting to have been more helpful, flexible, knowledgeable, and therapeutically effective with
my patient.

The institutional review board of The City College of New York has reviewed the study’s
protocol and all associated procedures, and granted the study exempt status, HRP# 2020-0603.
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CHAPTER THREE
Results
Data analysis was conducted on in-depth, semi-structured interviews with 9
psychodynamic-identified therapists, who each spoke about an impasse experience in an
individual treatment with one patient. Following an IPA approach, the data will be presented in
the form of key themes that emerged during the interviews. The purpose of this detailed
investigation was to create a narrative account, from therapists’ perspectives, of salient aspects of
and experiences in treatments where impasse occurred. The results are organized approximately
following the outline of the interview in the following order: 1) Participants; 2) Treatment
Frame, Patient Presenting Problems, and Notable History 3) Salient Case Themes; 4)
Impasse, Described; 5) Transference and Countertransference; 6) Similarities, Differences,
and Impact; 7) Specific Interventions, and Supervision and Consultation; 8) Treatment
Limitations and Psychotherapeutic Faith; and 9) Impasse Paradox and Clinical
Improvement. An additional section, 10) Impasse, COVID-19 and Teletherapy was included
due to the implications of the ongoing pandemic, and its prevalence within the sample and
throughout the writing of this dissertation. All identifying aspects of interviews that could be
linked back to participants or patients have been thoroughly disguised or removed altogether,
without compromising the integral meaning of the data.
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Part 1: Participants
Demographics
Participants were 9 psychotherapists, self-identified as psychodynamic in theoretical
orientation, currently in clinical practice. Gender, race and ethnicity was self-reported, and
included 3 cis-women and 6 cis-men; 8 white and 1 Asian race; 1 Irish, 1 Italian-American, 1
Asian-American, 3 Jewish, 1 half-Jewish, and 2 white-race unreported ethnicity. Age range was
between 33-77 years (Median = 64, Mean = 56.56; SD= 16.024). Length of practicing
psychotherapy was between 7-47 years (Median = 30, Mean= 23.94; SD= 14.410). Three
participants were psychoanalysts, and two were candidates in training at psychoanalytic
institutes. Six participants held PhD’s in clinical psychology or social work; one held an MD;
one held an MSW; and one held a PhD in a non-clinical field, coupled with a License in
Psychoanalysis to practice clinically. All were licensed to practice in the state where they
worked. “Participants” and “therapists” will be used interchangeably in the sections below to
refer to research subjects.
Training Background and Clinical Approach
All therapists made explicit references to their identification as
psychodynamic/psychoanalytic psychotherapists resulting from their graduate and/or post
graduate education, clinical interests, and professional community involvement, as a primary
way of organizing their thinking and work with patients from a deeper meaning-making
perspective.
All my training has been Psychoanalytic. I always think analytically, no matter what I am
doing. (P2)
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[I work] Psychoanalytically [because] I prefer when I can to see patients at a greater
frequency. I'm interested in doing the deep work that sometimes necessitates more
frequent visits. (P1)
I am very influenced by humanistic, interpersonal or relational [perspectives], the
humanism involved in that, the emphasis on things like intersubjectivity, on thinking
developmentally, people in the context with others, the self being understood as highly in
context with others. (P7)
[My psychoanalytic training] was a wonderful, not only clinical experience because the
classes were so interesting and the teachers were great, but also the community of
colleagues that came from it that was invaluable. (P4)
Elaboration on schools of thought included various perspectives spanning the psychoanalytic
cannon: Freudian/Classical, Ego Psychology, Object Relations, Modern, Interpersonal,
Relational, and Intersubjective perspectives. Influential theorists mentioned included Freud,
Klein, Winnicott, Joseph, Bion, Mennicker, Guntrip, Sullivan, Kohut, Rosenfeld, Steiner,
Spotnitz, and Benjamin. Important organizing concepts included containment, developmental
projective and introjective processes, transference and countertransference as meaningful patient
communications and/or data to be analyzed, and therapeutic love.
Importantly, flexibility and sensitivity to patient individuality emerged as central to a
psychodynamic/psychoanalytic sensibility in several interviews:
Obviously, [working psychoanalytically] leads to different ways of being with different
people…I don’t experience it as limiting. It is just where I am thinking. (P2)
It’s not one-size-fits-all. I don’t think people really practice that way. (P3)
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It’s a tough thing to identify myself with a particular [psychoanalytic perspective]. I
guess like many people practice, I really think of myself as pretty eclectic at this point. I
would say what mostly informs how I think is the patient. With different patients, you
need to think about different techniques and different theorists. Somebody who has
earlier issues, I guess then I would think more about Klein. (P4)
Besides a central focus on the unique clinical situation, the integration of perspectives outside
psychodynamic/psychoanalytic thinking were also key aspects of therapists’ orientations towards
psychotherapeutic work:
Sometimes you see somebody in your office, it's just, it's all attachment…That's just
what's screaming to me. It kind of depends on the patient. The work I liked the most is the
work that is non-pathologizing. And that's what I really like about Internalized Family
Systems. I find it really non-pathologizing. (P6)
A lot of what I do, you would certainly recognize as psychodynamically oriented
psychotherapy, but I add into it breathing, movement, sound, expression and activation of
muscle systems and touch. (P9)
Participants also referenced biological models of mental illness, patient advocacy work, Eye
Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR), and Cognitive Behavioral Treatment
(CBT) as influential within their training, and as part of what they incorporated into their
practice.
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Part 2: Treatment Frame, Patient Presenting Problems, and Notable History
The table below summarizes basic patient demographics, and the treatment length,
frequency, and history, pertaining to each case. A choice was made not to ask participants direct
demographic questions about their patients at the onset of the interview. Rather, through the
interview process, using open ended questions, participants were invited to describe and disclose
what they thought was salient about patients’ demographic information, to better understand the
ways these therapists were conceptualizing these aspects of their patients without undue
interviewer external influence. Therapists were explicitly prompted about social location
afterwards if this had not yet been mentioned. In the forthcoming sections in the results,
demographic and social aspects of patients’ and therapists’ backgrounds will be reported as
appropriate, in terms of how they were discussed in the interviews on a case-by-case basis.
Patient
Pseudonym

Patient
Demographics

Treatment
Frequency

Treatment Length
and Current Status

Additional
Treatment

“A”

Cis-Male
White
30s

2x/week initially;
3x week after year
1

4 years; continuous
treatment; weekly
treatment stopped with
periodic check-ins

History of couple’s
therapy

“B”

Cis-Male
White
50s-60s

2x/ week for 5
years; 1x week for
5 years

10 years; continuous
treatment; ongoing

None

“C”

Cis-Female
White
40s

4x/week

3 years; continuous
treatment; ongoing

History of
psychotherapeutic
and medication
treatment

“D”

Cis-Male
White
50s-60s

4x/week;3x/week
during the past
year

18 years; continuous
treatment; weekly
treatment stopped with
periodic check ins

None

1x/week

7 years; continuous
treatment; ongoing

Couple’s therapy;
medication

2x/week

7 years; continuous
treatment; treatment
ended

History of family
therapy

“E”
“F”

Undisclosed
30s-40s
Gender Non-Binary
White
Teens-20s
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“G”
“H”
“I”

Cis-Female
Non-White
30s
Cis-Female
White
40s-50s
Cis-male
White
30s

3x/week

2 years; continuous
treatment; ongoing

Couple’s therapy

2x/month

20 years; periodic breaks;
ongoing

Couple’s therapy;
Alcoholics
Anonymous

1x/week

4 years; continuous
treatment; treatment
paused

Group treatment

Presenting problems and aspects of patient histories that were prominent and significant are
elaborated below.
Presenting Problems
Most therapists indicated that relationship difficulties were chief among the problems that
brought patients to treatment. In several cases, this included chronic, ongoing internal conflict
and disturbance around forming and/or maintaining romantic bonds:
He was engaged in a set of interpersonal sexual practices with women that he was
anxious about, disapproved of, and he had some inkling represented what might become,
and indeed did become a manifestation of an interference in his ability to form an
intimate, romantic, and ultimately marital relationship. (P9, “I”)
Similarly:
He was contemplating having an affair and it frightened him. He was wise enough to
realize that maybe he ought to think about it before he did it. And that just led into a
whole bunch of – I mean years – of exploration of his relationship with his wife, his
relationship with his mother, other women. And there was a whole history to that, of
course, that fantasy had a whole history to it…there were a series of previous women –
he'd never acted on it, but there were a whole series of other women. (P4, “D”)
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One can see in these first two examples a clear presence of a third force, the lure of satisfaction
outside of and interfering with a strived for dyad and deeper connection, creating tension and
fear. Other therapists focused on how patients’ dissatisfaction within their romantic relationship
affected their functioning and caused distress:
There were problems in their work-life that were closely related to their spouse, and their
ability to function professionally [while working with their spouse]. A lot of
dissatisfaction with their spouse. (P5)
Likewise:
For the first five years or so of the treatment, I would say he was focused solely on what
he called his wife’s anxiety, and how he couldn’t stand it… we talked a little bit about
boundaries, and how his feeling that he had to put a stop to her anxiety wasn’t working it
just made her more angry, and that he didn’t have to go there with her. (P2, “B”)
Additionally, participants described presenting difficulties in non-romantic family and
friend relationships. While these difficulties are clearly located in the interpersonal realm, in the
descriptions above one can also see correspondence with patients’ internal issues including but
not limited to chronic dissatisfaction, feeling compelled by desire, intense fear and shame, and
difficulties with emotion regulation and boundaries. Other chief complaints included symptoms
of anxiety, depression, difficulties with life responsibilities (e.g., parenting, school), and
substance misuse.
Notably, the impetus for seeking treatment for several patients also included what might
be referred to as foreshadowing treatment impasse:
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She was really just sort of in, and continues to be unfortunately, in quite a rut in her life,
not able to move forward…one issue that quickly became apparent was [her] very
intense treatment resistant depression. (P7, “G”)
Relatedly:
He's advancing, but he's already feeling that he's not performing optimally. That's one of
his characterological patterns. (P9, “I”)
These patients seem to have a distinct stuckness as a part of their initial presentation, beyond the
arguably implied stuckness that exists when any patient comes in asking for help for any reason.
Similarly, in somewhat ominous responses to the question of what occurred prior to the impasse
in treatment:
I guess I should say there was always a sense that the impasse was coming… the feeling
was fleeting that we could really settle in together. (P1, “A”)
Another therapist responded:
When you say what was it like before the impasse – there never was a pre impasse. [With
this patient] progress is so threatening that it needs to be precluded. (P3, “C”)
For at least some patients, impasse in this way is understood as a fundamental part of their
difficulties, perennially looming on the horizon from the very beginning. The cases of P1, “A”
and P3, “C” will be elaborated in the “Inevitability” subsection within “Impasse, Described.”
Notable Patient History
Parental Disturbance and Traumatic Relational Childhood Experiences
Numerous therapists emphasized how patients were raised by parents who were
conceptualized as quite emotionally disturbed. This came to be known mostly through patient
recollections of childhood events, and descriptions of their parents throughout the treatment. In
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one case, the parents were explicitly known by the therapist from parent session interactions due
to the age and life stage of the patient:
The patient describes both of their parents as incredibly narcissistic, which I think is
accurate based on my interactions with them and the family therapist’s interactions with
them. I think [the parents] project this fragility onto the patient [due to the history of
suicide in the family] and then it's like, okay, we're all scared of the patient's fragility. So,
we can't really like push them on anything or go too close. And then I think the patient
experiences their own affect, any negative affect, as extremely frightening…[And]I think
the parents are very frightened of them. They both see them as really powerful, and
incredibly fragile – and it's almost like the fragility is powerful, right? Like, oh my gosh,
if we do something like they're going to freak out and try to kill themselves, which, the
patient never tried to kill themselves. (P6, “F”)
Here, the therapist seemed to understand an aspect of the patient’s difficulties with affect
regulation as stemming from parental narcissism, anxiety, and the family history of trauma. A
restricted lens with blinders allows the parents to see their child solely as an object for
projection, in this case a fragile, yet simultaneously powerful and potentially destructive figure at
risk for suicide. The therapist understands this parental anxiety as resulting in the patient’s
chronic, terrified response to their own feelings. What was it like for this child to feel fragile and
powerful, all at the same time, feelings that did not originate from themself?
Another therapist highlighted:
His marriage has gotten better, it’s gotten a lot better, and he has kids, and they are
actually doing fine…[but] I think he may have actually needed to back away from me
because something [in the treatment] went well. Around that time, I started to understand
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how much he really despises women, because his mother who is truly a crazy woman, is
like a child who needed to be taken care of by him. I’m sorry, crazy is not a technical
term – she is regressed, probably has a severe personality disorder, and really turned to
this son, even though there are two girls in the family, she really turned to this boy, my
patient, to take care of her. The father was off doing drugs and drinking, so my patient
tried to step in and be the man, and that is what he was doing with his wife. When he was
able to just find a different way to do that, that stirred things up less, I think he felt a little
bit better. And it may have been that that was too much for him, that his relationship with
me actually helped. (P2, “B”)
In this case, the therapist links parental disturbance, the mother’s overwhelming need for the
patient to care for her due to the father’s physical and emotional absence, to an aspect of the
patient’s inability to tolerate help from the treatment – despite the treatment improving his
relationship with his wife. One could see this as potentially exemplifying a more classical
representation of transference: The patient must “do it himself” rather than accept help from the
therapist-as-mother, who from this perspective ought to be dependent on him, in a potentially
unsettling reversal. This does not begin to touch on what it might have felt like to need to ask for
help from a mother who the therapist describes as having severe difficulties, so much so that she
slips out of professional language to describe her, perhaps an indication of the intensity of the
emotionality in the case, in only a small indication of what the patient may have experienced.
This and other example(s) will be elaborated on in the transference/countertransference section
of the results.
Similarly:
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He could have been a lot more successful, but he's been quite successful in spite of his
limitations. Like he would be invited to [a well-known college] to lecture, and he would
just act really weird, or he would present something that was incomprehensible. And then
that would be the end of it. And, you know, how much of that was unconsciously
sabotaging himself, or how much of it was [trails off]…His thinking is just so off
sometimes. There was something off from the very beginning in his relationship with his
mother. I think she was very – I don't know where she was diagnostically, but she was
pretty troubled and distant and unable to make sense of him. (P4, “D”)
In this example, this therapist is highlighting the “off-ness” of the patient’s mother and the
relationship between the two, especially the mother’s seeming inability to comprehend her son,
perhaps contributing to or at least reminiscent of the patient’s difficulties in thinking and relating
to others.
Another interview highlighted a toxic combination of parental emotional abuse and need,
that created confusion and psychic isolation for the patient:
I mean for lack of a better word, it's just kind of like red state Trump, Republican
personality, dad bullying and provoking her into upset, but then also blaming her for
getting upset, that sort of gaslighting kind of dynamic. In addition to that, there's this
mother that seems very, again it's such a crude word, very enmeshed, very borderline in
her relation, in her need for merger with the patient, in her expectation that the patient
actually would take care of the mother, and meet the mother needs – but that of course is
not explicit, that's all presented to the patient in this confusing mystifying way of saying
to the patient, ‘Why don't you accept my help? We need to be closer. You need to just tell
me.’ Then when the patient opens up to the mother, the mother will have ways of
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undermining the patient's experience and self-esteem. Say if the stepdad said something
that hurts the patient. The mother, after the patient opens up, might end up saying
something like, ‘I'm glad you came to me, but you know, you are a little over sensitive.’
And so, there's this way in which the mother invites the patient in, but then also delivers
like a bit of a jab, to let her know that maybe stepdad is on to something, maybe you are
kind of overly sensitive, maybe your experience isn't valid. Maybe you shouldn't be so
angry at him destroying your things. And, of course, the mother is extremely masochistic
and is imparting and coaching, moment to moment, that into the patient…She really,
truly fully just sees herself the way that her parents were seeing her, like ‘I am
manipulative.’ (P7, “G”)
The level of abject confusion is evident in the dynamic being described. The patient was living in
a world where her physical belongings as well as emotional perspective could either be more
directly destroyed by the stepfather’s explicit aggressive tactics, or insidiously and
psychologically by the mother who maintained the status quo and cast doubt on the patient’s
experience. This seemed to eat away at the patient’s ability to believe her own reactions,
eventually coalescing into “I am manipulative,” affecting her self-esteem and ability to relate to
others later in life. This lack of trust in oneself is present in the case dynamics especially of P6
“G” and P7 “H.” These excerpts underscore the myriad relational trauma patients reported
throughout their development.
Additionally, one patient experienced direct disturbing and violent dynamics between the
parental couple:
Her father had a terrible alcohol problem. He mostly [was physically abusive] with her
mother, not with her. But she described an incident in the kitchen, the father must have
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been drunk, and was talking about some woman he wanted to have an affair with, in front
of his wife and kids. And the man says, ‘I want her to come so bad I can taste it.’ And the
mom said, you shouldn't talk like that in front of the kids. And he grabbed her head and
smashed it on the table. I don't know if she had to go to the hospital or not. But it was
evil. (P8, “H”)
The horrific and destructive sexual and antisocial elements in this childhood scene, catalyzed by
substance use, gives us a startling and evocative indication of the kind of childhood memories
that have occupied this patient’s mind. Relatedly, one other patient also had a history of
childhood sexual abuse by a parent.
Other Past Psychiatric History
Prior to psychotherapeutic treatment with the current participant, longstanding mood and
anxiety difficulties were features of most patients’ histories. Additionally, two patients carried
neuropsychological diagnoses: Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, and congenital
Aphantasia, the latter defined in the literature as a condition where individuals lack the capacity
to visualize (Dawes, Keogh, Andrillon, and Pearson, 2020; Zeman, Dewar and Della Sala, 2015).
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Part 3: Salient Case Themes
Major themes that emerged during treatments will be presented in the section below.
These are thought to be meaningfully correlated with impasse due to their presence across and
salience within the interviews.
(Dis)connections: Relational Retreat and Insecurity
Participants highlighted how patients struggled with prominent, ongoing challenges
relating to and connecting with others for myriad reasons. This might be expected with a sample
where many presenting problems centered around relational difficulties, and where histories of
relational traumas with salient attachment figures abounded.
In response to the writer’s question about whether the patient thought about taking
psychotropic medication, one therapist explained:
He would go, but he never connected with anybody – and that's kind of his biggest issue.
His object relations are very troubled, so he has trouble…He doesn't really have friends.
His friends all live in other places and [they use] email over long distance. Also, they are
mostly [people in his profession] kind of like him. (P4, “D”)
This description is illustrative of a kind of battle within the therapist over whether the patient has
“friends” and what friends are, ultimately landing on how these friends must be “like him” so
that he can connect. At times, it seems that connection feels beyond the patient’s abilities, unless
it occurs with people who are similar enough and who are positioned far enough away. As a
result, this patient was described as maintaining a relatively private and interpersonally
disconnected life, conceptualized as contributing to his psychological suffering.
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This reverberates with a description of this patient’s difficulties switching to using the
phone due to COVID-19, which will also be elaborated on in a later section as a catalyst defining
the impasse and the end of the treatment:
There's almost something more intimate about the phone. Actually, I even think that was
part of the problem for him with the phone, that it was too intimate, even though in a way
it was less intimate because we weren't in the same room. There was something about
just hearing my voice on the end of the phone, that I think frightened him. I think what
happened was that it stimulated his fantasies about me in a way – he could sort of control
them more when we were in the same room together. That’s my speculation. We didn’t
have a chance to try to analyze it [because he stopped coming]…I think he got terrified.
(P4, “D”)
The increased physical distance of the therapist and patient due to the global pandemic was
clearly experienced differently than the patient’s emails back and forth to his friends. Of course,
emails are not aural – and here, the therapist is wondering about whether the simple sound of her
voice was experienced by the patient as perhaps too intimate, too close and connected, and
therefore overstimulating, scary, and more threatening than even being in the same room. The
participant seems to also be speaking to the structure that may have been lost in the face-to-face
relating, and that somehow physical proximity might have allowed for more containment of the
patient’s overwhelming fear of intimacy and the fantasies stimulated by it.
Similarly, other therapists described how patients’ withdrawal from connections outside
as well as inside the therapy were common due to the potential for some unsettling feeling or
experience:
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She's also very, very, schizoid, schizoid PD even, a lot of schizoid phenomena in her
case…I think it's a very productive treatment or working relationship that we have, but
also it's very clear that she's completely uncomfortable with face-to-face relating, doesn't
make eye contact…It feels like she's kind of in this little, little shell and I'm just trying to
get her to peek out a little bit. (P7, “G”)
Even despite some positive working relationship, the therapist is describing the patient’s
exquisite sensitivity to literally seeing and being seen, out in the open, without a protective
barrier between oneself and someone else. Attuned attempts to gently coax the patient step by
step to “come out,” seemed aimed at convincing her that this environment and relationship is
indeed safe enough to begin to see what is possible with another person outside of the insular
protection she created.
Relatedly, one therapist described an evocative image her patient reported regarding what
it meant to give and receive care:
Early on in the treatment, he told me something that he denied that he ever said that has
stayed with me throughout the whole treatment. Which is an image of himself, standing
on the lawn with his [soccer ball], waiting for his dad who didn’t show up. And he has
often said to me that he never said that, but of course he said that. And that’s a really
important aspect of who he is. You know he has [children], he leaves work at 4pm every
single day and, before the pandemic, coaches teams almost every day. In fact, one of the
things that I said to him recently that he actually came back to me and said was really,
really helpful, which is unusual, is something along the lines of how he confuses himself
with being his own father to his kids, and that he is not being his own father. He doesn’t
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have to act is if he is [there for his kids], he is [actually] there for his kids. His father’s
absence is still so present for him. And his father still is absent. (P2, “B”)
Here, the salience of this painful and lonely childhood image is given weight due to its
prevalence in the therapist’s mind throughout the treatment, and the residual effects it seems to
have to this day. The patient’s denial of having said this is particularly interesting given how
much it has stayed with the therapist as a crucial aspect of his psyche. A kind of fundamental
insecurity is being highlighted here – that even despite the patient being a present and dedicated
father, his concerns about being as absent as his own father still occupies his mind. In this way,
he works tirelessly to not repeat, but can often still feel insecure and/or confused about this
giving and receiving care, perhaps influenced by the part of him still like the boy who had no
idea where his expected father was.
Other therapists also highlighted patients’ ambivalence about giving and receiving care,
in the below excerpts conceptualized from the perspective of control:
She has friends and relationships, but it is very difficult for her to feel as though she
could be cared for…[She] is desperately yearning for, in the broadest term I suppose the
word is a connection, some kind of feeling of being cared for, and can’t allow it, not
really…It's the contradiction that she is beset with all the time [in her life]. (P3, “C”)
Similarly:
He has incredible difficulty with receiving care even though he purports to desire that
beyond anything else. And I believe that's true, but it's incredibly fraught for him to be
the one who is in need rather than the one being needed. (P1, “A”)
In these examples, the ambivalence is palpable; and there is a feeling of being perpetually locked
up in a kind of omnipresent, paralyzing tension. Receiving care is intolerable though intensely
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desired, even where relationships are possible. The use of the word “allow” in the former
description seems to illustrate that for the patient to enter a situation where she could be cared
for, something would have to be acceded to that simply is not possible. In the latter case, to need
is to be at the mercy of another, the inverse of a more tolerable position where [perhaps one is
more in control.
Another participant gave an example of this kind of oscillations around care playing out
in the therapeutic relationship with the therapist:
They did give me a hug once. I think they had been off at college for quite a while and
they came back and they asked for a hug, and I gave them a hug. But especially during
this impasse and this ending, the way they treated me felt very neutral. Even me saying, I
don't think we should meet anymore. It was like, “okay.” And it's like, okay, we've been
meeting for seven years, you know, you've seen me through your adolescence and some of
your young adulthood. It feels sort of, not in like a hostile way at all, but just kind of cut
off. And I would, by the way, I would ask at times is it frustrating? Are you frustrated
with me? I would pull for [their] reactions to it. And it was always like meh. So, some
indifference, which of course, it's kind of aggressive, right? With like your therapist who
you've been seeing for forever. (P6, “F”)
This patient had some capacity to access wanting to be cared for and connected to their therapist
at one point in the treatment, in a reconnection after a long break that also marked a crucial
developmental separation. This ability seemed to be absent during the impasse, where
indifference and the absence of feeling became a hallmark of the treatment. The therapist is also
wondering about how this relates to potentially negative and/or aggressive feelings, which were
present in this case especially between this patient and a romantic partner, and is tentatively
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being hypothesized as unspoken or unconscious parts of the impasse mixture. Negative and
aggressive feelings are prominent themes in the sample that will be discussed further in this
section.
Additionally, some patients were characterized as having some fundamental inability to
connect, care/be cared for and communicate with others, or had been so damaged that this was
potentially impossible, over and against being afraid of or not allowing it. This seems markedly
different and perhaps represents patients with even more difficulty in this realm. One patient had
an incredibly difficult time relating to her own children:
She would try to get [her boys] to do family things like visit Santa in the department store
or something. And they just obviously thought she was trying too hard. She just didn't
know what to say or do with these creatures she had given birth to…I think it's [also a]
problem of alienation. I think [the father] really convinced [they boys] that their mother
was just nuts and they should avoid her. She would go to the kids’ boarding school, and
they would say, we're sorry, but your husband told us [you can’t come to the school], and
she couldn’t do anything about this because he was a doner. But she didn't know how to
say hello, write a nice little note saying miss you, or something like that. She didn't know
what to do. (P8, “H”)
This passage reads as a description of someone who perhaps did not learn how to connect with
others, who is seen as missing something basic – a particularly painful and baffling position for a
mother to feel herself in vis-à-vis her children. While recalling this patient’s particularly
disturbing trauma history elaborated in the previous section (witnessing parental abuse) can
provide a backdrop for understanding how someone might come to have this kind of difficulty in
relating, here the therapist also explicitly connected her confusion with ongoing alienation, and
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how being ostracized by her ex-husband may have contributed to the divide with her sons, who
may have been swayed by their father’s harsh word. This conjures up questions about the
patient’s perception of her own agency; and is reminiscent of this participant’s exposition of his
clinical position in relation to the patient, describing himself as at times occupying an “advocate”
role.
Another therapist put it quite starkly:
He's incapacitated from relationships. He's not having difficulties with relationships.
He's incapable. He's been very damaged by the combination of humiliation and
demanded idealization that he went through as a small child, and he's identified with it
and he's not renouncing it…he cannot, really cannot, develop a nurturing attachment in
which he can be even remotely himself. (P9, “I”)
This last excerpt is a staggering expression of the weight of the patent’s emotional injuries in the
interpersonal realm. While understanding relational difficulties as deficits stemming from deep
seeded developmental injuries, the therapist is also highlighting the patient’s identification with
the impotence and powerlessness of this devalued position he was forced into as a child.
Ironically, there also seems to be an implied volitional part of this dynamic being ascribed to the
patient, that the patient is not fighting against these dynamics, that he may in fact have some
control over this situation and is “deciding” to stay aligned with aspects of his internal world that
cause him great suffering, perhaps paradoxically keeping him in control. This intense
juxtaposition, simultaneous incapacity versus ability yet stubborn allegiance, does not seem to
allow for an authentic connection. This description also highlights oscillations in self-concept
and is indicative of sadomasochistic dynamics that exemplified the patient’s difficulties, themes
that are elaborated on below.
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Self and Other Concepts, and Aggression
Relatedly, patients were all described as having significant trouble with intense,
distressing, negative feelings about themselves and others. Feelings of inadequacy, relentless
criticism, and extreme sensitivity abounded:
She would hate herself, like loathe herself, for not being able to move forward more or
more quickly. (P7, G”)
After the acute stuff happened [with the spouse] there has been this, ongoing, litany of
self-hatred, of depression…their level of self-attack feels, I mean, as these things always
do, so completely left the realm of reality, in terms of what happened. (P5, “E”)
If he feels remotely humiliated in any situation, he then has a reaction to that, often a
self-destructive one. (P4, “D”)
What he experiences is the horrific, it's really a kind of hellish torment, of being
constantly poked and probed and pushed and burned by these drives inside him to find
some place of minimal, positive self-regard. (P9, “I”)
In these examples, the level of abject failure being described has an overwhelming quality, a
kind of torturous shadow that takes over the patients from within as a result of demanding,
aggressive, self-punitive forces. One therapist aptly described how his patient’s anger flipped to
affect the therapy milieu, turned outwards in addition to the inward suffering:
You know there are some patients, who can be very angry, but somehow it doesn't land.
And then there are other patients who can be very angry, when really the anger in the
room is very difficult to deal with. and things are stopped. Thinking is stopped, the
relation between two people, it all…nothing is really allowed to exist in that
moment…She wants to destroy everything. (P3, “C”)
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An all-encompassing feeling of destructiveness seems to stop the potentiality for both thought,
and the ability for both parties to come together in the therapeutic space, forming a kind of black
hole where psychotherapeutic interaction ought to be. Further descriptions of aggressive outward
impulses secondary to wounds to the self were prevalent:
He's very, very sensitive to, I mean, everything that I do…there were a couple of moments
where he just went into such a rage at me, such a narcissistic wound. (P4, “D”).
If you come at him, he inflates into what a colleague of mine in this sort of work once
labeled paranoid puff – ‘What do you mean? I know what I'm talking about!’ That
characterizes really all of his relationships…He lives in these two alternate bodies in a
sense, and it manifests in his body. He keeps himself inflated against that deflation of
humiliation because when he deflates, he has no place to go, he hasn't built, he wasn't
given and he hasn't built, a foundational, positive self-regard, even a rudimentary one.
So, he's always puffing up and deflating and puffing up and deflating. (P9, “I”)
Here, rage and “puffing,” perhaps huffing and puffing, is the reaction to needing to protect
oneself against the perception of external attack, and to defend oneself again feelings of
humiliation that can result. Characterizing this as a “narcissistic wound” and connecting it to
foundational positive feelings about oneself may locate these reactions in early developmental
experiences and processes that have gone awry.
These examples connect with prominent issues of power dynamics and sadomasochism
present throughout patients’ lives, and that unsurprisingly were also reflected in patients’
relationships with their therapists:
It makes me think about power, and of course there's so many ways in which just
inherently because of our role, we are the holders of so much power. And thinking about
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this patient just in terms of holding the frame – of course he wanted me desperately to
hold the frame for him, but that was because he so desperately wanted to destroy it. And
because, you know, I think separateness is quite difficult for him. And I feel like one place
where our patients have so much power over us is that they can leave whenever they
want. (P1, “A”)
It seems intolerable for this patient to be in a perceived less powerful role than the therapist, a
role that is inherently powerful because the patient is seeking the therapist’s help, exemplified in
the patient’s desire to breach the therapeutic frame in a variety of ways that were articulated
throughout the interview. This therapist is also acknowledging where the patient does have
power, which he goes on to discuss as potentially connected to the impasse, in terms of how the
patient can leave the treatment at any time as a demonstration of having the upper hand. This is
interestingly also linked to the need to be “one with” rather than “separate from the other,” and
how when this is not possible destruction may reign in its stead.
Similarly:
One thing that has become more clear [as the treatment has progressed] is how
denigrating he is towards other people, and how comfortable he is with a feeling of
superiority towards others. And I’m just remembering as I’m telling you this that he told
me about an incident where he was so sadistic and cruel to someone. And he was so
comfortable. I couldn’t really get in and explore it with him because it was so, I think the
expression is ego-syntonic, the old ego psychologists, he was fine with it, to be cruel,
because he came out on top. So, I suspect there is a lot more of that. (P2, “B”)
In this example, we see the similar signs of self-superiority, other-inferiority, and how
connections with idealization and devaluation figure prominently in this patient’s intrapsychic
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world. This relates to how difficult it is for the therapist to speak to any of these dynamics
because of how “winning” so to speak is the most important thing, and therefore these dynamics
cannot be thought about, or the patient may not want to think about them. The therapist’s
difficulties in approaching this topic may demonstrate a kind of implicit devaluation of the
therapist, in a projective identification with a devalued position. These two cases, P1, “A” and
P2, “B,” have prominent aspects of sadomasochism in the transference-countertransference that
will be discussed in the forthcoming section.
Trust, Safety, and Boundaries
One other way patients’ dilemmas were thematically conceptualized included the
importance of trust, and psychical and psychic security, which were prevalent in many cases.
Some centered concerns about the perception of others and/or their abilities:
There's a lot of very, very, very deep implicit mistrust in an assumption that others would
attack her, judge her, that I might judge her, although we didn't articulate it quite
explicitly in that way. (P7, “G”)
There was a period at the beginning where I really did feel like I had to win them over,
you know, and really get them to trust me and to feel safe and to feel safe in having big
feelings…It felt like I could easily kind of lose the patient's trust. It's so tricky with a 16year-old or 17-year-old. (P6, “F”)
These two excerpts highlight patients’ worries about being negatively thought about or handled
by others, including the therapist, when they were in such vulnerable positions. The case of P6
also brings into the picture confidentiality with a teenager, and the need for reasonable privacy
within treatment out of concern for what a parental figure might think, feel, or do, if they had
some access to what was discussed in the session.
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Relatedly, finding consistent and appropriate limits and space in relationships were often
difficult to come by. This is in part because important elements of separation and togetherness
were confusing and created conflict for patients, at times exemplified by feeling fearful about or
enacting being violated in one way or another:
Despite having a tremendous amount of talent and a tremendous ability to learn things
that they were not remotely interested in, that they couldn't own their own interests…
There were both involved with building the spouse's business, and the spouse didn't really
care about anything but that, to the point of sleeping only five hours a night. The spouse
isn't manic at all I don't think, but the patient is hypomanic. So, between the two of them,
they might sleep for five hours a night, then work the rest of the time. [The patient got
kind of sucked in]. Completely sucked in. The spouse was committed and sucked in, and
the patient was sucked in and wasn't able to say no, but was not on board with it. (P5,
“E”)
Here, questions are raised about how to reasonably mark a boundary in a relationship, to be able
to take care of oneself and peruse one’s own agenda rather than being “sucked in” by a powerful
force. Another therapist emphasized:
The ultimate boundary – and he's very, very proud about his boundaries and keeping his
boundaries, it is his greatest pride –the ultimate boundary for him in relationships is not
letting go of his anger until it's been properly addressed and/or understood by the person
who has caused it. His experience is that I'm doing everything in my power to get him to
break this boundary. My experience is in wanting him to be able to keep his anger but not
have to be trapped in it until the omnipotent other frees him by saying the exact right
thing. (P1, “A”)
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Contrary to “E” being somewhat steamrolled by their spouse, “A” is seen as having rigid
restrictions on what he feels he needs from relationships. These boundaries feel like they are
being threatened by the treatment and therapist. This is contrary to the therapist’s desire to help
the patient with the suffering that comes with such an immovable position, and such seeming
deference to a kind of all-powerful authority that exists outside the self. The dilemma of how to
keep boundaries so that configurations of self and other can function in productive ways can also
be seen in the maintenance of frame in certain treatments, which was hinted at in the previous
section with P1 and A, and expounded upon here:
The biggest relief he ever had or like in the context of the treatment, was coming to
understand that I was serious about holding a frame, that I really would adhere to. That
gave him a sense of safety. (P1, “A”)
The therapist being serious about holding the frame is an exemplification of fundamental
elements of the treatment conditions that enhanced trust in the therapist dyad, appropriate
boundaries keeping the system functioning. Bearing in mind this patient’s desire to eliminate the
frame, as was previously mentioned, and the relief that came from how breaching the frame was
not going to happen, it is complex when one’s desires might get them into trouble if they are not
modulated by a benign other rather than one who takes advantage. Another therapist highlighted:
The boundaries with him are really important. I think that his knowing and feeling that
I'm holding the boundaries has been extremely significant and it's allowed the treatment
to happen because he knows he's safe. (P4, “D”)
Hence, conditions under which certain patients feel that treatment can occur are seen as
particularly important to pay attention to. Notably in this case, it was articulated as going both
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ways, not only for the patient but for the therapist to have a feeling of safety within the
treatment:
So, you know, I have to be, there's a way in which I feel like I'm always on guard with
him and with some other patient who's probably healthier, you know, I wouldn't feel the
same need. (P4, “D”)
Defining appropriate parameters so that relational functioning can occur is essential for all
parties in all relationships; here, it is seen as especially important to consider when working with
patients who struggle in ways that necessitate certain conditions for the therapist to be able to
successfully work.
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Part 4: Impasse, Described
Participants were asked to describe what happened in the impasse, their experience of the
impasse, and their understanding of how their patient experienced the impasse. What emerged
from these discussions captured important elements of this complex diagnostic phenomenon in
these examples. Some excerpts will overlap with other sections of the results, and will be
explicitly linked to those sections.
Clouds of Confusion
A particularly noteworthy and frequent occurrence was the participants’ experience of
phenomenological confusion. At times, defining or even describing the phenomena, along with
its point of origin, became a real challenge.
It’s hard to remember exactly what happened. (P2, “B”)
Now, when I say impasse, it's hard to say what I mean. (P5, “E”)
One therapist connected this ineffableness as related to the concept itself and the case dynamics.
I will say some of it is a little bit elusive for me still…I’m trying to remember, because
like I said there were so many micro-ruptures slash impasses along the way. I wish I
could remember what perpetuated [the impasse leading to termination of regular
sessions]... let me look at this, let me look at this transcript if you don't mind, because it
might be really helpful to help us get more, a little less abstract with it…I think there is
something telling about my inability to recall the specifics… I am doing my best to make
sense of a senseless situation with him. (P1, “A”)
The therapist’s searching, somewhat fumbling efforts to try to explain something verbally about
his case that cannot be found, is conceptualized in of itself as characteristic of how the impasse
feels. His efforts to remember and to describe, despite the treatment being characterized by
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“micro-ruptures” and “impasses” all along, as well as P1 having prepared for the interview by
finding a transcript he wrote up during the height of the impasse experience, seems particularly
notable. Something that is so prevalent yet is so difficult to articulate may be a telling feature of
how these experiences can at times defy verbal explanation.
In some interviews, difficulty expounding on the experience shifted into doubt about
whether the impasse was even truly an impasse, or whether it was the correct kind of impasse for
the dissertation research. It was almost as if in the moment, the below participant felt they had
mistakenly signed up for the interview and should instead use a different case:
You know, I don't know. Is this, you know, I'm thinking of another patient now. I don't
know if this is the kind of impasse that you were talking about. (P4, “D”)
Definitionally, what someone means when they refer to impasse, and who decides what impasse
is, seems to be on the therapist’s mind, despite confirmation of the recruitment criteria with all
participants: That therapist diagnosis of the phenomenon “broadly defined as a treatment
becoming characterized by “stuckness” rather than progress,” and the treatment being within
certain frame parameters, was what was required. These difficulties with remembering and
feelings of doubt seem importantly characteristic of the slippery nature of a phenomenon that
perhaps puts people on the edge of an experience in a certain kind of way, challenging to
describe and capture.
Inertia
Experiences of inertia, and the feeling of treatment being at standstill for seemingly long
periods of time were found in several cases:
The patient just almost like stopped bringing any internal material to the sessions. They
would talk about – first of all, they are extremely vague, but they would become very,
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very, very vague, you know? There would be like nothing, no texture. And it wasn't
something they were doing to be oppositional. It was like a blankness. And the sessions
became characterized just by like the patient talking about how they didn't feel like they
were functioning in the world. They were in their senior year of college, and it was like,
can I get my work done? And they would always characterize it as if, as if they were just
like going to get nothing done. And yet, like they always passed, and they graduated, they
went to like a pretty competitive college…As they've moved into adulthood, I would say
inertia is like the thing that characterizes them. (P6, “G”)
Difficulty tracking session material due to its one-dimensional nature, juxtaposed against aspects
of the patient’s external life clearly moving forward, seemed to represent this stagnating force
where nothing is happening, even though things are also happening at the very same time. This
feeling of “blankness” and “nothingness” and the therapist’s characterization of this as a lack of
texture in the quality of the patient’s communications, is reminiscent of important aspects of the
Rorschach Inkblot Method. Shading and texture quality in appropriate proportions represent a
vibrancy of internal life that one hopes to see in creative and adaptive human beings.
Utilizing the inkblot features in a way that can be seen by others, as well as in creative
ways, can suggest that a person has the bounded capacity for a certain level of awareness of their
own inner life, a three-dimensionality where one can experience a wide variety of feelings from
doubt and ambiguity to happiness, passion, and the like. The capacity for this particular patient to
connect with an animated, alive experience of and in the world, and to communicate this to the
therapist in the service of a collaborative treatment experience, seemed limited throughout and
characteristic of the impasse. It’s also interesting to note that “F” is the patient who in their past
psychiatric history reported congenital aphantasia; both psychodynamically and neurologically
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speaking, it seems intriguing to wonder about and the potential relationship of this limited ability
to visualize to the perceived “blankness” and lack of vibrancy in the session material.
Similarly:
There's a lot of pleasant chit chat. She would report to me on, well, I kept my
appointment with doctor so and so. She was putting me in a parental role. I also felt,
what the fuck am I doing? Nothing's happening here. (P8, “H”)
Here, a kind of ongoing surface level of pleasantness, and concrete life updates communicated to
the therapist, resulted in familiar feelings of stagnation. This was coupled with the therapist’s
frustration and not knowing what to do with the perceived “nothingness” happening in the
treatment, despite an understanding of certain transferential elements of the situation. The
undercurrent of stagnation, and not knowing what to do, seemed to loom large and was difficult
to tolerate.
Material Spiral
Beyond impasse being characterized as confusing, and where material was vague or
understood to be at a surface level, situations where rigidity and tightness of the session content
was emphasized and dominated the treatment were also apparent:
There was a period where the repetition of the material and the feelings got in tighter and
tighter circles… the impasse has been the aftermath of the trauma of the divorce…and a
very tight circle of all of the self-doubts [has emerged] that had been pretty much
covered. (P5, “E”)
In the previous section, excerpts from P5 highlighted how “E’s” level of self-attack was ongoing,
overwhelming, and not in the therapist’s opinion proportionally based in reality to the situation at
hand. The concept of intense, impenetrable, concentric material that has an obsessive quality, is
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conceptualized as something that was uncovered due to this painful and even traumatic life
event. P5 seems to be describing his patient as caught in a repetition that is intractable; rather
than a repetition that could be worked with, interpreted, or the like, it felt as if there were no
longer treads on the tires.
Another therapist described a similar experience, adding to the mix how emotionally
distraught his patient was by his actions, but also how he could not help but continue to enact
them:
He would keep making these relationships with prospective ideal partners, which would
then fail. He would keep talking to me about it. There was a kind of terribly painful
masochistic self-defeating process. “I'm trying, I'm trying, I'm trying. And then I spoil it
and then I fail.” I couldn't understand why he was continuing…It must be excruciating
for him. Sometimes I think that it's got to be so painful for him to be with me. And every
once in a while, a cry of that pain will come through in the form of, ‘but I'm trying to do
that! Don't you see, I'm trying to do that!’ And I'll say, okay, I need to apply some
ointment here. This guy is in tremendous pain, stop telling him he's not doing it. Then I
stop and say, yeah, I know it's excruciating. But we don't build on those moments. We
repeat them. And that's an impasse. (P9, “I”)
This poignant and rich quote could be used in several sections; its placement here is to
emphasize aspects of P9’s understanding of “I’s” damaging repetition as it connects with the
phenomenology of impasse. The essential element seems to be how the incessant repetition
renders any psychotherapeutic progress ineffective, as if it is built on sand. The cycle of ideal
pleasure and painful failure washes away continual and even desperate attempts at healing. Try
as both parties might, there is seemingly nothing that intervene with the ongoing expression of
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this powerful dynamic. This is bewildering and frustrating to patient and therapist, and brutally
painful, at times requiring the metaphorical application of ointment akin to a psychological burn
victim. The therapist seemed to conceptualize this as a technique shift, utilizing another approach
in an attempt at helping the patient out of the cycle, that does not lead to results. A la Biff’s
chronic feeling of stagnation from Death of a Salesman, no matter where he herded cattle, no
matter how many dozens of jobs he took, there seemed to be no upward motion, no resolution,
no forward movement.
Interestingly, when the interviewer asked this therapist “what do you think he is looking
for?” the therapist replied:
Geez, that is the impasse. Because if I understood that, I could make an interpretation.
He's suspended…It wouldn't feel like it has any utility, more contact in the same vein.
That's why it's true impasse. I really don't know – I don't encounter this very often. I
really don't know how to move except to keep going. And I don't know if that's right –
right now I'm not compelled to make a decision. In three months, I'll have to make a
decision (P9, “I”).
This whole situation feels completely bewildering to the therapist, fused with doubt and futility
about persistence, despite the fact that the therapist is continuing with the treatment because it
has not been ended by neither him nor the patient. The reference to three months is regarding
how the treatment is currently on hiatus due to the therapist’s time limited scheduling conflict,
and how treatment will presumably resume after the conflict resolves. Importantly, the therapist
feels that if they could only understand why the patient is replicating this, why the patient is so
wedded to this way of being, that he could interpret it, and free the patient from this terrible
repetitive predicament. He highlighted how:
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Some of [his continuing in therapy] I imagined looking back was a persistent
aspirational hope that somehow, almost miraculously, he would be transformed from the
person he is to the person he wished to be and could be. (P9, “I”)
This also brings to mind considerations about a wish for the mutative power of the interpretive
process, perhaps in some kind of identification with the patient’s fantasy for miraculous healing.
Something powerful seems to be felt as needed to get out of this monotonous and damaging rut.
Inevitability
As demonstrated in the presenting problem section, in several cases impasse was
foreshadowed by aspects of the patients’ initial treatment seeking, or impasse “symptoms” were
recognized early on in treatment or were retrospectively identified as having been present at the
onset. One therapist described this as a feeling of always being on “shaky ground,” while another
characterized this as a kind of even more volatile precariousness:
There were always landmines, you know, it felt like landmines. And there were always
warnings. He would always come in and tell me about the impasses that were going on
all around him in his personal life with friends, who he had – well first of all, I guess I
should say he has cut off all engagement with his parents, he has no contact with either
one. And he has a whole series of friends, some of whom came into his life during the
treatment with me, who he would at some point become engaged in an impasse with, and
then inevitably feel left by, dropped by. And you know as the transference toward me
deepened, I was able to get right in there with him in terms of what some of those
impasses looked like… I have to say there's a part of me the feels like the impasse had to
happen. (P1, “A”)
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Here, the therapist is highlighting the preponderance of difficulties throughout this patient’s life
in terms of how relationships chronically dissolve, and/or are ended by or end for the patient.
The fraught dynamics of these conflicts eventually came to be reflected in the therapeutic
relationship, seen as a foregone conclusion destined to occur from the start. Additionally, using
the term “landmines,” deadly hidden, indiscriminate explosive devices, is evocative in conveying
how dangerous and impossibly disguised moments of eruption in the treatment could be, which
will be elaborated on in the “Transference and Countertransference” section for this case.
Relatedly, for P3, impasse was also conceptualized as fundamental to the nature of the
patient, so much so that understanding impasse as the work of the therapy constituted the entirety
of the treatment:
It's one of those cases, and I think this is not uncommon, where the impasse is the work,
not when the impasse is the end of the work or the interruption of the work…There is no
ending of the treatment, there is no conviction that this is useless or that the analyst is
worthless, no – these positions aren't held in a way where there's really a threat that
things are about to end. This is another kind of impasse. There is some way that things
get destroyed internally in the patient, so that progress itself is not going to be allowed. It
may seem as though it is, which is very complicated – Betty Joseph, the patient difficult to
reach, or addicted to near death, or the patient difficult to reach, are more appropriate
here. It may seem that this patient is able to be spoken to and thought with, and yet there
is some way that whatever might be transformative or really improving of that person's
life comes with such rage and such a wish to destroy that there is an impasse in fact, even
if it may technically not appear that way and even if that's doesn't seem like that’s what is
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going on. So, when you say when what was it like before the impasse – there never was a
pre impasse. Progress is so threatening that it needs to be precluded. (P3, “C”)
In this case, when asked to simply describe the patient, this therapist offered that describing the
impasse itself was a better way of understanding “C” more deeply and usefully than any
description isolated from this essential clinical fact. This sort of inevitability is linked to the need
for the patient to be destructive for important intrapsychic reasons, akin to certain patients
described by Betty Joseph in her various writings about work with very challenging patients.
Importantly, this therapist seems to highlight how there is a certain inseparability and perhaps
even fusion between the patient and the impasse; one might simply say to treat the patient is to
treat the impasse, and vice versa.
Unresolved Impasse?
Therapists considered the impasse in treatment ongoing, even if the treatment had
“officially” ended:
No [the impasse is not resolved]. Because when we talk now, I will reference you know
the times that I shook his trust or whatever if it's in the material, but I think that in the
way that I hear that he has these very, what is the word, you know that he that he still
talks about now in relation to his new partner, he still gets into these same kinds of places
with people, and he’s still you know equally tense in terms of – the level of panic, I think,
is still quite pervasive when he gets into these spats with other people. And the more he
panics the deeper it gets. So, I think in that in that regard the work is not done, because
his ability to self-regulate frankly, or to find something – to come to terms with himself in
the throes of this panic, I think it really makes his life much harder. (P1, “A”)
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In this excerpt, despite regular treatment frequency having ended, the impasse is conceptualized
as still affecting the patient in their life, and present in the consistent but periodic contact with
the therapist that was mutually agreed upon. The level of affective dysregulation specifically is
cited as evidence for how this is unresolved, above and beyond the dynamics of the patient’s life
and the session material. It seems clear to the therapist that difficulty managing intense feelings
provides evidence for and stokes the impasse further, and does not allow the patient to progress
towards a state of being where any sort of resolution could begin to be possible.
Similarly:
She's still not able to metaphorically clean up the things that her mother has given her.
And we talk about, we do explicitly talk about emotionally and literally these objects, a
collage of words that are like all these weird projections that the mom has put onto her,
what is she going to do with that? What is she going to do with those views that she's
internalized? What is she going to do with the actual physical collage? And there's this
question of, and my constant anxiety of time, it's like, how long is this going to be, is the
insurance going to lapse at some point and like throw our treatment out the window?
(P7, “G”)
P7 is referencing “G’s” ongoing difficulties with the figurative echoes and literal suitcases that
the patient’s mother has given her, stacked up in her mind and in her apartment, and the difficult
task at hand of moving through the impasse they have contributed to in the treatment. Anxiety
about time is also notable here: With such a monumental task, and where time is of the essence
given the economy of managed care and this patient’s inability to continue treatment if the
insurance does not pay for it, it may feel like the treatment is always under the gun. That kind of
pressure might paradoxically contribute to the continue stagnation of the treatment; with this
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dyad in particular, interventions of interpretations and trying to “make something happen” that
could perhaps be related to these concerns about running out of time, forced the patient into her
“shell” and will be discussed later in the results. Another therapist highlighted:
It doesn't feel like we resolved anything. It feels like the right thing to do was to end the
treatment, but it does not feel resolved now. Our last session was last week. So if you
interviewed me in six months or nine months or a year. I might have a different
understanding of this. (P6, “F”)
In this excerpt, while the impasse is considered unresolved, time is considered from a more
positive perspective. This therapist is wondering about whether the passage of time might shift
her perception of whether the impasse was resolved by the action of ending the treatment or not.
Other therapists were more direct in asking the question about whether the situation being
described was still in or even ever truly was an impasse:
In the sense you could say it wasn't an impasse at all, but it's been two years of shifting
from “isn't that weird” to, “oh my God. I'm dreadful and incompetent, you know?” (P5,
“E”)
This important question of stagnation versus working through leads to yet another interesting
topic; that of a light at the end of the tunnel, so to speak.
And yet…Door Open
During the interview several therapists reflected on how despite the stagnation, and the
seeming confusion and un-resolvability of the cases, there was simultaneous opening and
movement towards a future where patients’ issues could be more flexible explored:
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Lately, this has been a shift, I think this has been a shift – I asked him recently, you know
with all of the things going so well, why is he so unhappy? And I think that might be a
direction we will go in in the future. (P2, “B”)
Similarly:
[Before] I would try to steer the conversation towards the kids, and she resisted. She's
not resisting so much now, there is this secret back channel she opened [since she looked
them up using the internet], so we have to explore that somehow. (P8, “H”)
This shift both in therapist and patient, respectively, seems simultaneously innocuous and
seemingly unimportant, while also notably creating a certain kind of hopefulness in both
treatments. It brings to mind small acts that can shift someone’s day, a smile or a hello on the
subway, which can awaken and/or catalyze progressive forces that were dormant or [perhaps
unconsciously at work.
Another therapist offered a notable meditation on this theme:
It’s so weird because calling it an impasse categorizes it in a way that, and maybe this is
what you're getting at with the question, almost makes it a stuck thing. The way I'm
thinking about right now is that he and I both know, he said something to this effect,
which is like he was talking about being mad at somebody else and he said and I know
you couldn't do that either. You know, like he can reference it. Which is great… I feel like
we both know that this happened, and we both know that there's a lot hurt still that's yet
to be, you know, processed, and my feeling about it right now is that he is using me in the
ways that he can and in the ways that he needs to, mostly to feel like he has a home. And
that he can come back. I said that of course explicitly to him, but that you know I kind of
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feel like it's something that maybe we will get to explore more together at some point, and
maybe not, but it feels like a door is open there, it doesn't feel like it's closed. (P1, “A”)
Despite characterizing the impasse as steadfastly ongoing, as we saw in a quotation from this
interview previously, here the very definition of impasse simultaneously usefully captures and is
too restrictive to accurately represent the richness of what has occurred in the treatment with
“A.” During the interview, the phrase “stuck in motion” was brought up by the interviewer to
describe this process, in terms of how clearly even in the midst of being so mired down, some
movement was possible. P1’s description of “A’s” ability to reflect on the parallels between
impasse inside and outside of the treatment, and P1s conceptualization of this impasse being part
and parcel of the patient’s need to use the therapist and the treatment to express this part of his
psyche, seems to have important implications for the potential for the treatment to continue at a
later time, or at least for that potentiality to exist in the mind of both therapist and patient. Instead
of a padlocked, un-openable door, there exists the possibility to be invited in.
Evocative Exemplifications of Impasse
During several interviews, meaningful metaphors were identified, whether found or
constructed, that seemed to hone-in as close as possible and capture something elemental about
the essence of the impasse under discussion. Mining these evocative, organizing images, may
bring us closer to the lived experience of the dyad, perhaps further illuminating “truth” from
within the seemingly deadlocked system. Two such examples are presented below.
He sent me this photograph [shortly after he stopped coming]. I can't even describe it, it's
so remarkable. I forget what he said about it, but it's a photograph of, I don't know what
kind of [animal] it is, but it's a photo of an [animal], a mother holding her baby who has
died. So, it's a mother holding a dead baby and it is, it's so beautiful and so sad. It's
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unbelievable. And I wasn't sure, I didn’t quite know how to respond to him, sending me,
you know. He was so struck by the beauty of it. And he said, I'm sure you will have lots of
thoughts about this. And so, I just wrote back and said, you know what an amazing,
beautiful, painful poignant photo. And I look forward to when we can think about it
together. But it's, it was so like, wow, you know, what, what is he saying? Maybe that he's
done with me, you know? I mean, you could think, think about it in so many ways. (P4,
“D”)
The therapist continued:
I think it's safer for him - I think it's been safer to stay with the maternal. And I think
that's what happened on the phone too, that the more erotic, sexual - I mean, we've
touched on it, but we haven't really gotten so much into that in spite of how many years
we've been working together. And also, his aggression towards women. He has so much
rage, which we've talked about, but I don't think it has been worked through. The rage at
me as something I think he's avoiding, and probably erotic feelings towards me as well. I
guess you could call that an impasse really, that he's kind of stuck, like the photo in a
way. The photo sort of captures the impasse. It's amazing.
The beauty and relevance of the photograph, seen and felt by both the patient and therapist,
implies the richness of potential meaning packed into the image for understanding the patient and
treatment. The death and sorrow that so clearly exists in the photograph is set against how
generative the image and communication is for the therapist as well as for the patient, although
the patient directs this potential for understanding to the therapist (“I’m sure you will have lots of
thoughts about this”). A question about whether the patient is indeed done with the therapist and
the treatment, or whether by sending it and maintaining contact the patient is asking or enacting a
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desire to continue thinking together, is at least one that could be asked here regarding the
impasse. Whether this will ever be able to be illuminated within the therapeutic dyad, whether
“should” be based on whether that would advance the patient in their life, can only be answered
by time.
Importantly, this photograph exemplified an element of impasse that the therapist had
been discussing at length during the interview: The challenges in helping this patient move past a
view of her as a pre-oedipal maternal figure, to an exploration of his defended against sexual and
aggressive feelings at an oedipal developmental level. The therapist seemed to identify this
patient’s need to work through aspects of his conflicts in the transference that have not yet
occurred, despite the length of the treatment. Of course, the vicissitudes of transference
experiences that patients can have, as well as the sequencing of maternal, paternal, oedipal
transferences have been discussed by other writers; however; less discussed is how in certain
dyads for a variety of reasons these transferences may impede or facilitate each other in complex
ways, as well as how important it may be for patients with more severe disturbances to work
through not only preoedipal but also oedipal issues in order to promote individuation, such as
exemplified by Diamond’s (1993) review and writing.
In another case, a seeming non-sequitur evoked in the context of the interview seemed to
speak volumes about the patient’s predicament and the therapeutic stalemate that had ensued:
This is kind of irrelevant, but it reminds me of something I'm reading about slavery where
this mother, she - I don’t know how many kids - She was in deep with the master and
wanted to run away, but she knew if she did she never would see her kids again. So she
hid in an attic, and watched the kids from afar, for something like nine years – it’s a true
story. Anyway, my patient is a bit like that. She kind of watched the boys from afar, didn’t
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dare come close. She really had many issues, and was terrified by her ex-husband. (P8,
“H”)
This association did not seem remotely irrelevant when it came up during the interview. It
seemed to uniquely capture elements of the subjugation, physical and psychic trauma, alienation,
danger, and compromise in the service of safety, present in different aspects of the patient’s
history and the treatment. The disconnect between simultaneously identifying something that
illuminated aspects of the patient as so important yet so trivial and irrelevant seems potentially
notable as well.
Additionally, the affective intensity of this association, coupled with its simultaneous
disavowal, is reminiscent of how complex it was for the patient throughout her treatment to make
sense of such past and ongoing traumatic life experiences, and to move closer to her own
children; as well as how the therapist became a kind of benign “coach” in helping the patient to
function. On the one hand, this kind of settlement on the part of the patient, as well as a kind of
therapeutic compromise where the therapist played an explicitly supportive role as a kind of
“advocate,” kept the treatment alive and well, with significant improvements in the patient’s
functioning, for decades. On the other hand, the therapist, perhaps like the patient, was always on
the sidelines, somewhat paralyzed to get into the game because of a “master” who was in charge,
perhaps here in the form of her ex-husband who also provided the patient with money to pay her
therapy bills. The complexity of this association and case cannot be overstated; however, suffices
to say that elements especially of a kind of “hidden” trade-off that allowed for some sort of
functioning in otherwise traumatic and dangerous both real and intrapsychic relational
configurations were deeply present in the impasse.
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Part 5: Transference and Countertransference
Participants were asked about transference and countertransference and their trajectories
within the treatment. These discussions reflected salient themes from previous sections, in terms
of elements of what patients experienced in their lives often having some relationship to
experiences within the treatment with their therapists, as well as to therapists’ internal
experiences of their patients.
Particularly true of “transference” and “countertransference” as terminology is that they
refer to core, complicated, debated and contested psychoanalytic phenomena, that can mean
slightly or substantially different things to different clinicians. These terms here are broadly
construed as feelings in patients that are related to their perceptions that have some roots in
developmental experience, and feelings in the therapist are more or less directly related to the
patient, respectively. Generally, it seems reasonable to say that from a contemporary perspective
when we begin to characterize something as transference or countertransference, we are talking
about something that does not fully belong to the immediate situation where a patient and
therapist are working together to help the patient with what is on their mind and with their
problems in living, although these transference-countertransference dynamics may not be able to
exist in exactly the same way they come to exist in the current specific treatment in any other
situation. That these domains might constitute the fundamental work of psychodynamic inquiry,
or might be a barrier to the treatment, might be more about the patient or therapist’s intrapsychic
world versus co-constructed, might be explicitly discussed or internally processed by the
therapist, and the like, is beyond the scope of this analysis. This section will simply attempt to
capture participants’ most frequent and salient responses to and conceptualizations of
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transference and countertransference in their cases from the above perspective. These are
organized categorically below.
Transference Experiences
As would be expected in complex and long-term psychodynamic treatments, multiple
transference paradigms were identified across cases. This included cases where therapists were
experienced in myriad ways at different micro-moments, or phases of the treatment; and also
included dominant transferences where patients primarily settled into one major mode of relating
with their therapists. These ranged from the benign and positive, to the descriptively paranoid
and sadomasochistic, to the explicitly erotic, just to name a few.
Positive Transferences
One therapist categorized the transference as predominantly anaclitic in nature:
From the beginning, the transference has probably been primarily maternal anaclitic. In
the sense that there's been dependency that the patient is able to receive. Almost always
positive, but then anaclitic almost always is. There's been very little bad object
transference. There's been no projective identification that I'm aware of. There's been
very little negative transference of all, and there's been very little narcissistic
transference at all. I don't think this person has ever experienced me as a twin or in any
way like that. Although they've experienced me as empathic, it's always been
differentiated. It’s either a higher level of functioning or a very early good fit functioning.
(P5, “E”)
This sophisticated and clear categorization of the overall transference from a highly experienced
psychoanalyst working with “E” is useful for many reasons; but is particularly notable because
its overarching presence stands in somewhat of a contrast to the kinds of dominant or more
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mixed transferences that occurred in other cases to be presented. Maternal anaclitic is used as an
umbrella term to connote a caring, nourishing, protective object choice, that the patient identifies
the therapist to be in the transference. This is seen by the therapist to reflect a “healthier” kind of
personality organization that does not communicate predominantly in other registers of
communication such as by using projective mechanisms, and that does not have as much
difficulty relying on and trusting the therapist and allowing for an empathic but differentiated
relationship. If not reflective of a uniformly higher level of functioning, it is at least
conceptualized at as a “good fit” between patient and therapist as match, which can be seen as a
nod to the idea of good fit functioning in early child development between caregiver and baby.
This conceptualization of course, did not preclude the eventual impasse in the treatment.
Another therapist similarly highlighted the nature of the treatment as appropriately
parental:
I think for them, I was both a maternal, but not a maternal figure. Like I'm significantly
younger than their mother, but I'm significantly older than they are. I was a stable adult,
who was very consistent and who was really able to withstand whatever they brought.
Whereas their parents could withstand very little. (P6, “F”)
Here, the therapist highlights elements of her appearance as influencing the complexity of how
her patient saw her transferentially. The similarities and differences between the therapist and the
patient’s mother affected how the patient may have been able to differentiate the therapist from
mother, but still regard the therapist as a stable adult who could survive the various thoughts and
feelings that the patient brought. This contrasted with the real parental figures who could not
accomplish this containing task for the patient.
Similarly:
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I think on the anti-father also, I think that I'm different enough in my presentation. And
I've worked in myself on many of the issues that his father who's an unreconstructed man
has not worked on. And I think that my patient has a kind of unconscious sense of that.
So, I hold out the promise of someone who actually confronts these [issues]. I'm not some
sort of Saint like character who never had to deal with my own narcissistic deformations,
quite the contrary. And in a way that keeps him bound to me because unconsciously and I
really think it's unconscious, he thinks, well, this guy did some of this and he could be the
father who I could talk to about this, but then there's my father who, I'm not leaving. I'm
not leaving my father. (P9, “I”)
There is a positive and progressive undercurrent that is understood to appropriately bind the
patient to the treatment, albeit unconsciously, due to some sense that the therapist could be able
to help the patient move forward with his struggles and in his life. This is placed in this section to
illustrate a different kind of understanding of transference expression, more difficult to see than a
more blatant verbal expression, that was usefully expressed by the therapist during the interview
and seems to be a crucial communication indicating the potential of the treatment. It
simultaneously illustrates a profound conflict that the therapist has identified the patient as
struggling with, in his paralysis between his allegiance aspects of his internal father versus the
possibility of moving forward in a more adaptive attachment to the therapist and the treatment
process. In this way, a more positive transference may amplify the difficulties the patient has, as
he is being confronted with someone who may help with these deeply held ways of being.
Negative, and Paranoid Transferences
Related to the example with P9 and “I” above, another therapist described explicit
negative transference reactions as related to the possibility of being a new object:
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She has great deal of frustration, and feels she is with someone that doesn’t understand
her and doesn't care. And there is something important for her, at the moment, in holding
that deal with me. Interpretations to the effect that I have become the objects that she's
had around her all her life, she rejects angrily, I think because she sees those
interpretations as me not just returning her projection, but disclaiming responsibility for
my effect on her, which I think is part of the dynamic that she grew up in…I think there is
a great deal of resentment that I would attempt to be someone who is not her parents.
[You make it sound kind of audacious.] And very unfamiliar. In the Kleinian language
this is a very paranoid schizoid patient. There is an enormous amount of projection,
everything is evacuated, feelings are evacuated, a great deal of communication through
projection. (P3, “C”)
P3 is describing a chronic negative reaction that “C” has in the treatment, that coalesces around
how the therapist is in earnest different, as well as trying to actively be different, than the
patient’s parental figures. In an effort to clarify the negative transference, interpretations to
“show” the patient that this is in fact a similar experience to her past experiences feeling that
others do not care, the therapist finds himself considering how this enacts another element of the
patient’s past experience: No responsibility was taken by the other for the negative effects on
her. In this way, the therapist not taking responsibility for his “real” effects, the very act of
interpretation in of itself seen as a rejection of responsibility, becomes an additional and
insidious transferential pattern. The patient is also overarchingly conceptualized as operating
from a paranoid-schizoid intrapsychic position, where primitive destructive anxieties, and all
good or all bad experiences reign supreme. This also helps to explain how interpretations are not
useful for the patient when they are in this state.
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Several therapists relatedly described patients’ anxieties, mistrust, and fear of harm vis-àvis the therapist of one sort or another.
[The transference] was right there from day one, I mean the first thing, he came in and
he said you know how many people have you seen, how old are you, and you know,
you're over there trying to act like you're not affected by any of this, but you are. He just
really needed me to be in it. (P1, “A”)
The patient’s concerns in the very first session highlight an “on guard” stance that the patient
brings immediately and forcefully to the interaction as a primary concern. It seems to coalesce
around questions of the therapist’s experience, foreshadowing A’s concerns about getting helped
or being harmed, as well as a perception of the therapist as inauthentic in some way, more
affected by the session than is shown outwardly. This descriptively paranoid stance is also
conceptualized as expressing some important need the patient has for a certain kind of intense
experience.
P2 described a similar state as “hypervigilance,” and connected this in “B” to both
feelings of omnipotence, as well as questions about reality testing in the transference:
He’s hypervigilant, he is always watching, and he is always watching me. He will stop in
the middle of something and say you look bored, or you look, what does he say, you look
bored or that I disapprove of him or something…He is really tuned into when others are
not authentic, he is very mistrustful. It’s a real concern…We have had periods of time
where he has told me he believes he knows what I am thinking about him, and even if I
can say to him, I am really not thinking that, he says he knows better. (P2, “B”)
P2 adds to the mix how much “B”s intrusive worry in the transference interrupted the ebb and
flow of therapeutic process. At times, these concerns seemed to be expressed in certainties, that
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similar to “A,” “B” knew exactly what is in their therapist’s mind, even better than the therapist
knew. This highlights dynamics of power and control, as well as descriptively psychotic
processes vis-à-vis the transference. Where feelings of confidence or arrogance end and “magical
thinking” begins, so to speak, such as the idea that one can read another’s mind with absolute
and utter certainty, is challenging to tease apart.
These kinds of worries, and questions about their literality, were seen in spades when one
begins a deeper dive into P1 and “A:”
He had a fear that was very palpable, that I would rape him in some way…There was
always this kind of fear that I would intrude on him, that I somehow would switch the
frame. You know he would keep count for example of like how many times I asked him
questions, because it was rare that I would ask questions, and so he would become
fixated on this idea like okay, I'm keeping count because you're varying, there are too
many variations in the frame here. (P1, “A”)
These intense concerns about bodily autonomy and harm were explicitly connected by the
patient to his own parents, where physical and emotional exploitation, betrayal, and boundary
violations confusingly oscillated with more positive experiences and identifications. At times,
these transferences and their accompanying overwhelming affective states were so predominant
and alive that they lead to what this therapist called “transference takeover,” where he reported
feeling completely “objectified” by the patient and unable to be seen as anything other than a
potential tyrant. One might categorize this kind of emergence as severe regression in the
transference, or even a transference psychosis where experiences become terrifyingly real,
immediate, threatening, and inescapable.
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Another therapist described how while the transference was less intense and immediate,
and could be differentiated between in terms of the person of the therapist being separate from
overarching feelings about others, it was similarly omnipresent:
It's not such a personal directed at me feeling kind of transference, it's transference in a
sense of like, she's thinks everyone just is going to see her this way. She sees it as
objectively true that she's garbage and there's no other way of seeing her. And so of
course I am in that, you know, I'm bound up in that is her transference to me. I didn't pick
it up for a while because it's omnipresent. Because it was just it's everything outside of
the shell, you know? So, it's like, and she would say things like, but I know you wouldn't
do that, or you're nice. And I get that, but even as she said things like that, the mistrust is
still there. And I think that is the transference.
Here, there is a lack of personalization to the transference that the therapist has identified, seen
also in the patient’s attempts to keep the therapist out of this orbit of her perception of others’
attacks. However, simultaneously, there is an ongoing implicit mistrust that the patient presents
even in her attempts to mitigate this. It’s possible that this mitigation may be a defense against
the intensification of the negative transference, in order to keep the therapy safe within the
patient’s shell; however, there is a magnetic pull to place the therapist, like everyone else,
outside of the shell in the implicit albeit quieter mistrust.
Erotic Transference and Fusion Experiences
Erotic transference, here conceptualized as related to sexual feelings expressed towards
the therapist, was another theme that came up explicitly in several cases. For P1, the disclosure
of erotic transference was couched in the context of a twinship experience in the
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transference/countertransference matrix, and stands both in contrast to and/or fused with the
concerns the patient had about the therapist outlined above:
In terms of sexuality, I identify as bisexual, and of course never disclosed that to [the
patient], but very early in the treatment he started to identify as bisexual himself, and
disclosed an erotic transference. (P1, “A”)
Relatedly:
He worked as a [client facing job], but he would operate as a psychologist really, and as
good one, he would have been a great psychologist. (P1, “A”)
These two excerpts illustrate the intensity of the similarities and potential merging in this case
with patient and therapist. In this case, the very question of erotic at oedipal levels of
transference, versus erotic from a preoedipal level is confusing to disentangle, and may have a
simultaneous and/or fluctuating presence within this treatment. The patient’s disclosure of sexual
feelings for the therapist emerges in the treatment, and is accompanied by a previously
unidentified or perhaps simply consciously unexpressed sexual orientation. This is intentionally
presented above as similar to the idea that the patient operated as a psychologist in his nonpsychology related profession, an intense similarity with the therapist.
P1 put this complex merged quality quite succinctly:
I feel like a patient like him, he needed to make a home in me. (P1, “A”)
This brings to mind a quote from Edward Shapiro (1999), from a paper introducing a special
edition of The American Journal of Psychoanalysis on Impasse and Consultation from clinician
perspectives at the Austin Riggs Center. He described what has been called the “treatmentresistant” patient as one “who discovers the therapist's most vulnerable space and takes up
residence in it," which they do in an effort to communicate unbearable aspects of their
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experiences to their therapists (p. 102). Another way this was expressed was referenced by
another participant during an interview as a “uterine transference,” in reference to the work of
Stanley Keleman from a body psychotherapy approach and his focus on the beginnings and
endings, possibilities and terrors, of developmental change:
[In a uterine transference] the patient tries to get inside your body. But of course, then
they're inside your body. And suddenly they're terrified because they're going to get
digested in there. They're not going to become individuated, but they're inside. So, they
have to kick their way out. And that's pretty unpleasant to the therapist. (P9, “I”).
Uteruses, of course, do not digest life. They grow life, and incredibly so. However, in this
interview, the expression of confusion that patients might feel about this merger could be
terrifying for them. The patient feels terror based on a simultaneous need to make a home inside
another; juxtaposed with the terror at being devoured or otherwise destroyed or broken down in
some way, perhaps sadistically as digestion for someone else’s nutritional benefit. This
conceptualization also recalls questions that young children have about where babies come from,
and how they grow in their mothers; often kids are told that babies grow in mommy’s stomach.
Not only is this anatomically inaccurate, but in this case could be understood as introducing
some possibility of a kind of breakdown inside the mother, creating confusion about embedding
the self in another, and about whether once inside one will either be nurtured or perish. The
patient’s reaction to this conflict, in this case conceptualized as needing to “kick” their way out,
from the therapist’s perspective in the countertransference, calls to mind the difficulties
tolerating a variety of intense projective identifications. Some of these are elaborated on below.
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Countertransference Experiences
Akin to the transference paradigms, multiple countertransference states were identified
between and within cases. Communication by projective mechanisms was often referenced as a
major way to understand the countertransference, where therapist experiences were viewed as
gateways to understand patient’s internal states and/or shed light on the defenses against them.
This was also coupled with an understanding of the therapist’s feelings from a classical
countertransference perspective. Major salient and recurring experiences are discussed below.
Anger, Fear, and Powerlessness
Intense, negative feelings were often stirred up in various therapists at different points in
treatment. These were often very difficult to tolerate internally for therapists:
I feel my own reluctance to giving what he may need mostly because of my own rage, for
having given so much of myself and still being objectified and vilified so thoroughly by
him. It makes sense intellectually that these are split off parts of self that he needs to
project onto me to give himself distance, that he needs me to detoxify by demonstrating
the capacity to still love myself even with these ugly attributes, but I'm too mad to
successfully do it…I was enraged, I was scared, I was very scared because the feelings
are so raw. (P1, “A”)
Here, aggressive feelings stemming from feelings of objectification are tied to the therapist’s
feeling of withholding in the treatment, despite the intellectual knowledge that he has been
significantly therapeutically committed to his patient. These feelings are similarly couched
within a clear psychodynamic conceptualization of the complex projective processes at work,
feelings that are split off and lodged within the therapist for processing, which feels quite useful
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on the one hand, but on the other is not enough to overcome such affective intensity and dissipate
the rawness of the experience.
Relatedly, intense fear and dread were present in other cases:
I think in the beginning, I really was afraid of him. I was just aware of a lot of anxiety.
Every time I would see him, I guess partly because I was on trial, but also because I just
didn't know what to expect from him. And in some ways, I kind of still feel that way. I
don't know what he's going to bring. (P4, “D”)
The feeling of being on trial is coupled with anxious anticipation and uncertainty about what one
might be faced with every session. The kind ubiquitous uneasiness, within the metaphor of
having been accused of doing some wrongdoing, is particularly ominous and puts the therapist
“on the spot,” backed into a corner. Relatedly, actively dreading the sessions came up in another
case:
I would get incredibly sleepy during the sessions. I mean, that feeling where you're like, I
did, I take a sleeping pill right before the session, and before the session and after you're
fine. And I mean, like, we would sort of just stare at each other for a long time…It was
really kind of torturing me. I was coming to dread the sessions. (P6, “F”)
Whether actively stirring one up or fading towards a kind of sleep, these intense experiences
were difficult to tolerate, and in this case felt torturous to the therapist.
Other therapists were filled with confusion along with their frustrations, which were
connected to powerless in being able to help the patient create any change:
I could never quite explain to her what was wrong with the way she was approaching the
kids. It just sounded so ham handed. Like somebody who says, “Oh, we're having fun,
aren't we?” And you just want to tell her to shut up. (P8, “H”)
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P8 is highlighting his frustration with his own difficulties expressing to the patient what should
be in some sense so obvious, but that paradoxically cannot be easily articulated. “Ham handed”
suggests a kind of awkwardness and inability, coupled here with perhaps his perception of the
patient’s lack of common sense or reflective observational capacity. It also speaks to how the
maddening experience that the patient can’t just “stop it,” like the old Bob Newhart comedy
sketch, when she is simply doing things all wrong.
Similarly:
My countertransference reaction is often, why are you beating yourself up about this? Of
course you're angry at this person. Of course you feel like that's not fair. But the thing is
she doesn't feel that. I think I would kind of give that to her too bluntly before without
understanding that she really doesn't believe that there could be any other way. She
really doesn't see that her anger could be valid. (P7, “G”)
This excerpt highlights how the powerlessness, confusion, and wanting things to change can lead
to perhaps descriptively ‘ham-handed” attempts, to borrow a phrase from the previous case, at
making something happen when a patient is not operating on the same wavelength. Another
therapist conceptualized this as losing or lacking some influence to affect the patient:
I've had less influence whether it's in terms of feeling communications, whether it's in
terms of clarification, whether it's in terms of interpretation. Like there has been no
diminution of the strength of the attachment, but that the relationship has become much
more – I have much less clear influence. Even though they're clearly attached – but my
influence has very little to do with what I actually say, or at least that's how it feels right
now. (P5, “E”)
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Even despite a general positive atmosphere of relational attachment, this therapist seems to be
identifying his patient as out of reach, and/or himself as less able to reach them.
Positive Connections
Benign positive feeling about patients were also prevalent in countertransference
discussions, and could be considered as the therapist’s side of the “working alliance” so to speak.
Do you know Ferenczi’s paper the unwelcome child? This person is the welcome child. I
was happy to meet them. In spite of the pain, it's almost always been a pleasure. (P5,
“E”)
I also think they're wonderful. Like I think they're really creative, and funny and smart.
(P6, “F”)
I do love this guy, I love him. So, in terms of your countertransference question, that is
kind of the first thing…He taught me actually how hard you can push a therapist. (P1,
“A”).
Appreciation and love for who patients are, for the warmth they generated in the
therapists themselves, and for how working with them advanced their professional practice (as
many therapists ideally would feel about experiences with any patient), highlight important
positive aspects of what it means to be in relation to another person in appropriate and nonexploitative ways. It also highlights the obvious but perhaps necessary to state reality that these
therapists, like many other professionals, seem to enjoy their practice, which is especially
interesting given the complexity and difficulties of these cases at hand. One therapist specifically
emphasized these positive feelings as prognostically beneficial for the patient, and identified that
these feelings ere perhaps shared feeling by the patient as well:
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I look forward to my sessions with her. I mean, as, as awful as this deep depression is
and everything I'm saying, I think she really works with me. She's really earnest. She's
really working with me. I can feel that and perceive that. I like her, you know, I think
she's got a very sharp head on her shoulders. I find her struggles and her, when she is
able to talk about them, her more sort of honest, emotional reactions to bad ways people
have treated her, I really empathize with her and feel for her. And I think we both have a
sense that we work very well together. So there's that, very promising for prognosis. (P7,
“G”)
This therapist is also introducing elements of admiration, respect, and cooperation that serve as a
kind of backbone amidst the other challenging feelings that get stirred up in the treatment.
Classical Countertransference Interreference, and Honest Reflectivity
Therapist also reflected on personal aspects of classical countertransference that are
useful to understanding another angle on the processes at work in these treatments. Some of
these perspectives are additionally discussed in the forthcoming “Supervision and Consultation”
section as an illustration of productive use of collegial help in such instances. Two poignant
examples are elaborated on below.
I would say I probably think theoretically less with him than with other patients. [Why do
you think that is?] I think I have not allowed myself to get as involved with him. I don’t
think I think as deeply with him as I do with other patients. I think there is a kind of
mutual aversion that he and I have. And I think, maybe this is too intimate, but I’ll tell
you – in terms of my own countertransference it has to do with my own brothers, my own
family, and the way men and women were set up. But the thing about him, in terms of
impasse that I think is interesting, is I don’t think there is any other patient I’ve seen,
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certainly that I’ve seen for as long as I’ve seen him, that I’ve thought about so little in a
cohesive theoretical way like you’re asking me to do. And I think that that’s kind of on
me, but it may be related to this sense I have that this treatment doesn’t go anywhere. I’m
sure it’s related. (P2, “B”)
The experience of aversion, based on the therapist’s own experience within her family growing
up around gender roles that is stimulated by the patient’s presentation, is linked to her avoidance
of become more involved in her own mind with the patient. This dynamic with P2 and “B” is
discussed from different perspectives throughout the results section; but here, the classical
countertransference is connected to the therapist unwittingly abandoning thinking deeply from a
theoretical perspective about her patient, as is customary in her clinical work. Importantly, the
therapist is highlighting that her potential contribution to the impasse, the part that is “on her” so
to speak, is not without its counterpart in the patient, who is a mutual contributor in and of
himself. In this way, even an experience of what is initially conceptualized as frank classical
countertransference seems to blur and bleed into a complex dyadic process.
Envy was another difficult experience prevalent in several cases, expressed in terms of
what patients were exposed to developmentally that therapists were not, as well as their ability to
do things that therapists were not. One such example was richly described by P9:
I won't deny this, because it wouldn't be helpful to [my patient]. I envied my father's
promiscuity, which persisted well into my adulthood in some very destructive ways. I
certainly envy it to this day. So I envy [the patient’s] facility with women…even though I
see how empty it is for him. My father [also] got some nurturance and gratification from
the mutual admiration of the sexual experience he had with many of the women he was
involved with, despite the fact that many of those relationships were terrifically
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destructive, perhaps to them [and also] very destructive to our nuclear family. But I
envied it nevertheless. And envy it still, and I envy it with my patient. So that's a kind of
subjective countertransference that I grappled with. [And] I don't try to counter it by
saying, well, but you know, these are empty experiences – please, give me a break. I know
just how exciting this can be. And I restrain myself from the enactment of it because I've
made very conscious decisions about what's meaningful and what's harmful. And I'm
certainly losing out on some experiences I might like to have, but I'm not going to have
them because they're too fraught with danger and risks. And [my patient] can't do that.
No, he cannot do that. And I cannot not feel some envy of the fact that he cannot do that,
so he doesn't! Okay. That's a tangle which doesn’t need to have affected things, but I
can't say that for absolute certain. (P9, “I”)
The therapist is taking a frank look at the possibility that feelings of envy, well-analyzed and
contained in his own life, could be impacting the treatment, showing self-reflective honesty and
bravery. This is particularly conceptualized around the patient perusing both pleasurable
experiences that although painful, are exciting; but moreover, the very fact that the patient cannot
contain his impulse to act is seen as part of the envy (i.e., the process of the patient’s inability to
stop himself, his surrender to the impulse, is part of the envy beyond the actual experience itself).
It is also important to note that it is seen as not fully clear, and far from a foregone conclusion,
that this envy has impacted the impasse or the treatment. Simply put, the presence of
countertransference does not preclude the possibility of a detrimental effect, but it also does not
guarantee it. Of course, we expect from theoretical, clinical, and common-sense perspectives that
conscious awareness of something reduces the potential for its interference.
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In the following section, aspects of sameness and difference between therapists and
patients will overlap with elements discussed in this countertransference section, but will be
approached from a different perspective.
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Part 6: Similarities, Differences, and Impact
Participants were asked broadly about areas of similarity and difference with their
patients. If not mentioned in their responses, they were asked explicitly about convergence and
divergence of life experiences based on social location. Responses reflected considerations about
developmental experiences, personality traits, and demographic features. Certain areas of overlap
and separation were described as not particularly salient; while others had the weight of crucial
confluence or distinction and were seen as impacting the therapy. Some features were described
as likely known to patients by observation or were thought to be obvious from therapeutic
interactions. In a few instances, explicit disclosures were made. However, as a rule, therapists
described limiting self-disclosure of personal matters across these areas.
Relatability and “Deep Down Identifications”
Participants referenced similarities in organizational style, sense of humor, interests, what
one participant called “gross cultural similarities” regarding living within a common zeitgeist,
and family history in terms of upbringing experiences. Commonalities also included age, sexual
orientation, and physical appearance; as well as socioeconomic, and family background.
Coming from an immigrant family, I respect, and I've conveyed my respect, for her
parents’ working-class struggle. I get that her mom's coaching, as damaging as a lot of it
was, comes from somewhere, from her [mother’s] own way of surviving in misogynistic,
highly adverse circumstances. The struggle to make it…it's bad economic times for all
but the 0.1%. (P7, “G)
In this case, we can see overlap across dimensions, with connections being made between the
patient’s working-class upbringing and the parenting she received with related aspects of the
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therapist’s immigrant experience. This same therapist also highlighted how deeper feelings were
evoked even by what could be seen similarities in simple hobbies with his patient:
She's pretty nerdy and into video gaming and things like that. And I totally identify with
that. The things that she was bullied about as a kid, for liking tech and video games, were
the things that I liked as a kid…It angers me to see her rag on herself and battle herself,
for these things that I identify with, and that I appreciate about her and myself. (P7, “G”)
Similarly, another therapist articulated how shared values allowed her to appreciate specific
experiences from her patient’s early experiences:
I also very much value education. And I always admired his intellectual curiosity and his
thirst for reading and knowledge. it's just insatiable with him and I'm sure that has a lot
of meaning – it's not just the knowledge itself, but it was his way of feeding himself in
part…Mostly I would say what saved this man is his relationship with books starting
when he was a little boy. He began reading and that, in a sense, warm books became his
object. (P4, “D”)
In the case of P4 and “D,” the therapist’s regard for learning seems to have allowed for an
understanding of a deep part of the patient’s developmental experience, in terms of what helped
him survive a traumatic childhood and the sustenance books provided. Whether overlapping in
terms of upbringing, interests, or principles, commonalities can allow a pathway into patient’s
experiences, and facilitate therapists’ appreciation of their patients.
The crux of this similarities section was that many therapists expressed core overlap with
their patients that emerged as the treatment progressed. These are referred to as “deep down
identifications.”
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My patient is exquisitely sensitive. I think that's something I have in common with him.
Which, you know, I've said to him so many times isn't necessarily a bad thing to be
sensitive, but you have to learn how to manage it. (P4, “D”)
In a related vein:
I hadn't thought about this until just now…There's a level at which both of us can be
easily dominated. That is a deep similarity that I don't think I recognized before. (P5,
“E”)
Here are features of the therapist’s personalities, their internal makeup, that correspond to
important and perhaps defining aspects of patients’ intrapsychic experiences, made clear through
the repetition of these themes throughout the interviews with P3 and P4. Another therapist
highlighted:
He worries. He worries that he doesn’t know what is going on when he is with people,
that he is missing something important. He worries about authenticity…I can’t recall it
right now, but there are things about this psychic world that I get. Something about his
trust of what is going on…It’s not coming into my head right now. There is something
underneath all of what goes on that I can resonate with (P2, “B”).
Even when it is difficult to articulate, there seems to be something powerful that this therapist
relates to in her patient. The use of the word “underneath” seems to continue to highlight
therapists’ emphasis on something beyond the external or tangible. A particularly evocative
description of this deeper level of resonance can be seen with P9 and “I:”
I said once to my own therapist, in the throes of a very strong feeling, ‘I feel like I could
have been a contender!’ I think my patient has that too. And that's an additionally painful
element because it's not strictly a success failure dimension. It's a, I know I have this in
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me, but I am not going to be able to live it out in this lifetime. I feel like I get that
resonance that we share, that I share many of his narcissistic deformations. I feel the
disappointments in being unable to accomplish on all levels…not in a simple win or lose
way. I'm not a big win or lose person. But being able to live the fullness of my potential.
(P9, “I”)
To have struggled with one’s own strivings and emerged from that struggle – as the therapist is
recalling here from his own therapy – and to see that difficulty reflected in a patient, allowed for
powerful, felt reverberation. Relatedly, resonance on a non-verbalized level was discussed as
crucial by some therapists:
We were on the same wavelength in terms of values, how we saw the world. Even if I
wasn't overtly stating my values, I think patients can really tell. I think it’s important, you
want to feel like your therapist has that same core values that you have. (P6, “F”)
Another therapist presented areas of shared perspective as a double-edged sword:
I’m very identified with him in many ways, which I think made the treatment in some
ways so productive and in some ways made it so tricky. (P1, “A”)
This was particularly the case regarding intense, overwhelming emotions that emerged in this
specific treatment. This was discussed throughout the interview by P1 as simultaneously
important to understanding and working fruitfully with the patient, and also quite overwhelming
at times.
Moving towards a more macro level, two therapists broadened areas of overlap from a
wider lens, emphasizing the fundamental sameness in human experience:
In my core, in my most raw parts of myself, I think like any of us really, there's there is
really could call I guess a real borderline element of almost desperation to stay in
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contact, and I do think that that's a big part of all of this chaos with him, and that was
really effective in a sense of keeping him front and center in my mind. (P1, “A”)
Comparably:
There are superficial differences - she's borderline, I’m not. She can’t tolerate
relationships, I can. She wants to destroy everything, I don’t. But that paints things in a
very misleading and simplistic way. Because there is borderline in me, and
destructiveness, and all of these things in her. (P3, “C”)
These overarching, more universal commonalities regarding feelings that can surface regarding
connections as well as destroying, are conceptualized as experiences that exist and are contained
deep within us, and that are important to endeavor find in oneself in relation to patients’ inner
worlds. These descriptions differentiate between perceived simple similarities or differences and
instead emphasize deeper and internal facets of therapist’s experiences and selves from their own
subjectivity, that may allow a certain kind of empathic understanding with the patient which also
might complicate the treatment.
Differences, and Frictions
Akin to similarities, participants referenced areas of difference that included age, gender,
socioeconomic status, family background, and sociability; as well as psychological differences
such as personality makeup, and the capacity to articulate and manage strong negative feelings.
Interestingly, questions about differences did not generate as much dialogue during the
interviews as questions about similarities, and overall were not considered by therapists as
having as much of an impact on treatments, for better or worse, facilitative, or restrictive.
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In two instances, areas of difference did stand out as impacting the treatment. In one, the
therapist elaborated a major known difference that centered around sociocultural and political
affiliation, which did cause friction in the dyad:
When Hilary was running, he said things about her that were really insulting…
Obviously, we are in this different political universe, and he tells me about his world, and
it’s tough to hear…He told me once a horrible, horrible racist story about basketball
players in Michigan, about how for a while in one of these places the people would come
to watch the basketball players, and they would jangle their car keys in front of the
players, as if to say to them you’re the ones who are going to be parking our cars. And it
was a horrible story. In a way it was almost a fantasy story, I’m not quite sure how much
of that actually happened. But the point of the story to me was, [he was saying] “isn’t
that stupid to call that racism.” It was a taunt, or a dare of some kind, to me. Or maybe
just, being offensive and enjoying it. I don’t know. I really don’t know what goes on with
this guy. (P2, “B”)
The distance between the therapist’s and patient’s worlds is presented as antithetical, and
emotionally challenging for the therapist to listen to and bear. But beyond what could be seen as
simple differences in perspectives, the therapist is also seeing the patient’s expression of political
leanings as connected with his intrapsychic world and difficulties, where aggression and sadism
are reoccurring themes, expressed in the intense racism of his anecdote. It is notable that if the
patient is struggling with issues of his own feelings of aggression especially towards others, as
was evident throughout the interview with P2, and it is being expressed in material that goes
against core values of the therapist, that this might create an intense buildup of what P2 referred
to as mutual “antipathy” on the subject. This may not allow for helpful and productive analysis
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of the patient’s issues. However, despite this intense friction, the therapist explicitly stated that
she thought and hoped these areas could be productively explored:
It’s a shame that he stopped being willing to talk about those things with me because
people like to say it’s just politics but it’s not just politics. There is so much there that
informs our viewpoints. I think that we could have gotten somewhere with that, but it was
too conflictual for him. Direct conflict. (P2, “B”)
Here, the therapist is referencing the threat of direct conflict being too intense or overwhelming
for the patient to contend with, that does not allow him to talk through these issues and to
potentially see them as something productive to think about regarding their interface with his
own psychology. One could imagine this could be influenced by “realness” of the differences
between the patient and therapist perspectives, that the therapist is in reality a liberal, which is
explicitly known to the patient, combined with the political climate in the country, and the like.
These differences clearly are substantial and divisive in this example.
Importantly, P2 also talked about what the function of these differences may be for the
patient, in terms of his need to not find common ground with her:
I think [the political and social differences] allows him to feel distant from me, it protects
him to some extent. He can label me privately. Oh, she is one of those – I think he has
said things to me like that, you’re a liberal from [this state], you’re a Hilary supporter,
you know he has, I’m sure he has a whole store of [labels]. (P2, “B”)
Placing the therapist in a liberal box based on this aspect of real difference seems to be thought
about as serving a barrier between them, perhaps a defensive function for the patient.
In another interview, the therapist discussed an area of socioeconomic and cultural
difference that affected his feelings at times during the treatment. This reasonably might be
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considered from a countertransference standpoint as was discussed in the previous section, but is
presented here due to its placement in the interview as a response to the interview question about
difference:
He, in contrast to me, came from a family who is probably upper-middle-class, had more
money than my family. His dad is a prominent [professional], his grandfather's a very
prominent [professional], who have written books, and you know this is like, you know, I'm
certainly the first in my family to do anything [professional] like this…I think I recognized
even in describing to you the cultural differences, that there was some level of envy and
possibly inadequacy on my part that he always seemed so quick, and by contrast I felt so
slow, and maybe I attribute that in part to him having you know a better start in terms of
what he was exposed to earlier on. (P1, “A”)
What is understood as a kind of cognitive processing speed difference, is related to familial
intergenerational differences in financial, professional, and cultural status. These are linked to
the therapist’s competitive feeling within the dyad, due to the therapist’s conceptualization of his
patient having a metaphorical “leg up” in these areas that contributed to the patient’s fast,
powerful mind.
Part 7: Specific Interventions, and Supervision and Consultation
Specific interventions were referenced throughout the interview on a continuum of
usefulness. Assessment of outcomes were uniformly based on patients’ reactions, whether they
generated perceived movement out of stuckness within the overarching impasse.
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Unhelpful
Avoidance and directive often repetitive techniques that did not facilitate the patient’s ability to
approach difficult material, were predominant in the interviews and thought to be uniformly
unhelpful.
I thought she owed me for a session. She's sure she paid me. I'm a lousy bookkeeper. And
so is she, so I don't know. But anyway, it got very tense...what happened was she did
something she does when she's upset. She kind of freezes, speaking of zoom, she freezes
up and can't think of anything to say. And says “I don't want to talk about this anymore”
that's what happened with this money issue. And she just changed from kind of an
interactive, almost chatty lively person into this silent mopey kind of bitter person. I felt
guilty. I thought, oh my gosh, I shouldn’t have brought it up. That's one thing she does is
withdraw a lot.
Here, therapist attempts at engagement around an important issue regarding the therapeutic
frame stimulated a characteristic pattern of patient withdrawal. This resulted in therapist feelings
of guilt and regret, potentially a combination of transferential and countertransferential
processes, for approaching something that the patient could not handle. Perhaps this was due to
the emotionality that resulted from the perceived interpersonal conflict. In another case, therapist
rather than patient avoidance was more prominent:
He wears a horrible, horrible cologne. It’s kind of like a skunk. It’s taken until about 2
years ago, or maybe less, that I was actually able to bring up the scent. Maybe this is
related to the impasse if you want to call it that, how difficult it is for us to talk about, he
and I. And how little, how little the conversation we did have developed. I really wasn’t
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able to do much with it…It’s [an aggressive defense] linked in him to a sense of
superiority, at the enormity of his misery. (P2, “B”)
The therapist’s avoidance of an essential feature affecting the treatment, one that overlaps with
countertransference and directly implicates crucial psychological issues regarding the patient’s
aggression and superiority, is seen as contributing to an unhelpful lack of intervention. This
could perhaps be thought of as a kind of mutual collusion between the patient and therapist to
avoid complex and difficult issues to discuss. This case and the scent will be discussed further in
the COVID-19 considerations section.
In some cases, therapist direct questioning in attempts at subverting avoidance did not
facilitate discussion. This was characterized in the below excerpt as bumping up against the
patient’s internal deficit and/or defensive unwillingness to engage:
They were pretty close to alexithymic, had a really, really hard time putting anything into
words, and it was [also] really clear that there were feelings that they wanted to go
nowhere near, especially about their relationship with their parents…It took me a long
time to understand what was going on with the boyfriend and that it was pretty abusive. I
feel like I didn't really know how abusive it was until they were leaving the relationship.
Even though those were questions I would ask pretty directly. (P6, “F”)
Here, the patient’s emotional overwhelm and difficulties speaking to their feelings contributed to
the lack of an open dialogue. The therapist’s focused questioning also paradoxically resulted in
her being underinformed about the seriousness of the patient’s relational difficulties and
struggles. This patient’s avoidance was additionally linked to direct, repetitive therapist
technique, and the therapist trying to overtly make something happen:
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I would sort of just point out like that there weren't doing anything. They were smoking
weed all day and just barely doing anything. They talked about planting a garden, they
didn't plant a garden. They talked about like cleaning up their childhood bedroom. They
didn't clean up their childhood bedroom. Even like going on a walk was barely
happening. And when I would point that out or talk about like, do you think you're more
depressed? They would be like, well it's a global pandemic, you know, as if like – you
know, yes, it's a global pandemic. It's really hard, but that doesn't mean that you don't
have a job or any responsibilities. And that is very difficult, but also that's not a reason
that you can do that's, that that's not a reason to do absolutely nothing, which is like
making you feel like shit…I think that there were times when they were a little bit
frustrated with me because I would be frustrated with them a little bit, and I think they
could feel that. (P6, “F”)
These “dead end” interventions, directly asking questions and/or trying to motivate the patient to
reflect or liven, led to therapist and potentially patient frustration around the failure of the
interventions to create changes in living, and permeating the treatment with stagnation. This was
directly linked to an overarching feeling of deadness that the therapist identified in reflecting
about the case:
She felt dead, and the treatment felt dead. And I think I used that word and I think I
described it that way. (P6, “F”)
The question of how to bring a patient or a treatment back from the dead, in this case
metaphorically making the decision to constantly use a defibrillator, did not seem to result in
progress from this therapist’s perspective. One participant characterized this dilemma as a
question of direction vs. time:
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[I feel] some impatience that I’ve said the same thing 25 times, coupled with the feeling
of – is the problem that I'm saying it 25 times, or is the problem that I have to say at 45
times? And I haven't done that yet? For me with impasses, that's always the question. Am
I on the wrong track or am I on the right track, but I'm not there yet? (P5, “E”)
Similarly, genetic interpretations approached in this way were mentioned as unhelpful at times in
this regard:
I found myself always interpreting to the patient, like, okay, you don't like your own
thoughts, but you've internalized these critical voices, you have internalized this critical
way of seeing yourself that both your stepdad and your mother embodied…in part [I
interpreted this] because I felt like it was very important that she understand that these
internal ways of being come from somewhere in that she doesn't necessarily have to hate
herself so much all the time, you know, even at the point of not being able to share things
with me. But you know, I did that for maybe like, that was most of probably the first year
and a half of treatment, was me giving these interpretations. But it never obviously never
resolved her self-loathing. (P7, “G”)
This therapist conceptualized his unsuccessful attempts as unable to penetrate a protective shell,
meant to keep things out:
If there was like a shell around her, and my interpretations are water, I would pour it
onto the shell it would roll off the shell. She would tell me “I intellectually get that. I can
see it that way, maybe.” But I think she was letting me know that deep down, she still
hates herself.
Across these different excerpts, the therapists’ strong desires to be helpful to their patients can
lead to a kind of fixed configuration. Whether trying to persist with a line of inquiry or
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interpretation, or in this later case, ostensibly telling the patient “it is not your fault” in a
corrective way, these repetitions did not impact the ongoing suffering.
Relatedly, in another case, the therapist’s overactivity was thought to contribute to a tangled,
unhelpfully enacted relational configuration in the transference:
As I dug in, the more and more I would just kind of play into [the aggressive role the
patient cast me in]. In some hypothetical other world…maybe I would have been able to
sit back a little bit more. There is I think some level of that he probably could have
benefited from, you know understanding how he's fighting with himself not me. And of
course, that's kind of an absolute statement, it's more nuanced than that, but that is
something that haunts him in his life, and it's all over the place, and maybe taking a little
bit less of an active stance may have been helpful in that regard. (P1, “A”)
“Putting one’s foot down” in the above, corresponding with therapist overactivity, could perhaps
be seen from one perspective as not allowing for the “as if” nature of the transference. Debates
about transference conceptualizations notwithstanding, this highlights an important technique
consideration regarding how to handle relational experiences that occur intensely with certain
dyads in impasse. This therapist in essence seems to be considering whether the transference was
“too real,” becoming predominantly about the two people in the room, rather than something that
the patient is responding to but that surfaces consistently throughout life, and/or within the
patient themselves, that could be productive to understand.
Helpful
Reflection on successful interventions centered around attending to patients’ current
feeling states, and being with patients in non-challenging ways, over and against trying to
generate something “therapeutic” in the treatment by asking direct questioning or being
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therapeutically confrontational or interpretive. This was operationalized as useful even when this
meant sitting for difficult, painful, elongated periods of time, where immovability was still
somewhat palpable. One therapist characterized this as a form of acceptance of painful realities:
I think ultimately what I was able to do which allowed for the continuation of the
treatment that we've been able to have, both in terms of him being able to reach out to me
when he needs a session, but also in terms of his ability to continue to hold on to me
inside of himself in a way that remains productive, is that when it came to the last session
or two sessions, I really had come to a place within myself where I accepted that I
couldn't change [the situation], that he really might leave the treatment. That was what I
was trying to stave off for so many reasons…me owning the inadequacy in a sense, I
think, that he was trying so hard to get rid of. I can try and try and try, and I can consult
with all these people, but maybe what he really needed for me is to own that I can't
control him, and that that's a huge loss. It just was, it just is. (P1, “A”)
The therapist’s ownership of a deep feeling of inadequacy, seen as projected from the patient,
and a move away from a position where the therapist would try to push against a formidable
force to attempt to change something, required painful mourning to be effective. The therapist
saw this as essential for the patient to subsequently maintain some helpful contact, literally and
figuratively, despite the impasse ending the regularly scheduled treatment. The therapist
explicitly linked this to the Kleinian concept of a shift to the depressive position in the patient,
and in himself, accessed through grieving:
I think was able to open up somewhat of a depressive position within him that I was kind
of trying so hard to get to before, but just in like seeing me able to say you know you
could go, and just I guess feeling from me that I really meant it and that I still really
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loved him, I think it…it kind of changed something in terms of his need to see me only in
that bad object light. And it gave him something back in terms of all the other elements of
our relationship and it certainly had that effect for me. (P1, “A”)
In this analysis, we can see the feeling of rectification that resulted from an acceptance-based
position, illuminating aspects of the therapeutic relationship that were love-based. These were
lost within the overwhelming tension, aggression, and fear, that were ever-present throughout the
impasse. This excerpt foreshadows the concept of limitations of psychotherapeutic treatment,
expounded upon in a subsequent section.
In another case, the therapist summarized the important shift he went through in his
orientation towards intervention that was useful in beginning to resolve the stalemate:
I think where the impasse began to resolve a little bit, is when I realized that, working
with my supervisor, that while it's in part true that she is a victim of some sort of abuse
and she's unfortunately internalized voices of abusers, it's also so, so true at this point
that, all of these critical perspectives are fully ego syntonic…I began to shift perspective
from, I need to just interpret this stuff out of you and make you stop believing these unfair
ways of seeing yourself, to realizing no, I need to explore the way in which you see
yourself more, actually. We need to understand just how much, to unpack just how much
you dislike yourself, you hate yourself, you're angry at yourself for not being able to hack
it through school for not being able to push through the insane amount of adversity that
you were faced with.
With the help of a supervisor, in an allusion to the following section of results, this therapist
reoriented towards more deeply understanding the patient’s position, rather than occupying an
unintentionally demanding stance attempting to force change through a kind of exorcism, albeit
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in a desire to be helpful to and protect the patient by stopping her self-abuse. In essence, when
there is no separation in the patient’s internal world, in terms of how she could exist separately
from her abuser’s negative perceptions of her, there cannot be a forced separation from her
position. The therapist conceptualized curiosity as the hallmark of his own successful
repositioning:
The shift was my getting more curious about how she still sees herself…[this is] going to
get us a lot more traction and leverage at eventually maybe even relinquishing and
cleaning up this stuff. Before, it feels more like I was interpreting and just hitting a shell,
like, don't believe that about yourself. You're not so bad, “doink,” you know, but
underneath it feels this way…[Now] I’m with her in the not working-ness, and less trying
to interpret the not working-ess and self-loathing out of her.
The emphasis on interest and wondering, as a way to get a therapeutic grip, stems from an
approach that accompanied the patient into her pain and suffering. There was a substantial
qualitative difference in the treatment that resulted from this stance rather than one that was met
by this impenetrable, solid shell that kept the therapist’s interventions out:
What feels different about not just interpreting so aggressively and actually just
exploring, being more curious about how she sees herself, is it feels like the water is
going into the soil a little more. We're actually getting into her inner life and how she
actually relates to herself at this point…And it feels like we're picking up a little more,
unfortunately not in the sense of any real concrete movement, like she suddenly believes
in herself and can get a job or something like that, but we are moving forward in her
talking about her inner life and how upset she is with herself and how within her
worldview, how justified that feels within the worldview of this blue-collar family, where
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she was never supported, she was always told she could never get anywhere anyway, she
would never make it as a woman in the sciences.
Transitioning from water rolling off a waterproof shell, to finding a way to nourish the soil
beneath so that it can foster the beginnings of growth, has allowed for the beginnings of
movement within the treatment. The therapist is importantly highlighting how the effect of this
kind of fertilization may not be immediately perceptible, not quantitatively measurable
depending on objective assessment. However, and more importantly to this therapist, there is a
phenomenological difference in the material, in the patient able to elaborate on her experience, in
a way that feels more productive and open where before there was rigidity, steadfast withdrawal,
and the patient’s inability or unwillingness to incorporate help.
Several therapists mentioned a “keep on keeping on” or “keep calm and carry on” attitude
as important to the work during difficult impasse. One participant characterized this as staying
with the therapeutic task, meeting chronic impasse with the steadfastness of treatment:
Sustain analytic work. With this patient, it's very collaborative it’s you and her, and it is
some way, maybe through interpreting of the transference, and her enactments that were
just so incessant, somehow, she can come and allow you to become a different kind of
object to her…analysis is a chronic state, and that is its strength. It has that chronic
aspect to it, as much as can be alive, and things seem to be going in interesting ways. It’s
still so often this thing that's very hard to talk about and it's very chronic and stuck – but
[the chronic aspect of an analysis] is not a weakness that is a feature.
This notably seems to articulate the idea of an unstoppable force meeting an immovable object,
not from the perspective of impasse of it all, but rather the endurance and survival. It brings to
mind the passion and belief behind Michelle Obama’s notable “when they go low, we go high”
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speech, and the importance of the survival of the object (Winnicott, 1969) which in this case is
conceptualized as the treatment process itself.
Supervision and Consultation
Most participants described supervision and consultation as an ongoing part of their
professional development. This included ongoing meeting with study groups reading specific
psychoanalytic theorists, with mutual supervision groups with peers, as well as individually with
senior colleagues. More specifically, most participants also had some form of supervision or
consultation about these cases. Therapist uniformly reported how useful talking to another
professional was in their ongoing thinking, helping them feel more confident about their
conceptualizations, therapeutic interventions, and treatment trajectory:
I would say my supervisors, my peer supervisors have really helped me - like it's okay,
it’s okay to move forward and [end the treatment]. (P6, “F”)
Similarity:
I think that if anything, maybe my last couple of supervision sessions and talking about
what is probably going to take the sort of more holding and just being with it orientation,
I think that's helped increase my faith a little bit. (P7, “G”)
Supervision was also referenced as helpful in guiding therapists through their own feelings vis-àvis the patient that were difficult to manage:
Actually, part of the supervision was, I had a lot of anxiety about getting emotionally
close to her because of my awareness of our sex configuration. I'm heterosexual male,
she's a heterosexual female, about the same age. She has a boyfriend, and I was just
hyper aware that I'm in this triangle, it feels like dicey. I genuinely like her in many ways
and identify with her. And so that made me hold back in connecting with her emotionally
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for a significant amount of time, until that came out in my supervision. And I talked about
in my own analysis. That helped me to reorient, that like just because I'm the more
validating emotionally present man doesn't mean I'm the toxic interloper or something
like that. I'm going to hold the boundaries. I'm going to be a safe, but also emotionally
involved object. That gave me the freedom to connect with her more, and our quality of
relatedness improved. And that helped me to get more into her head and understand
where she's coming from, and [realize]that interpreting from 10,000 feet in the air is not
going to work. (P7, “G”)
This honest reflection and utilization of supervision, as well as one’s own treatment, contributed
to the how the therapist processed both what are conceptualized as his own subjective
countertransference difficulties, and their intersection with technique questions as previously
elaborated. One therapist who did not seek supervision, but did have intermittent consultation,
recognized her avoidance of this process due to the difficulty of the case, in contrast to the above
example with P7. She acknowledged that it was helpful when she did intermittently talk about
this in an ongoing way with colleagues:
Normally I would have, but I’ve never had continuous supervision for him. Part of that is,
maybe I’m telling you too much, but I’ll just tell you. Part of that is because of how
difficult it is to be involved with him…the question about supervision, it’s kind of an
interesting question because whenever I do talk about him [occasionally with
colleagues], which is not often, I am kind of struck by how complex my relationship to
him is. It’s almost like I don’t want to have it. He is not very likable to me. (P2, “B”)
Here the therapist is expressing how much this case affected her personally, making it
difficult to engage with the patient in her mind, while also in real time recognizing how striking
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and seemingly useful it was to speak about it intermittently. This therapist mentioned that if she
could change something about her approach retrospectively, she would have indeed received
ongoing supervision about this case, in a show of reflective ability to think about her decisions
and an openness to engage with what could be construed as less than optimal decisions for the
treatment.
Interestingly, multiple participants referenced that the interview itself was helpful to their
thinking, or that they had specifically signed up for the dissertation in order to have an
opportunity to explicate their thinking about a stuck and complicated case.
[Do you remember content wise what happened?]
I’m trying to remember, because like I said there were so many micro-ruptures slash
impasses along the way. I wish I could remember what perpetuated {trails off}…I think
there is something telling about my inability to recall the specifics. You know it became
really hard to track in these ways, in part because it was so emotionally charged, so
emotionally charged, and it was, I mean a lot of this I should say – this [talking it
through] actually is helpful – is about a feeling of intrusiveness. (P1, “A”)
In real time, the creation of a reflective space seemed to allow the participant to think about what
often in the treatment was affectively overwhelming and therefore unthinkable. Relatedly:
[How do you think that you're like the patient?] I mean, it’s interesting that you ask that
because there is so little [that is similar about us]. I hadn't thought about this until just
now… There's a level at which both of us can be easily dominated. That is a deep
similarity that I don't think I recognized before. That was a really helpful question. (P5,
“E”)
One therapist came to the interview specifically searching for this kind of space:
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Part of the reason I'm talking to you about this, I mean, I'm glad to help people doing
their dissertations, I want people to finish. But the other is that I'd like an opportunity to
illuminate this for myself. (P9, “I”)
This therapist came to a particularly salient understanding about the impasse he was facing
within the back and forth of the interview. He illuminated for himself the time it might take for
his patient to heal in relation to the psychic damage that this patient had endured, and relative to
his frustration with the case and his desire to help the patient more quickly; and recognized how
he may have been more engaged with this monumental task than he was consciously aware of,
illustrated by the very fact of his volunteering for the research study:
[Perhaps] something is happening that can only happen in energetic and developmental
and psychic and emotional, and perhaps even spiritual terms, that can only happen at
such a slow pace, partly because whatever is growing is growing in scorched earth.
That's part of the reason. And the other part is then the vulnerability entailed in the
growth is so great that it can't go any faster. It's not a question of knowing how to make it
grow faster, it can’t. So, one can either, what's the right word. A lot of words here don't
work, accommodate, abide, those are not useful words. One can either embrace the time
of it, or not. And if one does not, one has to do something else, like say I can’t do this
anymore for my own reasons. But you're introducing that perspective, which I really
haven't brought to this experience. I have [that perspective] with other people, years and
years and years long, and watch unfolding that I and they would've thought impossible.
I've seen that in my own life. But I hadn't applied it to him in any sort of conscious way.
You've suggested, and I very much appreciate it was suggestion, that I'm doing it
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unconsciously. And if that's true, then it behooves me to make them conscious and make
active decisions about it and not just let it happen, so to speak.
This impassioned statement was made after the interviewer explicitly disclosed his own
conviction about the therapist’s helpfulness to the patient, in both sincere and (hopefully)
humorous ways, including: “Anybody who voluntarily speaks about a patient who has stopped
coming on a Saturday to a graduate student, I mean, come on, it's low hanging fruit.” What was
clear to the interviewer, the therapist’s commitment to the patient and the therapeutic, process
evident in his discussion of a challenging treatment with a troubled and traumatized “scorched”
patient, became conscious to the therapist in real time. The importance of making conscious
decisions about therapeutic approach, and the utility of having a consultant to aid in the
illumination of what was occurring, in this case making a conscious decision that more linear
time was as a necessary element, given the depth of this patient’s difficulties, was seen as crucial
in moving through therapeutic impasse.
Part 8: Treatment Limitations and Psychotherapeutic Faith
Given the difficult nature of the cases under discussion, participants were asked whether
their conceptualizations of the limits of psychotherapy and/or faith in treatment efficacy were
influenced by their experiences. Therapists who had been practicing for a longer time tended to
be less influenced regarding the fundamental helpful nature of treatment, although not uniformly
so:
My faith [in the process] comes out of my own [therapy]. It's not so much dependent on
what my patients do. (P9, “I”)
This one has not, I don't think so. I don't know whether it would have earlier on [in my
career]. (P5, “E”)
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Not from this patient, no. Other patients, yes, not from this patient. I don’t allow him to
be significant enough, that is the problem. And it is a problem. (P2, “B”)
In these first two examples, belief in the psychotherapy process is tied both to one’s own
experience as a patient, and to accumulated clinical experiences over time. In the latter, the very
fact that the impasse does not generate a kind of deep questioning about limitations and faith is
problematic; and points to one issue, that of salience, that is at hand in the treatment and in the
impasse. This therapist also wondered about the limitations of a once per week frequency as a
contributing but not sole factor influencing the impasse:
If I were to look back, he gave up or we gave up on the possibility of working more
deeply when we went from twice a week to once a week… I guess that is part of the
limitation of working once a week, although it’s been a long time. So, it’s more than that.
(P2, “B”)
The impasse is connected to the patient’s decision, and/or mutual collusion, to continue the
treatment at a reduced frequency. This brings up questions about how to work with and
understand a patient who desires a certain level of contact for one reason or another, and for what
reason this might be agreed to by the therapist. It also brings up how a decision about frequency
and depth of treatment might affect the practitioner delivering the therapy, in terms of what can
be accomplished in the given frame in relation to what the patient is struggling with.
Another therapist highlighted a similar position, how certain circumstances in terms of
the intensity of treatment and commitment on the part of the therapist is required to help a patient
with the level of disturbance that he sees his patient as struggling with:
One would have to think of those parts of her that are very much in you. The psychotic in
you, the stuck impassed person in your own analysis…This idea that analysis can be
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completed, maybe. But all of her psychotic destructiveness that is so difficult to get to
would have to be lived out in the transference. And that is very hard to do. [Do you feel
like you’re doing that or trying to do it?] Yes, at both levels, with her and with me in [my
own] analysis. It’s not deliberately done…It’s the work of the analysis, and finding the
analysis and finding the analyst who is prepared to do that journey. (P3, “C”)
Here, this therapist is emphasizing how challenging it is to get at certain aspects of his patient’s
experience, particularly that relate to aggression and reflect developmentally early, descriptively
psychotic processes. These experiences are conceptualized throughout the interview as
fundamental to the struggles the patient has in her life; and the therapist fundamentally believes
these are essential for the patient to reckon with within the treatment and in relation to the
therapist to clinical improve. He also sees these experiences as needing to be lived through in
parallel by the clinician; that, in such a case, the therapist would gain access to these difficult
parts of the patient in part through his own exploration of the similar parts of themselves.
Treatment efficacy in this case is linked to the therapist embarking on a subjectively concordant
experience, albeit privately in his own mind and/or analysis. This is a monumental task and
requires a therapeutic match to come to fruition, the right analyst and analysis at the right time so
to speak, something this therapist is attempting to do with his patient – although the idea that this
process can ever be fully completed is seen as illusive.
Other therapists generated similar deep, existential questioning about how much
treatment can accomplish:
I think it exposed me to the reality, in a way that was very painful, that we're limited…I
feel like the nature of psychoanalytic treatment is to constantly have crises of faith. All in
a day’s work [laughs]. It's such a paradox, because I feel like this treatment
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simultaneously made me feel emboldened in my resolve about this being a very powerful
mode of treatment, and at the same time {trails off}. I don't know, to me it doesn't feel like
a clinical question, it feels like a human question. At the same time, it's tremendously
disappointing, tremendously, profoundly disappointing. I think that's less about what
modality we’re working in and more about just what it feels to be more in touch with
being a human being. Maybe that’s me rationalizing, but fuck, it feels right. (P1, “A”)
It is felt as challenging, painful, reifying, part and parcel of psychoanalytic work, and
(un)satisfyingly human, to reckon with treatment process and limitations when one wants to be
useful to a patient who is stuck. The line between questions regarding modality and ones of an
existential human nature blend together. On the one hand, perhaps there are simply just things
that cannot happen, that we desperately want to happen, and that this is part of what it means to
experience this kind of clinical conundrum. On the other, the power of the treatment progress is
equally weighed, that in the harrowing and difficult acceptance of not being able to go any
further, so much has still been done.
Termination Questions
When and how to terminate was ubiquitous as a response to questions about
psychotherapeutic limitations and faith. This was true with treatments that were still ongoing,
had already ended, and that had undergone shifts in the frame regarding frequency that brought
up questions about whether and how to continue the treatment. This was also the case for
therapists running the gamut of experience. One seasoned practitioner highlighted:
It’s made me think about termination, and how and what does termination look like? And
maybe it doesn't always look like the textbook, which, I know that, but this particular case
has really made me think about that. I think I've struggled with that for a while. How is
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this guy going to terminate and how should we do it? Should he gradually decrease, or
should we do set a date a year from now and continue at the same frequency for the next
year and then be done? Which is sort of interesting to think about it as a gradual
incremental decrease or to [continue at this frequency]. I haven't read that much about
termination, frankly. I don't know that there's been all that much written that's all that
helpful. (P4, “D”)
For this participant, the struggle of impasse with her patient is intimately connected to
termination questions, and how the process “should” go to be most useful. The question of
down-titration of dosage, so to speak, is juxtaposed again continuing at the same rate until the
ending, an important question being considered uniquely for this patient and that is difficult to
reckon with, even despite the therapist’s many years of service. Another participant highlighted
how it can be very hard to embark on a termination process that is so sensitive and important
when one was not trained to do this during graduate school:
They don’t teach you how to end treatment – especially when the therapist wants to end
and the patient doesn’t want to end. What happens when you have been seeing someone
for 7 years and your reach an impasse that you feel you can’t resolve? Or that you’re not
the right person to treat them? Especially when the patient doesn’t necessarily agree,
when the patient wants to keep seeing you. (P6, “F”)
This adds to the mix questions related to the reasonable limitations versus failings of training,
and/or perhaps theory, to help therapists understand complex situations where impasse interacts
with questions of continuation versus ending. This participant is conceptualizing how if it is the
therapist who thinks the treatment should not continue, and the patient does not want to stop
coming, this can be especially difficult. However, to continue in a treatment that only seems to
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further perpetuate an ongoing impasse after many creative attempts at solution, seems difficult to
tolerate. This therapist relatedly highlights how this relates to fundamental questions about how
these cases can generate feelings of deep insecurity:
I'd say this case and like the other cases that I would characterize this way – it's so funny
how you'll have a case like this and after seeing them…you'll just be like, what am I even
doing? Is anything happening here? But then I could tell you about seven other cases
where I'm like, shit we've done a lot. I’m sure I've made mistakes and I'm sure I have
regrets and I could've done things better, but I'm really seeing [progress]…It really
depends. Who did I just see? And sometimes I'll be like, I'm useless. This is totally
painful. And other times where I'm like, wow, I was like a really good therapist today.
And it fed them, and it fed me. There's this connection that's really, it's such an honor to
be connected with people in this way, I have real skill. It really kind of depends. I would
say in general, I'm like really like reconceptualizing, you know what I do, and how I want
to do it. (P6, “F”)
In part because of this case, and in part because of COVID-19 and shifts in her own practice, this
therapist was in the midst of reckoning with deep questions about how to measure therapeutic
engagement, progress, and relatedly how to end with patients – all of which was consciously
acknowledged and reflected in her participation in this study. Limitations and faith are here also
conceptualized as at least partially state dependent, where the ups and downs of each case can
have a fluctuating effect on how one considers treatment more broadly, and especially when it
comes to cases that shake one’s foundation the way impasse can and had. This excerpt also
highlights the importance of therapists’ professional developmental processes in how they think
and work in regard to fundamental issues of psychotherapy practice.
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Lastly, but not least, one therapist described how the acknowledgement of limitation and
the termination itself seemed to open up space within the impasse, allowing the potential for the
treatment to remain useful in whatever way it could be for the patient in their mind:
In terms of his ability to continue to hold on to me inside of himself in a way that remains
productive, when it came to the last session or two sessions, I really had come to a place
within myself where I accepted that I couldn't change this, that he really might leave the
treatment. And that was what I was trying to stave off for so many reasons. And I needed
to let him go. And I actually am quite proud because I think I was able to convey that to
him in a way that you know paradoxically, I think was able to open up somewhat of a
depressive position within him that I was kind of trying so hard to get to before…it kind
of changed something in terms of his need to see me only in that bad object light. And it
gave him something back in terms of all the other elements of our relationship and it
certainly had that effect for me. (P1, “A”)
The limitations of the treatment, accepted by the therapist and communicated to the patient, is
seen as paradoxically allowing the treatment to have the potential to continue even in effigy. In
this way, the patient has the possibility of using therapist internally in some productive way,
rather than continuing the adversarial relationship that permeated the treatment during the
ongoing impasse.
Part 9: Impasse Paradox and Clinical Improvement
Considering the subject at hand, it is notable how therapists perceived how patients
improved throughout treatment. In most interviews, explicit, unprovoked references were made
to positive therapeutic outcomes. This was defined in part by the quality of patients’ relational
experiences outside of therapy, despite the presence of impasse inside the treatment:
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It’s funny, as I talk about him, I realize he is actually doing quite well. His marriage is
doing well, his family is doing well, he even recently made a friend and they worked
thought some kind of conflict and they are still friends, which is for him quite remarkable.
Considering how unpleasant it is to spend an hour with him once a week, I really need to
understand that. (P2, “B”)
The quality of and capacity for relationships beyond the therapeutic dyad, including the ability to
tolerate and move through interpersonal conflict, is an important marker of positive outcome for
this patient. This is presented as confusing in juxtaposition with the ongoing impasse, and at
times the therapist’s aversive experience of the patient that could not be discussed and processed
in the therapy. Improvement in one crucial realm is paired with stagnation and oppositionality in
another, begging questions about the intensity of splitting rather than integration of the psyche,
an outcome that is reasonably desired in psychodynamic treatment. Somewhat similarly:
There is a successful part and a part I feel defeated about. The successful part is she did
get to be much more capable in terms of sort of ordinary executive functioning, like
showing up for a session, or apologizing if she missed, or even realizing [when she is
disorganized]…She's now on her own, and has her own life, she's has a boyfriend since
she left her husband. That's I think a pretty significant change… The part where I feel
like I have failed is in helping her to reconcile with her sons. I think it's a problem of
alienation. (P8, “H”)
This analysis adds improvements in autonomous functioning to the definition of progress, along
with the ability to attach to a new romantic relationship. The ability for the patient to have more
awareness of herself and others seems important in this shift, in the patient recognizing her
functioning and impact within the larger world, including potentially how her behavior affects
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the therapy and/or therapist. Considering the patient’s deeply traumatic relational experiences
outlined throughout the results section, and the therapist’s understanding of the patient’s abject
feeling of being lost in the world without knowing how to act, these improvements seem critical.
Akin to the first excerpt, another crucial aspect of the patient’s experience – her relationship with
her sons – seems frozen and irreconciled, untouched by the progress in other areas.
Other therapists highlighted improvement within impasse that was more directly
influenced by the quality of the relationship between patient and therapist:
Sometimes I feel like, I don't know what I did, you know, what, what have I done that's
even helped this man. And yet I can look at him and look at his life and I can see that, you
know, something, something dramatic has happened between us. (P4, “D”)
Similarly:
“Sometimes I get this feeling that he, I don’t say this in an egotistical way, and it’s not a
real way, but that he loves me in some way that I can’t feel, and that he can’t feel. But I
will put it this way – I don’t think he will stop coming” (P2, “B”).
There is a kind of ineffability to the feeling of attachment that these therapists are expressing. It
seems difficult to grasp and may not be present all the time: But nonetheless, it persists, and is
seen as deeply meaningful. This kind of anchoring to the treatment is seen as related to a
connection with the therapist, albeit paradoxically fluctuating. This seems beyond the concept of
the “working alliance” and implies a kind of non-verbal, felt dynamic process that is both
catalytic and a mark of progression. While difficult to state exactly, its power is felt, and its
effects are prominent, despite continuous difficulties in these cases.
Relatedly, one therapist articulated a similar flavor of therapeutic attachment that also
connects to and implicates his patient’s relationship to herself:
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In the last year or so, the level of the dependency, that was already very great, has come
to be allowed in a way that – and I'm not making causal claims here I don't know which
came first, and it doesn't work like that in an analysis, nothing is clear – somehow along
with that she's allowing much deeper relationships to herself, she's allowing himself an
agency that she's never had. (P3, “C”).
The trajectory of the treatment, and the patient’s “decision,” perhaps, to allow the therapist
and/or the therapy to become something to depend on, is correlated with individual growth in the
form of increased self-power.
It is important to recognize that these responses were not generated from preordained,
leading questions about patient improvement. These therapists came to realize new aspects of the
treatment for themselves during the interview. In impasse, while it can become very difficult to
see the whole patient and the whole picture, these results represent how reflection on impasse
can create space for new vantage points to see progress; raise questions about how progress is
defined and who defines it; and distinctions between what the therapist thinks, and what the
patient may think, in terms of patient improvement and outcome measurement.
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Special Considerations: Impasse, COVID-19 and Teletherapy
It must be mentioned that this dissertation was conducted during the height of the
COVID-19 pandemic. The shift to telehealth impacted many of the cases significantly. For some
patients, it seemed more comfortable to work in a virtual modality, even allowing them to be
more consistent and make better use of the treatment:
We're doing zoom sessions, and since zoom started, she's been much more organized and
attentive. She is the host, she invites me and she's always on time, and somehow,
something about it is much easier for her. (P8, “H”)
The patient as zoom host, perhaps thought about as reversal of the typical psychotherapeutic
configuration where the therapist provides the therapeutic space, seems helpful in organizing this
patient in terms of time and engagement. It recalls the patient’s various difficulties with and
strivings towards autonomy, and/or perhaps control, that the therapist highlighted as omnipresent
throughout her treatment and in her developmental history. These elements may be present in the
zoom hosting as well and may be able to be discussed given the patient’s experience of
containment from the new medium.
Relatedly, a shift in frame and in perspective was a welcome addition in another
treatment, opening up new avenues of understanding:
When the pandemic came, he could have dropped out, and he didn’t. I also knew, the way
I set it up in the pandemic, I call him, which isn’t the case with most of my patients. And I
know that it’s very important to him that I call him and that I am never late, even though
its 7:30am. And neither of us needs to meet that early anymore. [What made you decide
to do that with him?] I think he needed to know that I would value him enough to make
the effort. Like I have to show him that I care. And I don’t regret that by the way, I don’t
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think that is a mistake even though you could say that it is. It’s part of what is happening.
(P2, “B”)
This therapeutic flexibility, in this case something that the therapist wondered about being
perceived as a mistake or perhaps implying that it is a breach of the frame or “not analytic,”
seemed to allow for an expression of care from the therapist. This was especially important
amidst her admitted difficulties with being in person with the patient as a feature of the ongoing
impasse:
It’s so interesting, you know the pandemic started in March, and at first I was so relieved
because I was able to listen to him in a completely different way. And I heard more, and I
liked him more, but then what I started to understand was how much pleasure he seemed
to be getting in reminding me how miserable he is. So, in a way that took the place of his
scent, I started to hear his sadism. (P2, “B”)
It is ironic that the global pandemic, this terrible external threat, provided a productive change in
the conditions of the interaction that allowed the therapist to hear the patient in new and
important ways. Here the therapist is referencing the patient’s overwhelming scent, a major
feature of the treatment that has been discussed, and how the dynamics of this became clearer
when she found more data arising from the new frame configuration, which supported her
hypotheses about the patient’s sadistic impulses.
What has also stood out to me since shifting to the phone, and he does not want to meet
on the screen, he refuses, that’s an important thing. He has said, he has articulated this –
it is a tremendous relief to him not to have to see him, and for me not to see him, because
then he does not have to worry about what he thinks I’m thinking. (P2, B)
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The phone also seemed to alleviate intense anxiety that the patient struggled with in person, by
seeing and being seen by the therapist, a kind of pervasive concern about the way the patient
becomes preoccupied with the other rather than focusing on talking about the issues on his mind.
For other cases, the pandemic and shift to telehealth meant the abrupt ending of the
treatment, even in the midst of a planned winding down, the distance becoming intolerable rather
than facilitative:
We were beginning to talk about termination and then the pandemic hit. And we were on
the phone for maybe three weeks or so, and he just couldn't tolerate it. You know, he
would hear noises outside sometimes outside my house, sometimes in the city, or he
would get another call. I mean, he just couldn't tolerate all the interruptions and what felt
like an interference with our connection…I think we got disconnected at one point and
that was it for him. He just, that was it, you know? No discussion. I can't do this. (P4,
“D”)
The sudden shift from in-person to phone sessions seemed to accelerate the termination process
that was only in its infancy, resulting in a premature ending due to the patient’s difficulties
enduring this imposed frame shift. Considering how this therapist characterized this patient’s
challenges connection to others throughout the therapy, it’s notable and makes sense that this
literal disruption was so unbearable, and perhaps speaks to the need for the therapy and perhaps
the therapist to be a certain way – in this case unencumbered, uninterrupted, and physically
present – in order for the process to work for the patient.
Relatedly, another therapist referenced concerns about legal licensing issues as
contributing to the ending of treatment:
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They're in [outside of the US]. I don't want to necessarily stop with them. [But] I have my
own trying to tighten up all of my compliance with laws, because I have beside them, I
had five other patients who moved out of state during COVID. Some of them were not
coming back and I was figuring out, what are the laws everywhere and what am I going
to do when I talk to risk management and my liability insurance. And I was like, what's
the deal with seeing somebody out of the country? And they were like, you can't, you
really shouldn't, you'd have to get licensed in [outside of the US] and the patient doesn't
have plans to come back. They never make a plan more than two days in advance. It's
like, they cannot - that's one thing I tried to work on with them. It's like, can you picture
your future? It's sort of like, I might come back. I might not come back. So, I was like,
look, I can't keep seeing you in [outside the US]. If there's a crisis, you can always reach
out to me. If you get back to [the US] and you know, it's like, if they reach out to me and
really want treatment, I would consider talking about that. But it just, it did not feel like
something that I could do. (P6, “F”)
While therapist is stating that she did not want to stop the therapy, she is highlighting attempts at
balancing COVID as an imposed force that is making conditions of treatment untenable and
anxiety provoking, due to its intersection with legal issues. This also interacts complexly with the
patient’s internal struggle, as the patient characteristically sits in limbo; and in this way, the
pandemic exacerbated and/or illuminated impasse characteristics of the case, and makes the
decision about whether to continue the treatment even more complex. The lack of clarity from
the patient, and the concerns the therapist had regarding her own professional obligations,
eventually resulting in the decision to end treatment, seems to be being presented as not a
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decision being made but rather a foregone conclusion. This challenging mixture of internal and
external considerations in this case did not allow the treatment to survive.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Discussion
Introduction
This dissertation used interviews to investigate psychodynamic psychotherapists’
experiences of impasse with their patients. The study was guided by three overarching aims:
Aim 1: To understand psychodynamic psychotherapist’s conceptualizations of and
approaches to cases of impasse in long-term psychodynamic psychotherapy, where the
treatment has or had become characterized by “stuckness” rather than progress. This
includes the therapist’s understanding of the patient’s problems and backgrounds, salient
treatment themes, the content and process of the impasse itself, therapist-reported patient
and therapist feelings, and the result of the impasse.
Aim 2: To understand psychodynamic psychotherapist’s thinking about dimensions of
their sameness and difference with their patients.
Aim 3: To understand psychodynamic psychotherapist’s conceptualizations about how
they work clinically and how they situate themselves theoretically, and how this relates to
their understanding of and approach to an instance of impasse in their clinical practice.
This chapter will focus on elaborating major qualitative results and their implications and
discussing the experiences that surfaced throughout the interviews from several salient angles. It
will place the data in the context of past theoretical, clinical, and research perspectives on
impasse. Study limitations, directions for future research, and clinical implications will also be
offered.
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Experienced Clinicians, Suffering Patients
Consistent with past research on impasse, participants were experienced psychotherapists
fundamentally committed to understanding and helping their patients (Hartley, 2004; Hill et al.
1996; Moltu, Binder, and Nielsen, 2010; Moltu and Binder, 2011). Most therapists described a
generally flexible treatment approach, based on influences that existed mostly within but also
extended beyond a psychodynamic identification. Despite advanced training in contemporary
Freudian, Interpersonal, Relational, or Modern psychodynamic approaches, for example, or
utilizing elements of CBT, family systems, and body-oriented approaches, therapists
conceptualized theory and practice as needing to correspond to the unique patient presenting for
treatment. None of the therapists consciously described an unwavering allegiance to specific
theory even in their mentioning of notable theorists that most resonated with them.
This finding is interesting given the paradox with the stuckness of the treatments
presented, implying rigidity and immovability; as well as the tenor of some past theoretical and
clinical literature which suggests predominant ways of approaching treatment impasse dependent
on theoretical vantage points (with Aron, 2006 and Mitchell, 1995 as notable exceptions).
Sampling procedures and participant self-selection may have played a role in this demonstrated
flexibility, as those therapists open and willing to discuss complex treatments where
psychotherapy was stuck may be more likely to be open and flexible to multiple perspectives
more generally. It also may take a particular kind of self-assuredness, trustworthiness, and
dedication to the profession to discuss one’s work with an unknown graduate student on a
sensitive topic often perceived as a type of treatment failure, and potentially a reflection of poor
psychotherapeutic work.
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Findings also indicated that this expressed a priori flexibility in stance was later on in
treatment at times overtaken by more restricted or “regressive” ways of thinking as impasse
developed. Therapists utilized (non)therapeutic interventions in the form of avoidance, repetition
of seemingly dead-end interpretations and other forms of active “digging in,” and struggled with
questions of being on the right track or off the beaten path. In these instances, a loss of openness
in conceptualization and creativity of intervention went against therapists’ initial articulation of
themselves as open and flexible clinicians who incorporated what worked best into their practice.
These are akin to previous findings about impasse as a threat to professional identity and
therapeutic stance being disrupted (Hartley, 2004; Hill et al. 1996; Moltu, Binder, and Nielsen,
2010; Moltu and Binder, 2011). Considerations of impasse phenomenology, clinical theory, and
their impact on thinking will be further elaborated on in a forthcoming section.
Also consistent with past clinical, theoretical, and research perspectives, patients
presented for treatment as symptomatically distressed with mood and anxiety difficulties,
significantly interpersonally troubled in romantic and non-romantic relationships, and had
experienced variously traumatic personal histories (e.g., Carsky and Yeomons, 2012;
Etchegoyen, 2005; Hartley, 2004; Hill et al. 1996; Moltu, Binder, and Nielsen, 2010; Moltu and
Binder, 2011; Rosenfeld, 1987). Several patients had been in therapy previously and/or had taken
psychotropic medication. Especially prevalent in therapist descriptions of patients’ backgrounds
was the ubiquity of difficult developmental histories and family of origin issues, similar to Hill et
al.’s (1996) findings, which surfaced unsolicited and were not responses to direct interview
questions. Patients were conceptualized as having childhoods where they were misunderstood
and emotionally overwhelmed (P4, D; P6, “F”), negatively parentified (P2, “B”), explicitly or
implicitly bullied (P7, “G”; P9, “I”), and subjected or exposed to physical and sexual violence
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and abuse by disturbed parental figures (P1, “A”; P8 “H”). These experiences represent the
gradients of essential environmental failures to recognize and allow for patients’ own needs and
wants, a bedrock of self-development. Traumatic psychical and physical violations during
development were described as causing detrimental and lasting emotional effects on
interpersonal connections, self-esteem, and confusion about where thoughts and feelings come
from (i.e., what is internal and what is external).
Therapists’ conceptualizations of the lasting effects of traumatic relational childhood
experiences are unsurprisingly documented in the vast literature on how experiences during child
development can affect the psyche. This was present since the time of Freud’s early writings,
was extended in terms of the emphasis of the impact of real exogenous trauma on development
in Sandor Ferenczi’s (1949) work, and more recently captured in the classic work by Judith
Herman (1992), to name only a few prominent examples. These experiences inarguably underlie
later symptom experience, personality structure, psychological defenses, reality testing, emotion
regulation capacities, future relationships, productive work experiences – the self, love, and work
broadly construed. Difficulties in these areas were reflected in major salient case themes as
treatments progressed and will be further discussed in this section.
Additionally, impasse in some cases was conceptualized as characterological, inevitable,
and foreshadowed in some way by the presenting problems (P1, “A”; P3, “C”; P9, “I”). The
idea that impasse was even infinitesimally perceptible at this nascent treatment stage extends the
ideas of the sentinels that Etchegoyen (2005), Maldonado (1984) and Ferro (1993) discussed,
that appear in the clinical material to aid in impasse diagnosis. It may be that these cases where
this occurred represent a kind of impasse heavily weighted on the one-person patient end of the
continuum, where patients have prevalent characterological proclivities for this stagnant
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configuration that could be apparent in some way from day one. Of course, it is difficult or
impossible to know whether these harbingers necessarily must come to fruition; and
confirmation bias may influence these memories of the early parts of treatment, especially in
these challenging cases which threaten therapist competency.
Borrowing a concept from Christopher Bollas (1987), this finding could be an
identification of a kind of “unthought known” of impasse that emerged early in the treatment as a
reflection from the patient’s internal world. On the other hand, it could perhaps represent
therapists’ own retrospective internal demands or wishes to make it known in some way
retrospectively. The spectrum of possibilities could include “I knew it all along in some way, but
didn’t really know it consciously,” to “I really knew it all along” somewhat more boastfully; but
that could also include “if only I knew it all along,” to “what if I had known it all along,” which
are more in line with wishes and fears about being able to do something about it or having
neglected it and committed an error. Unconscious communication between patients and
therapists has been considered essential since the time of Freud’s (1912) directive for therapists
to turn their “unconscious like a receptive organ towards the transmitting unconscious of the
patient” (p. 115). Countertransference analysis has since expansively developed as an important
and legitimate source of clinical data in the dyad from both one- and two- person perspectives
(e.g., Ogden, 2003; and see basic reviews in Geltner, 2012 and Cancelmo, 2019). Complex
motivations in hindsight for these participants seeing things one way or another aside, these
findings regarding having noticed impasse at an early stage add continued support for
emphasizing therapist awareness of the potential for stagnation to emerge and disrupt treatment
with patients who have complex trauma histories – without the therapeutic process being
inscribed inevitably in the stars.
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Relational Reactivity, Internal Restlessness, and Retreat
How do the themes that emerged during treatments inform us about these patients’
intrapsychic difficulties? Predominant threads that surfaced echoed and extended patients’
presenting problems, chiefly reflecting difficulties in the interpersonal realm as well as in
patients’ feelings about themselves. Patients seemed to broadly fall on a spectrum of “still” or
“noisy” camps when negotiating connections with others, to adapt the concept from Schlesinger
(2014). These included a mixture of withdrawn and distant (P4, “D”; P6, “F”; P7, “G”) versus
more aggressive or otherwise conflict laden (P1, “A”; P3, “C”; P8, “H”; P9, “I”) ways of
relating (or not relating) to others, as well as their reversal. An overarching avoid-approach
interactive style was correlated with intense feelings of desire, insecurity, humiliation, fear,
anger, and aggression, as well as instances of grandiosity and superiority. Many patients also
experienced intense, negative, internally directed feelings – including harsh criticism,
overwhelming self-consciousness, and minimal positive self-esteem (P4, “D”; P5, “E”; P7,
“G”; P9, “I). Related concerns about self-other boundaries and trust difficulties were also
prevalent in this sample, with patients displaying intense sensitivity to emotional overwhelm and
concerns about vulnerability (P1, “A”; P5, “E”; P6, “F”; P7, “G”).
These results recall fundamentally psychodynamic ways of conceptualizing psychiatric
difficulties at the level of personality and characteristic styles of presentation (PDM-2, 2017). In
particular, viewing these patients through the lens of struggling with borderline (e.g., difficulty
with affect tolerance and experience of intense feelings, chronic interpersonal difficulties
surrounding the integration aggressive and loving feelings and concerns about abandonment vs.
close attachment), narcissistic (e.g. strong split grandiose and devaluing feelings towards the
self/others), and schizoid (e.g. withdrawn, distant, isolated presentations based on concerns about
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interpersonal dangers) personality features may be one clear way of thinking about the collection
of symptoms, relational and self-difficulties, and characteristic ways of managing anxiety
holistically from the ground up (Clarkin, Yeomans, and Kernberg, 2006; Diamond, Yeomans,
Stern, and Kernberg, 2022; PDM-2, 2017). A Contemporary American Object Relations
perspective has developed over many years to capture hypothesized intrapsychic structural
correlates of symptomatic and behavioral presentations with complex patients, especially at a
borderline level of personality organization (i.e., more broad-based than a patient with
specifically borderline personality features or disorder), and has integrated findings from
attachment, social and cognitive psychology, and neurobiological research domains to name a
few (seen most recently and clearly in Clarkin, Yeomans, and Kernberg, 2006; and Diamond,
Yeomans, Stern, and Kernberg, 2022). Simply identifying a baseline system by which to view
the patients reflected in this sample, and/or the specific domains where they are struggling, may
allow for the creation of more potential space for understanding and tolerating confusing and
disorienting presentations and processes that in this sample were correlated with treatment
impasse.
From this contemporary psychodynamic vantage point, psychological functioning is seen
as stemming from the internalization and unconscious moderation of early patterns of relating
that form personality structure, which becomes a defining feature influencing later development
and living in the world. Early experiences of the self in relation to significant others that occur at
moments of peak affect, such as the variously and ongoing traumatic powerful others and
vulnerable selves broadly speaking that were experienced by many of the patients in the current
sample, are thought to be internalized complexly in concert with an individual’s temperament,
the sociocultural milieu, as well as the subjective experiences of what occurred. These
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experiences then play themselves out “transferentially” throughout people’s lives and become a
major psychic and behavioral organizer, and are often further solidified through repeated
exposure as they are resurrected in ongoing attitudes towards the self, and interpersonal
interactions with others (or the lack thereof).
In this sample, treatment themes reflected patients’ problematic relational interactions or
withdrawals, scathing and overwhelming negative self and other- directed feelings,
sadomasochistic dynamics, fundamental mistrust, and concerns about boundaries between
self/other and reality/fantasy. It is possible that patients who struggle chronically in borderline,
narcissistic, and schizoid areas may be more likely to experience treatment impasse, which is
consistent with past clinical literature on the patient factors that can contribute to impasse
development (e.g., Etchegoyen 2005; Rosenfeld, 1987; Carsky and Yeomans, 2012). No frank
psychosis was identified by therapists in descriptions of their patients, in a departure from
Rosenfeld (1987) who emphasized how patients struggling with psychosis can be somewhat
predisposed to suffer treatment impasse because of the complex clinical picture they present and
inhabit – although, regression in the transference to an immediate psychotic level of experiencing
around boundary concerns was evident at times (e.g., P1 and “A”).
Importantly, some of the patients in the current study appeared more obviously and
specifically exemplifying a schizoid way of being based on the DSM-5 (e.g., “G” who retreated
into her shell; “F” where solitariness dominated their life and long periods of deadness existed
in the therapy). Schizoid is a particularly difficult term because of its use to refer to varied
patients in the psychodynamic clinical literature, as well as in the DSM-5 (PDM-2, 2017).
However, whether cases are phenotypically/externally schizoid or not (or whether more
“borderline” or “narcissistic” and therefore more “active” in terms of the material and affect that
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is presented or emerges), John Steiner’s (2003) conceptualization of “psychic retreat” as a highly
organized system that exists behind stalled progress within patients can help illuminate the
myriad dynamics at play across these cases. The idea of impasse as a stopped, paralyzed, or
frozen process, is in and of itself reminiscent of a kind of system level schizoid dynamic.
Steiner’s (2005) work most importantly highlighted the immense intrapsychic pain that
patients with schizoid dynamics can experience, that necessitates the withdrawal from the world
and from the self, although he does not equate psychic retreat and impasse necessarily. In
assuming a retreat position, one that ensconces patients from progress, there is a move away
from conflict on either side of the Kleinian paranoid-schizoid and depressive continuum (broadly
characterized by existential overwhelm versus affect tolerance and acceptance of ambivalence).
The retreat is “a complex measure designed to deal with the problem of internal destructiveness,”
and while progress may be stalled, similarly to borderline and narcissistic presentations it is
“designed” to keep these anxieties at bay (p. 47)
The pain of the schizoid position is difficult to see if these patients are taken simply at face
value. This is importantly akin to writing on narcissism that emphasizes how difficult it is to see
psychic pain when stereotypical grandiose presentations obfuscate these patients’ intense
emotional suffering (e.g., Diamond, Yeomans, Stern, and Kernberg, 2022). For Steiner (2003) in
particular, the abusive, addictive, and masochistic quality of what goes on inside a retreat, and
the binding of the patient to their withdrawn predicament, is emphasized as in some cases
verging on the perverse as it folds in on itself and becomes a way of living. Results from the
current study highlights specific and emphatic use of language that reflected this intensity of
psychic pain (e.g., “I need to apply some ointment here” due to the “hellish torment” with P9
and I; “She wants to destroy everything” with P3 and “C”; “Their level of self-attack…[has]
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completely left the realm of reality” with P5 and “E”; “incredible difficulty with receiving
care…it’s incredibly fraught” with “P1” and “A”). The significant and chronic suffering in this
sample can be reasonably compared to other forms of organized ongoing ways of a pained
psychic existence. Overall, conceptualizing the patients discussed by the therapists in this sample
as struggling with characteristic internal processes at the borderline level of personality may be a
useful way to view their ongoing treatment, and helpful to understanding what might contribute
to impasse development. It also can help the therapist more deeply appreciate the difficulties that
the patient is up against, helping the therapist move closer to the patients’ internal world (Steiner,
2003).
But how does it feel?
What makes these treatments different from simply understanding how therapists are
working with patients who can be thought of as struggling predominantly with borderline,
narcissistic, and/or schizoid areas of experience? These cases are conceptualized as stuck in
unresolved impasse by the therapists who have presented them, which is not the case in every
treatment with patients who can be seen as struggling in these domains. It is therefore helpful for
the forthcoming discussion to extend the concept of “organization,” borrowed from the language
of psychodynamic personality development as well as Steiner’s (2003) work on psychic retreats,
to think of impasse as a kind of organizing experience for the dyad that has become prominent
enough to warrant participation in this study. From this perspective, impasse is a non-localized
emergence and/or creation that has in some way defined the treatment in the dyads outlined
above. The most important result from this portion of the study is how the patients, clinical
material, and the impasse experiences in this sample as relayed by therapists, are not monolithic;
and yet, simultaneously, there are fundamental commonalities.
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“Impasse” was described phenomenologically as hard to recall, intangible, and tough to
track – overarchingly elusive to define as a concept (P1, “A”; P2, B”; P4, “D”; P5, “E”). The
interviews at times included intense doubt, and even one therapist being uncertain as to whether
impasse was even the way to characterize most accurately what was going on with their case
(P4, “D”). The consistency of these results seems to indicate that this hard to grasp, repetitive,
slippery, lack of understanding was inherent in the phenomenon rather than representing an
inability on the part of the therapists to relay the experience of impasse. The mental fogginess
and vagueness, and the sense of being at a loss, seemed characteristic of what it was like both
cognitively and affectively to be inside impasse. This is akin to the varied theoretical, clinical,
and research literature that was reviewed throughout this dissertation, that has illustrated how
difficult the concept is to grasp, and how the field has had a challenging time meeting consensus
in part because of its ineffability and the variety of ways to understand it. It is possible that the at
times overwhelming phenomenon places clinicians on the edge of experience in a certain kind of
way, which in fact exemplifies an element of what it means to be stuck and disoriented within
something.
Relatedly, a kind of dizziness emerged from the material spiral, affective intensity of the
session, and/or the seeming madness of traumatically repeated behavior in several cases (e.g.,
P1, “A”; P5, “E”; P9, “I”). This dizziness recalls catatonic schizophrenia, where one way to
understand the presentation is how the mind moves so quickly that it stops itself and the body
entirely, like spokes on a wheel that are spinning so fast that they look still (Comprehensive
Psychiatric Emergency Program at New York Presbyterian/Columbia University Irving Medical
Center, personal communication, August 13th, 2021). This is illustrated in how perhaps
paradoxically, the medication psychiatrists use to treat catatonia are benzodiazepines,
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depressants that lower brain activity (Sienaert, Dhossche, Vancampfort, De Hert, and Gazdag,
2014). Perhaps in a psychotherapeutically analogous approach to the psychotropic, Ferro (1993)
as well as Rosenfeld (1987) are among those advocating for a slower approach, working step by
step to metabolize and contain what can feel quite frozen and fragmented. Beyond the dizziness,
inertia, the feeling of lack, and “nothing is really happening” can perhaps be seen as the manifest
form of treatment catatonia (e.g., P6, “G”; P7: “G”; P8, H”). While ongoing “surface level”
treatments can feel dead or blank, one can easily see from the results that quite a bit is going on
in all of these cases, despite this at times feeling that nothing helps to “get a grip” whether a
noisier or more still presentation.
Termination, Time, Ambition, and Treatment Limitations
Whether to continue versus end treatment was a prevalent question in therapists’ impasse
experiences. Results indicated that participants with varying levels of clinical experience often
did not feel comfortable with how to think about whether to end treatments when impasse
loomed, identifying not having enough training in impasse and termination, or even in assessing
when to end treatments more generally (P1, “A”; P4, “D”; P6, “F”). The insecurity of this
position and permeation of doubt was palpable in these discussions, seen in therapists deeply
reflecting on whether and/or how to terminate or how to continue the treatment in a way that was
useful for their patients given the complexity of the situations at hand. Related perspectives on
time emerged as a crucial element of impasse throughout the results. Here, questions included
whether simply not enough linear time had passed for treatment to resolve the impasse (e.g., P5
and “E” with therapeutic interventions needing more repetition, P3 and “C” where working
through processes are ongoing), and whether more linear time would make the treatment feel
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different (e.g., P6, “F” and thoughts about cross-sectional sampling influencing features of the
impasse by virtue of being discussed at a certain moment of reflection).
Why treatment would take a certain amount of time is a complex question that therapists
since Freud (1937) have struggled with, and is fundamentally connected to the question of
impasse. Warren Poland (1996), in a paper on long analysis, put it quite succinctly: “Each
analysis is unique. What length of time is fitting and necessary for any particular analysis is a
function of that particular patient with that particular analyst at that particular time” (185). There
perhaps can be no greater explanation, if Poland (1996) means “time” in all its concomitant
sociocultural factors – and it clearly contains the necessary but not sufficient ingredients to
understand the results in this dissertation, since he also clearly stated, “not all long analyses
imply stalemates” (1985). In these results, the very fact that linear time is being questioned so
much seems to imply the impasse – not simply that some treatments take more linear time than
others, but that it is not clear whether these treatments need more linear time or not. The
uncertainty of “what to do” is fundamental to many cases, although it is not the primary
paralyzing agent for all dyads (e.g., P3 and “C” form more of a living in and through “inevitable
impasse” and P2 and B form more of an avoidance impasse perspective, if you will – but both
dyads are of course still stuck in related questions of “how much linear time”).
Linear time perspectives are connected to time spent in terms of attention, which included
discussions on the limitations on the treatment frequency, intensity, and mutual avoidance as
other contributing factors to impasse (e.g., P2, “B”; P8, “H”). This seems to relate to therapist
psychotherapeutic commitment and/or ambition, in some cases the wish that more could be done.
As Theodore Jacobs (2002), in discussing a 2x/week treatment, declared: “Is it not pure chutzpah
to think that two paltry therapy hours a week could touch these deeply entrenched formations?”
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(p. 296). Endeavoring to create structural personality change and working on deep, wounded,
traumatized aspects of the psyche is an inherently ambitious therapeutic task, and one that has
changed throughout the history of psychodynamic psychotherapy with therapists attempting to
treat a wider variety of patients while staying allegiant to meaningful psychotherapeutic process
over short-term behavioral work. In cases of impasse, the desire to help, perhaps better thought
of as therapeutic zeal, brings up questions about where therapist and patient treatment goals
converge and diverge when there is impasse. For example, several participants mentioned
internalization of the therapist or related personality shifting (P1, “A”; P4, “D”; P7, “G”) as
indicators of patients being ready to stop treatment. Is this too much to ask, too amorphous,
undefined, and different from what the patients might say (without the jargon)?
Relatedly, the idea of time and ambition as they relate to impasse versus maintenance
treatment in more severe clinical presentations might be useful to consider. Is treatment in
impasse if it is ongoing to help someone maintain potentially precarious psychic equilibrium,
that they need the treatment to maintain, for some extended amount of time? This could be in
line with Ferro’s (1993) thinking on “bastions” and their purpose. Certain patients may require a
real and transferential attachment to a therapist as a psychic organizer or compass due to the
fragmentation of their minds, and the need for the treatment structure to help them pull
themselves together. We do not blink an eye when patients with certain psychiatric diagnoses
that are considered “intractable” and/or heavily biological by the medical model are on
medication for years and years (e.g., severe bipolar spectrum diagnoses, psychotic disorder
diagnoses), but perish the thought that a patient might need psychotherapy for many years due to
deep intrapsychic conflict (Tuber, personal communication, September 2015). At the same time,
everything ends, nothing lasts forever, and therapist ongoing resignation to a treatment that
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becomes “status quo” without countertransference analysis is not a psychodynamic stance of
openness, curiosity, and hope. Here, however, the complex question of whether and how long to
endure impasse as a Winnicottian kind of survival versus simply perpetuating a torturous
stagnation is crucial to consider.
Progressive Forces, and The Helpful “Third” Perspective
A major and unexpected finding is how in all cases under consideration, impasse was not
a uniformly stagnant organization. These results stand in the face of much of the previous
literature that characterizes impasse as a stalled process; and corresponds most closely to
impasse as the “royal road’ to the unconscious, although the findings extend beyond this concept
(Atwood, Stolorow, and Trop, 1989). Results indicated various and substantial shifts that took
place within and amongst the myriad and intense “antitherapeutic” forces at play. This took the
form of newly surfaced topics, hints of movement in the clinical material understood as
indicating unconscious openings towards impasse shifts, the therapist’s feeling of hopefulness
and possibility that treatment might resume in the future if it had stopped, concrete
improvements and gains patients made in their external lives, and the like. Although these
“openings” are not necessarily equivalent to one another, they represent islands of hope amidst a
sea of troubles, to paraphrase Shakespeare’s Hamlet, even in the most dire or intense affective
situations that came to characterize treatments overall.
These results also recall Jungian psychoanalytic ideas about progressive forces within the
unconscious. In his lectures detailing analytic psychology, Carl Jung (1925) discussed impasse
and the “creative fantasy” in the unconscious that could lead to its resolution. He described the
importance of following the unconscious psyche in its ability to lead towards solution, while
acknowledging that this could also have psychically distressing consequences. Jung (1925)
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emphasized: “One must be careful not to prescribe [disaster] to the unconscious—it may be that
a new way is required, and even one beset with disaster” (p. 2). There may be utility in viewing
aspects of the results from this Jungian-inspired perspective, in terms of shifting focus towards
trying to see where patients and “the total treatment,” to paraphrase Betty Joseph (1985), is even
infinitesimally driving towards solution and resolution, and mining this for information and
inspiration. This includes appreciating impasse itself as solution focused – rather than a
regressive blockage – as well as following the areas within what is stuck where progress is
occurring, and being clear about the definition of progress. even if it brings with it the potential
for destruction (including perhaps the potential for destruction of the treatment itself, i.e.,
termination may not necessarily a “bad” thing but rather an important and even progressive
developmental step).
Jung (1925) described looking for these areas within dreams, and how “though people are
not always eager to recognize the conflicts that are upsetting their lives, the dreams are always at
work trying to tell on the one hand of the conflict, and on the other hand of the creative fantasy
that will lead the way out.” Although not literal dreams, movements towards symbolic thinking
were described by therapists both within the treatments under discussion, as well as occurring in
real time during the interview. This emerged through imagery and metaphor, as the beginnings of
a kind of “creative fantasy” first existing in therapists’ minds prior to its ability to exist in the
patients’ minds, overlapping with past literature that highlights the importance of a Bionian
perspective on the navigation of impasse through metabolization of patient communications
(Ferro, 1993; Rosenfeld, 1987). These can be thought of as demonstrating a representational
pathway aimed towards emergence from an otherwise paralyzed system, or at least one where
paralysis was all that could previously be considered. How to look for these progressive
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openings, while not ignoring the myriad bad feelings that impasse creates and represents in a
Pollyanna way, seems an essential clinical task in these situations.
Findings regarding the regaining of therapists’ clinical footing emphasized supervision and
consultation that allowed therapists to conduct internal emotional work that returned them to
empathic positions vis-à-vis their patients. There was a surplus of evidence throughout impasse
discussions on the need for a kind of “third” position where a fresh perspective and
psychological space would allow for more productive intervening. This is consistent with the
need for (re)creation of new and useful ways to think, through consultation and reconnection
with meaningful professional and personal activities that contributes to a kind of course
correction within sessions, discussed in myriad ways in contemporary psychoanalytic literature
as well as the research literature (Aron, 2006; Elkind, 1994; Moltu and Binder, 2011). Perhaps
this can be thought of as an antidote for the more “pathological” third position, the Steiner
(2003) schizoid solution, so to speak – in this case, the psychotherapeutic “third” is connected,
mutual, interpersonal, where the orientation to the therapeutic task is able to be recovered and/or
created rather than avoided.
It must be mentioned that finding a vantage point from which to think is especially important
in impasse situations simply because the intensity of the situation can make it so hard to access.
The question of how to get there is important and perhaps different for different practitioners, but
it consists of some other perspective that cannot be provided from within the treatment. These
results importantly provide further evidence to substantiate how therapists cannot do this alone in
cases of impasse. Simply put, it seems important when working with patients in these tangled
configurations to have help. It also brings to mind questions about private practice and its
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isolating tendencies as a model that perhaps is not helpful when working configurations and
contexts that result in some form of impasse.
Transference and Countertransference
Analysis regarding transference and countertransference phenomena indicated that
multiple paradigms were present within and between cases. Therapists indicated that their
patients had different experiences of them at different moments or stages of treatment, and vice
versa, which are characteristics of long-term psychodynamic treatments that go through multiple
cycles and iterations (e.g., Ellman, 2007; Yeomans, Clarkin, and Kernberg, 2014).
Positive transference paradigms were identified by therapists as helping patients attach
appropriately to the treatment. These discussions included how patients experienced therapists at
times as new and benign objects, appropriate parental figures, or other figures where the
potential for safe dependency could begin to be allowed. These dynamics could also be
understood as aspects of the working alliance. Questions of whether patients’ positive
transferences represent responses to the therapist's “psychotherapeutic persona” – and how that's
different than a real relationship with the “person of the therapist,” or whether the patient is
accessing something from their internal life and projecting that onto the therapist to make some
productive use of the treatment – are important considerations that in this sample were not
specifically discussed. Most importantly, positive ways of seeing therapists were characterized as
helping with difficult impasse experience, and at times easing the challenges of the treatment,
although they did not help the stagnation completely resolve. The suggestion that patients were
able to access some positive regard for the figure of the therapist correspond with positive
elements within the impasse and help paint a more complex picture of the transference
experiences beyond simply universal negative reactions.
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Positive transferences were often eclipsed by significant and overwhelming negative
transferences. Therapists often felt that they were experienced in ways including but not limited
to: not understanding their patients; patients expressed being worried about qualifications and
their ability to successfully treat them; being suspicious about their technique; mistrustful about
whether the therapists were being truthful; expressing concerns that therapists would violate their
boundaries in some way; and not being able to experience the therapist as any different from any
other negative person, where therapist were just seen as subsumed by negative feeling not being
able to be differentiated. These recalled intensely traumatic and emotionally harmful ways of
relating and being related to by others that have been discussed in previous sections.
Therapists also identified how in the throes of these negative transferences, it was
difficult if not impossible for patients to experience them as anything other than an ensconced
negative figure. This could represent a rigid, intense viewpoint held with full conviction where
there did not seem to be any other way for the patient to see the situation as being understood
any other way other than exactly how they were perceiving it. In a way, this is reminiscent of
transference psychosis, a kind of overstimulation in the treatment that reactivates intense internal
material with a life or death, literal quality. Similarly, there was also a very strong “my way or
the highway” narcissistic element to this paradigm, which also brings to mind very concrete or
one-dimensional ways of thinking. Another way to conceptualize this might reasonably be
patients’ occupying a paranoid schizoid level of experience, attached to their view of the world
because anything to challenge it would be destructive, therefore unable to leave space for
possibilities, or having aims at that moment that did not correspond with understanding (Joseph,
1983). This might be reasonably expected to occur at times with patients who struggle very
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deeply with negative affect at borderline levels of experience, with intense negative real and
internalized experiences of themselves and other people as has been discussed.
These results can also be understood as certain dyads becoming frozen in fixed ways of
relating. From a broadly two-person psychoanalytic point of view, patients’ ongoing experiences
of fraught and rigid complementary modes of interaction throughout their lives comes to fruition
with repetition and eventual paralysis that becomes enacted in the therapy (Aron, 2006;
Benjamin, 2004; Harris, 2009). Relatedly, erotic and related transferences in both sexual feelings
expressed for the therapist, and difficulties with boundaries and love such as patients needing to
“embed” themselves in therapists in a positive but terrifying way, were connected in some way
to the negative experience in that patients experienced therapists as too far away and then
wanting to be very close even inside.
Benign positive countertransference experiences were also prevalent in the sample, as
well as stronger or more intense experiences of appreciation and love and admiration for
patients. Countertransference was at times matched in a dyadic fashion with the transference
paradigms, either in complementary or concordant ways (Racker, 1957). On the flip side,
intensity of negative experiences was very strong at times. Ongoing frustration at being vilified
and objectified, anger and rage, boredom as a defense against anger, and fear, were identified at
times as torturous. These different very intense negative feelings were often very difficult to
tolerate for therapists in this sample. These again are common experiences with severely
suffering patients who are thought to struggle with intense intrapsychic difficulties and emotions
that make countertransference experiences very difficult, especially considering how these
patients are conceptualized as communicating heavily by projective mechanisms.
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There were also instances of classical or subjective countertransference, where elements
of therapists’ own histories were potentially implicated in the stuck treatment. Along with the
significant conceptualizations of patients using projective communications, these results indicate
the importance of using countertransference both in a contemporary way as a source of data, and
also the need to understand it at the more classical or subjective level. The need to identify
subjective and objective countertransference phenomenon, more classical or communicationbased countertransference phenomena, seems vital to a comprehensive understanding of
countertransference processes amidst impasse.
Perhaps this is a somewhat artificial line between subjective and objective
countertransference, or more contemporary and classical views on countertransference. The
ability to draw a perfect distinction notwithstanding, therapists having awareness of when the
countertransference moves more towards their own interference rather than the use of their
psychic instrument to aid the treatment is something that seems important to emphasize in cases
where impasse occurs. Working out whether feelings are induced in some way, versus coming
from something that the therapist needs to work on that could interfere with the treatment, seems
critical. Is it this particular therapist, or is this a very difficult countertransference experience that
would be difficult really for many clinicians and that can be worked on or metabolized? Or does
the therapist need to really take a hard look at this in their own personal history in a particular
kind of way? This is obviously not black and white; but getting as clear as possible about these
distinctions seems critical given the results of this dissertation in terms of how these forces can
help or hinder the therapeutic process in these sensitive cases.
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Sameness and Difference in Therapeutic Dyads
Previous research studies on impasse have not investigated areas of similarity and
difference of societal lived experience between patients and therapists. With the advent of
interpersonal, relational, and intersubjective psychodynamic theory and practice, these
considerations have become more prevalent in the clinical literature, deemed worthy of
investigation, and are often conceptualized as complexly related to
transference/countertransference dynamics. In the current study, therapists’ perceived similarities
and differences with their patients ran the gamut from meaningful overlap to innocuous. Areas
that were most affectively resonant were unsurprisingly the ones most prevalently discussed.
The most notable areas of similarity involved family of origin, especially around
socioeconomic struggle; as well as “deep down” core identifications that reflected elements of
defining aspects of being. Having one’s own developmental experience with “working class
struggle” (P7, “G”), or having powerfully overlapping values in education and social ideology
(P3, C; P6, “F”), or being deeply in touch with the proclivity to feel easily dominated (P5,
“E”), connected therapists to their patients’ intrapsychic worlds and lived experiences.
Moreover, several therapists noted affective forces that connect humanity together in experiences
of love, pain, destruction, and the like, beyond specific similarities in life histories. These
resonant touchpoints were overarchingly seen as facilitating feelings of empathy, emotional
closeness, and respect bidirectionally in the therapeutic dyad, whether these similarities were
explicitly conscious to the patient or not. However, as P1 importantly highlighted, at times these
resonances were a double-edge sword of a “productive yet tricky” nature. With P1 and A,
explicit and implicit similarities were conceptualized as fluctuating in their utility, at times
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creating twinship and fusion experiences that were seen as contributing to the affective intensity
of the impasse.
Psychodynamic treatment is notable for its focus on the patient’s subjectivity, and
therapists being ready, willing, and able to understand the patient in a unique ideographic way
without a prescribed treatment manual. From the therapist perspective, when aspects of deep
sameness are shared between patient and therapist, it’s likely that feelings of being understood
and understanding can abound, perhaps in quite profound ways. In cases that became mired in
impasse, with patients who we know struggle mightily with closeness and distance in the
relational realm, this raises interesting questions. How close is close enough to understand and
help? How close is desirable and useful given the structure of the treatment (e.g., not only the
problems to be treated, but treatment frequency/duration and the patient’s goals)? Can therapists
become too emotionally close to patients in their own minds, in a way that is not useful to their
patients? These considerations are related to but not synonymous with clinical literature on the
potential for conjunctive impasse (Atwood, Stolorow, and Trop, 1989), Elkind’s (1994) concept
of “primary vulnerabilities,” as well as the two-person psychoanalytic theory on the complex
interwoven nature of impasse from the perspective of the meeting of two internal worlds that
become fixed in unproductive relation more generally (e.g. Benjamin, 2004; Aaron 2006; Harris,
2009).
For therapists, perhaps the affective power generated by sharing important areas of
sameness with a patient could set up a psychological and/or affective “overinvolvement,”
consciously or unconsciously, that while important for certain aspects of getting to know a
patient’s mind, may also pave the way for intense affective binds or the defenses against them in
the connections between therapist and patient. The question of how much of the “erotic” or
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“libidinal” broadly construed can be tolerated comes into play here – when one sees so much of
the self in the other, even with good clinical and professional boundaries, does extra care need to
be taken to monitor the level of felt experience and defenses against it during the treatment? Is
one psychotherapeutic technique or another more desirable for a certain kind of patient regarding
how much can be activated consciously in the transference/countertransference matrix? Is it
sometimes useful not to “get it,” even if you think you could, or do? Can these simply be
overwhelming if not contained? If impasse is diagnosed by the therapist, is it the therapist’s
“problem?” It is important to note that these kinds of questions are not static, and may fluctuate
during different moments of treatments, during different transference cycles, and the like. What
is clear from the results is that that sameness between therapists and patients is one element on
the canvas that influences the matrix that is created in impasse, in one way or another, with no
specific recipe for what can create a foregone stagnated conclusion.
Areas of difference did not generate as much discussion throughout the interviews. This
could indicate that differences were not seen as prevalent across the board in this sample, or that
these therapists were more prone to look for and perhaps even desire areas of similarity. The
were generally not considered as impacting treatments and therapeutic process in positive or
negative ways. Notable exceptions occurred intensely where sociocultural and political
affiliations, as well as certain developmental experiences, caused ongoing friction and
emotionally charged interactions between patient and therapist. For P2, the conceptualization of
“B’s” difference across sociopolitical realms were connected to his intrapsychic world and
difficulties, especially around themes of aggression and sadism expressed in racism and
contempt, directed both at the external world and at the therapist. The buildup of these
differences, in this case explicitly known to both patient and therapist, created an intense mutual
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avoidance that somewhat disrupted the treatment despite the therapist’s initial attempts to discuss
these issues. The function of this divisiveness was seen by P2 as a way for “B” not relinquish
aspects of his internal world that were tightly held. To paraphrase Audrey Lorde (1984), sharing
the pursuit of a mutual investment in the psychotherapeutic process, perhaps talking more openly
about challenging issues both real and transferentially/countertransferentially determined, may
have lessened the threat of difference and deepened the connection between patient and therapist
across the divide – a more intensive involvement that was avoided by both patient and therapist
in mutual “antipathy.”
For P1, developmental experiences growing up in very different kinds of families were
not known to the patient. However, P1 conceptualized these differences as affecting important
early knowledge that became or didn’t become a part of their growing up process, affecting
certain kinds of processing speed differences that had become a salient factor in the charged
interactions within the therapeutic dyad. These differences correlated with competition and oneupmanship in the treatment that could be seen as occluding or stagnating progress. Having such
fundamental areas of difference, in a treatment where there was also so much sameness, could
have been quite confusing to both therapist and patient even if not explicitly known to the
patient. The experience of a therapist not “getting it” when there is so much they are getting, for
example, from both therapist and patient perspective, could be quite unnerving. If the other is so
much like the self, and then disappointingly not, it is perhaps quite an overwhelming affective
experience, a metaphorical slap in the face.
Some Thoughts on Theory, Practice, and “Controlling Fictions”
All of what has been discussed thus far represents an attempt at accurately capturing what
participants reported, and a filtering of that through connections to theoretical, clinical and
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research literature that seems relevant and resonant. In this way, the construction of the
dissertation itself represents the influence of “controlling fictions” of both my participants and
myself, to use an important concept coined by Jay Greenberg (2015), that is crucially relevant to
a discussion of impasse. Greenberg (2015) posited that models of what occurs in treatment might
be usefully seen as “fictions,” and the theories of what creates change (and here, what contribute
to impasse) might be reasonably called “controlling fictions” which mediate “between these
theories and our very real responsibilities, both to our preferred method and to a suffering
patient” (p. 15). He concluded by offering this: “Our theories of therapeutic action are links in a
chain that connects a controlling fiction to an urgent reality, and we plead for one point of view
over another in search of a certainty that I am afraid will elude us forever.” (p. 29).
Greenberg (2015) is importantly emphasizing the influence of therapists’ own allegiances along
with the urgency of the therapeutic task.
I have structured this dissertation in part centering around the differences in one- and
two-person perspectives on impasse, placing these ideas on a continuum. An analysis of which
participants spoke more about theory that is more situated on the one or two-person end of the
psychodynamic continuum would be fascinating to consider: However, I realized in completing
this analysis, that what seems more useful in the context of the current study is to understand
impasse as a psychotherapeutic situation of particular importance because it can threaten
therapists’ controlling fictions, whatever they may be – even as impasse conceptualization is
often situated within a controlling fiction. In this way, impasse threaten theoretical allegiance, if
not on a macro scale than on a micro one, and it certainly threatened therapists’ confidence in
being able to help the patients’ in front of them. If impasse does not do one or both things to
some degree, it is definitionally not an impasse.
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Controlling fictions are not bad things. A sense of belonging, and a structure in the form of
some understanding of what is occurring in a treatment (or not understanding, if that is part of
one’s “controlling fiction,”) is crucial to being able to function. In concert with this
simultaneously settling and unsettling idea that Greenberg (2015) brings to the table, which
seems to imply simultaneous liberation and imprisonment, clarity and restriction – what seems to
have come out of this organization, data collection and analysis, and, is a sense of appreciating
the importance of multiple interpretations of the data, but not so many that one becomes
overwhelmed. This seems internally consistent with what is helpful for therapists in their
orientations to resetting, restabilizing, finding their footing, or a host of other ways one might
refer to righting the ship in one way or another. Flexibility in approach but also some consistency
in approach is required; too rigid or too loose, sticking to one’s controlling fiction versus being
overwhelmed by not having any as one was lost in impasse, did not seem to be particularly
helpful in the results that have been discussed.
We know that in impasse, definitionally, something is stuck. If we can hold the possibility
that our theory of the stuckness is controlling fiction, we may be able to entertain other ways of
explaining what is going on. If we can entertain other ways to think about what is going on,
impasse definitionally becomes less rigid, and perhaps may not even be an impasse anymore (or,
at least will be incrementally more malleable). If we believe that the therapist can influence the
patient in psychotherapy, by some psychotherapeutic approach, the basis of the helping
profession, this ability to conceive of other possibilities can be the first step in the patient being
able to do the same. This is of course consistent with literature on the therapist working in their
own mind to influence the psychotherapeutic system from whatever location of the one- or twoperson continuum. It seems that theory that tries to integrate ideas, and not think one-person or
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two-person as exclusively right or wrong, are particularly important, because these results seem
to indicate that impasse can touch both one person and two-person phenomena. Simply the act of
thinking about the different influences and possibilities from both perspectives can be liberating.
This way of thinking about the findings speaks directly to the therapists’ capacity to think, and
how and why they think the way they think.
How do we both not adhere blindly to our theory, and also find a way to reconnect to theory
(or, a way of thinking)? We both cannot afford to be too rigid, nor too loose. Perhaps similarly,
we cannot afford to lose our clinical selves, perhaps because of too much attachment to an
“ideal” outcome. Losing and finding, perhaps a kind of inadvertent hide and seek, is a part of the
clinical, and living, process – but perhaps impasse represents a kind of way in which the very
process of losing and finding is, itself, lost. It’s not that one is actually lost; but rather the process
of losing and finding becomes lost, a kind of systemic attack on linking (Bion, 1959). One can no
longer look for theory, find it, forget it, continue on, look for it again, etc. Perhaps issues that
threaten controlling fictions are especially implicated in impasse, with patients who experience
such intense distress, pose clinical challenges in the transference/countertransference, that couple
with clinicians’ ways of thinking that cause doubt, forcing overwhelm and rigidity that can be
helped by the creation of some space. We know of course that it is a joy to be hidden, and a
disaster not to be found (Winnicott, 1963).
Telehealth and/or Telehindrance?
Another unexpected finding of this study relates to the prevalence and effects of
telehealth in the sample. Telehealth has abruptly become the predominant mode of
psychotherapeutic treatment in a COVID-19 world (e.g., Markowitz et al., 2021). Beyond the
typical discussions around increased treatment accessibility or mourning the loss of in-person
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clinical contact, participants in this study discussed telehealth treatment in a more nuanced way.
Much like impasse itself, it was clear that telehealth impacted treatments in different ways,
fueling continued impasse in some cases while facilitating movement in others.
For all dyads, the introduction of telehealth into the psychotherapeutic system was forced
by the pandemic, rather than a conscious decision made for clinical reasons. This both
complicated and simplified its usage as part of the therapeutic frame. Several therapists
highlighted how using Zoom or the phone opened new avenues of exploration; in particular,
because of increased consistency and regularity of sessions for patients where this had been
historically more difficult. This regularity seemed to increase, establish, and/or reestablish trust
and perhaps a feeling of “going on being” of the treatment, to borrow from Winnicott (1960, p.
591). Similarly, patient and therapist relief in not having to be in the same room in some cases
seemed to allow for the treatment to become or return to being unobtrusive, and (re)created of
space to think. This was especially related to the reduction in affective intensity that was
characteristic of some impasse experiences. It is interesting in these cases to see the shift to
telehealth, perhaps metaphorically the screen or phone connection itself, as a facilitative third, a
literal electronic and figuratively facilitative triangulation that instead of creating a kind of
treatment interference allowed for a clearer pathway forward. This was especially seen in the
case of P2, where elements of sadomasochism that were omnipresent but unable to be as usefully
conceptualized prior to the shift to telehealth were suddenly able to be thought about, the
distance making certain dynamics clearer and more accessible to analysis.
On the other hand, other patients experienced the telehealth shift as extremely intrusive in
a profound way, as an accelerant to impasse and termination. “C” experienced an intensification
of interruptions in the treatment with P3, leading to the patient’s anger about the diminishing
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quality of connection, and how this consistency had been lost or even taken from the treatment
due to powerful, uncontrollable realities. From the therapist’s side of the couch, so to speak, P6
found herself in an atmosphere where the intersection of the treatment impasse, her patient’s
travel, legal considerations, and ethical responsibility during a pandemic made telehealth
considerations extremely complex. The intrusiveness of these telehealth induced dynamics could
perhaps be conceptualized as a forced and pathological triangulation, experienced as an
unwelcome third that disrupts the continuity of relating, even if that continuity of experience is
impasse, pushing the system over the edge and cutting off the potential for further work.
This discussion reminds me of two patients in my own clinical work for whom telehealth
was facilitative and restrictive. I have given much thought to how telehealth has been both
facilitative and a hindrance during COVID-19, especially regarding my own treatments where
elements of the patient-therapist mix and clinical material were reminiscent of some of the
material that came up during this research study. Ms. S was a 26-year-old, self-identified white,
queer, cis-gendered woman, who presented to treatment initially with difficulties in romantic
relationships and with a history of relational trauma involving her parents in her early childhood.
At the 8-month mark in a treatment, and at the start of the shift to telehealth in April 2020, a
burgeoning erotic transference began to develop and was disclosed by the patient. This also
coincided with a shift to twice-per-week session frequency, at the request of the patient after
having moved in with her father, intensifying dynamics around the relational trauma that
occurred during her childhood that involved her concerns about her father’s emotional and
physical safety.
The move to video sessions seemed to help the patient feel safer to express her feelings
and work through them productively, leading eventually to increased feelings of autonomy and
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less symptomatic distress. These virtual sessions also certainly helped me, a young therapist with
limited experience working through explicitly erotic feelings in the transference, feel less
overwhelmed as we discussed them. During this phase of the treatment, the patient expressed
how she was particularly scared the treatment would have to end because she developed a crush.
This patient previously tended to cancel sessions or disappear in the face of intense affective
experiences that especially involved perceived aggression; based on her reactions and the
material presented, my own countertransference, as well as understanding the data with my
supervisor, this erotic transference was a similar kind of confusing intense experience. I
wondered if the telehealth prevented a kind of rupture or potential impasse because of her ability
to express what was on her mind more fully, perhaps because of the psychic safety of not being
directly in the room, or the diminished realness of the potentially destructive disclosure because
of the screen.
In another treatment, I believe that telehealth considerations played a role in what could
be conceptualized as the “premature” termination of the case. Ms. R was a 29-year-old, selfidentified “Brown Latina,” Lesbian, cis-gender woman, who presented for treatment with
psychological and physiological symptoms of panic and anxiety, emotion dysregulation, and
difficulties with trust, coupled with a history of physical and sexual abuse. Approximately 4
months into treatment, a rupture occurred which could not be repaired, regarding a blundered
intervention where I attempted to point out to the patient how I imagined her father was trying to
get closer to her in the story she was relaying to me, rather than push her away as she was
concerned about. This was not well received; and in the session that followed, the patient cited
this intervention as proof that I did not understand her very well, that it felt as if I was blaming
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her, and that she did not want to talk about this further and rather wanted to be transferred to a
different and female therapist.
There are of course myriad ways of understanding this situation; however, I believe that
one conceptualization of what occurred was my own overzealousness, regarding my not
understanding the sensitivity of my patient more fully. I wonder if this may have been
heightened if I had the experience of being with her physically in the room, especially given her
tendency towards somatization and dissociation. In my clinical opinion, and again based on selfanalysis and supervision, race, gender and sexuality were also particularly strong factors in the
case, that perhaps for this patient and/or in this dyad would have been more easily navigated in
the room together than on the screen. Regardless, for this patient and in this dyad, telehealth
seemed to hinder a certain kind of trust from forming, and my identification with her internal
objects and a poorly timed and misjudged intervention could not be mitigated.
Additionally, in my own professional work throughout the pandemic as a trainee at major
metropolitan hospitals, I have found that nuanced discussions about teletherapy can be difficult
to have. Clinicians seem to have some hesitancy engaging in creative thought about telehealth,
both systemically as well as more pressingly in terms of individual cases; for example, how
psychodynamic processes such as non-verbal communication and projective and introjective
mechanisms might be mediated by the screen; or how telehealth might be psychologically (rather
than logistically) facilitative for certain patients and might be detrimental for others. This of
course may be partially because it is a forced method of treatment delivery, a traumatic and
disempowering sign of the times, that is difficult to grapple with in real time while one is trying
to stay afloat. Its persistence as a modality, however, seems influenced by many factors, such as
both real but also fear-dominated perceived risk around fluctuating COVID-19 transmission and
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lethality, different therapists’ understandings of ethical clinical responsibility, therapists’
personal life circumstances, reconceptualization of how the U.S. American workforce may look
more generally, realities of the managed care world, and the like.
Without being a purist about in-depth psychotherapy, it is clear from these research
findings and my personal observations as a clinician working in the current telehealth dominated
environment, that a nuanced understanding of how telehealth affects treatments, especially ones
where impasse may be a feature, must be brought to bear in order to best understand and help
patients. It is clear from this study that in cases of impasse, telehealth is certainly not something
that one could just say “it’s the same” or “it’s mostly the same but a little different” as in-person
sessions, and not think about more deeply when it comes to cases with complex
psychotherapeutic processes at work. These kinds of considerations have already been discussed
in more depth by some writers (e.g., Russell, 2015). And of course, many well-known
psychotherapists have been practicing telehealth of various sorts for many years (e.g., Novick
and Novick, 2020, personal communication). More research is needed in this area of telehealth to
understand its facilitative and restrictive effects more generally; especially with patients who
may be prone to experience impasse states due to their developmental histories and life
experiences, and with training clinicians more specifically.
Study Limitations and Future Research Directions
There were several limitations in the study that are important to highlight. Qualitative
research using IPA often takes place with small, homogeneous samples to study in-depth
phenomena that would be otherwise inaccessible using other research methods. However, the
small sample size makes it difficult to extend the results from these cases to other instances of
impasse in clinical practice. Similarly, this is the case for the self-selected and voluntary
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response nature of the research. Additionally, while the cases described were all in various states
of impasse and involved long-term psychodynamic psychotherapy (the most clear and important
elements of inclusion criteria) there was a range of duration and frequency of treatment (from 220 years of treatment and shifting weekly frequency depending on treatment stage). Descriptions
of impasse were therefore taken at different cross-sectional points in these treatments. Although
this may be somewhat non-essential as its definition and diagnosis may not relate specifically to
linear time or frequency, from a methodological sampling perspective it may be a limitation in
terms of a certain kind of generalizability, a kind of heterogeneity within the homogeneity that
colored the data.
Chief among the limitations of the current study that connects to sampling and
generalizability considerations was the lack of racial diversity amongst participants. This absence
looms large given the current sociocultural environment, as well as given the writer’s personal
experience with how racial dynamics played into therapeutic impasse especially around issues of
power, similarity, and difference, both real and perceived, that in part inspired this dissertation.
The realities of completing a dissertation during COVID-19, time and sampling limitations, and
the like, were present but are not enough to justify this lack of inclusion. It is also notable that
race was not mentioned as a major consideration of areas of similarity or difference within the
therapeutic dyads. In retrospect it would have been useful to ask participants to think more
specifically about issues of race and its absence in conceptualizations of impasse. This may be
because they did not play a central role in the impasses discussed. From a more critical
perspective, racial dynamics affect inter and mixed-race dyads inherently because of their
presence within the history and structures of the United States. Attention to race in same and
interrace dyads around areas of impasse is crucial. Ongoing research in this area can identify
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racial elements within treatments, as well include more racial diversity of participants, to see
how similarities and differences along these lines may play out in treatments.
Additionally, a mostly pragmatic decision was made not to include patient perspectives in
this dissertation. While this is in line with the overwhelming nature of past research on the topic,
future research might consider including both patient and therapist perspectives on impasse
experience. Future studies could also benefit from more specific elaborations on impasse type,
perhaps in an empirical research attempt to categorize phenomenology from the clinical
literature. Relatedly, understanding patient and therapist treatment goals on a conscious/explicit
level, might provide a framework by which to point back to progress or lack thereof based on
articulated aims of treatment.
Lastly, in a phenomenological qualitative analysis, the validity of the work is assessed by
criteria including how well the study was designed and conducted, the sensitivity to the context
of the research, the commitment to closely understanding the data collected and considering
multiple perspectives, respecting the phenomenological and interpretive iterative nature of the
qualitative data analytic process, and how useful the results and findings are in their connection
to the phenomenon at hand (Smith, J., Flowers, and Larkin, 2009). This is importantly assessed
by you, the reader, in terms of how well these characteristics were considered and articulated.
Where the qualitative methodology and analysis in this study falls on the spectrum of validity is
important to consider by anyone engaging critically with a research study.
Clinical and Training Recommendations
Models of long-term therapy could include and emphasize specific training in assessing
termination criteria in psychoanalytic/psychodynamic approach from the beginning of
treatments, offering multiple perspectives rather than a monolithic “where id is ego shall be”
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which often persists in effigy and by osmosis in psychodynamic environments even if not
explicitly stated. To be sure, this is not necessarily a bad measure of treatment outcome, even a
century later. There are also certainly patients who could benefit from being in therapy “forever”
for a variety of reasons, most notably chronic emotional and functional disturbances, or ongoing
psychotic processes that affect thinking and being that renders the ability to live independently
much more difficult without support. I am deeply moved, for example, by the work done by Dr.
Monica Carsky and Ms. B, a more than 30-year treatment between a psychoanalyst and an
individual with schizophrenia (Carsky and Rand, 2018); and case writeups from the Austin Riggs
symposium in 1999 on impasse (e.g., Tillman, 1999). At the same time, everything ends; and we
would all be wise to heed Winnicott’s (1962) words: “I do analysis because that is what the
patient needs to have done and to have done with. If not, I do something else.”
Especially for those early in their careers, and in a medical-model world increasingly
hostile to in-depth psychotherapy despite the repeated evidence of its efficacy both from the
clinical and research literature (e.g., Shedler, 2010), these kinds of treatments are not often
possible. Dynamic therapists should be prepared to have real conversations about how to deal
with impasse and assessing termination criteria, with specific considerations about the realities of
the professional environments they find themselves in. However, it is also important to not feed
into the cycle of revolving-door therapists and medication-only treatments with patients who
may be uniquely experiencing impasse just because it is “easier” to cut one’s losses. Whether to
continue working with a patient who seems “stuck” when it might be easier to transfer them to a
training therapist, for example, is not the soundest way to deal with a clinical impasse. It might
have to occur, for a variety of reasons out of clinicians’ control, but how this is done can make
all the difference – and sometimes, it might not have to happen at all. One of the therapists in this
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sample was treating a patient who had Medicaid insurance, and continued the treatment through
the impasse, showing stick-to-itiveness and commitment in a complex case. Not all patients on a
clinician’s caseload need to or should be ones who have the potential to be in impasse; but
perhaps we can all handle at least one. It never hurts to be a little ambitious and a lot principled.
In the same vein, encouraging honesty in clinical practice, with oneself as a clinician,
colleagues, and in supervision, must also be a fundamental and perhaps explicit part of clinical
training. Similarly, both contemporary and classical views on countertransference analysis are a
critical part of professional scope of practice especially in cases of impasse. It is imperative to
look at oneself when working with challenging patients and situations that require much careful
sorting through, both to better understand and help patients and to be mindful of one’s own
limitations. Results from this study demonstrated and support how this crucial honesty with
oneself, colleagues, and consultants, as well as within the interview itself, created much needed
space for productive thought that resulted in real or the potential for therapeutic gains. Relatedly,
consultation and support for therapists must be a part of ongoing practice, beyond the idea of
continuing education credits. Discussions with trusted colleagues must occur when working with
cases and situations like the ones discussed above. Therapists cannot practice in isolation with
cases that stir the mind in this way, and with patients who are struggling this mightily.
Lastly, the technique of psychotherapy is clearly critical in these cases given the
emotionality that occurs within treatments that can impact clinicians’ ability to think. Solid
understandings of personality development, psychological defenses, trauma, and specific ways of
intervening with such presentations, combined with ongoing learning about how to approach
specific and challenging cases is essential. However, and especially in early clinician
development, training the psychotherapist soul is a much more difficult aspect of this work to
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operationalize as a core competency. I am suggesting that in cases that are this challenging,
something much less intellectualized must be fostered early and often, that seems to be most
likely to flourish in close supervisory relationships, well-run classes and groups that feel safe and
open one’s eyes to new and helpful ways of thinking, and at the “water cooler” in between
sessions with colleagues in medical or community center environments. We all must help each
other, so we can help the patients.
An Ending, of Sorts
My most personally impactful takeaway from this dissertation is that impasse only occurs
when there is investment. Otherwise, these therapists would not have signed up for this study;
perhaps their patients would have ended treatment, and they would think nothing particular of it,
or the treatments would be ongoing and proceeding without the therapist having any idea that it
was stuck in some way. In this way, the concept of impasse identification inherently has progress
within it, because the recognition itself is the first step towards potential resolution. Recognition
implies the will to transcend, and represents the existence of a motivational force in the therapist
that cares enough to notice. This is the necessary but insufficient condition of impasse resolution,
the first step in shifting the focus to look towards other areas of progress in the clinical material,
the patients’ life, and the like. In this vein, it is humbling to see how hard therapists work, and
how they were willing to examine the depths of their experiences to attempt to make sense of
and reckon with what has been so challenging. The irony of how simultaneously stagnating,
generative, lost, overwhelming, frustrating, and enriching “impasse” has been as I have written
this dissertation is palpable.
Related to the idea of investment, I have found myself thinking about Etechegoyan’s
(2005) question of whether something is “working through” or “impasse” in the context of the
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results; and how this assessment must at least in part depend on the therapist’s capacity for
survival in their own and the patient’s mind. For example, if a patient leaves a treatment, but can
hold the possibility of returning to psychotherapeutic work, either with the same therapist or
another therapist – or even continuing what was “psychotherapeutic” about the work out in the
world in some way (e.g., continuing to move forward in one’s life in ways that center choice,
autonomy, and increased possibilities; the potential for mental representation and the subsequent
ability to act more deliberately – just to name a few ideas), suggests survival of useful internal
processes beyond the literal relationship. If this occurs, I think this might reasonably be seen as a
form of impasse resolution, albeit not in the therapeutic dyad. The patient’s ability to move
forward outside of treatment ought to matter just as much if not more than their ability move
forward inside of a treatment. Perhaps if this position is held by the therapist, if treatment
endurance and persistence coexist with acceptance of limitations and true openness to possibility
– even in treatment ending – impasse outcome is no longer a destructive forever curse. The
ability to hold a position like this strongly and lightly constitutes the best possible chance at
healing for patients and for therapists to do meaningful work in challenging cases without
fundamental psychically ripping and shattering regret.
A useful impasse “Punnett square,” so to speak, came to me as visual way to summarize
possibilities of impasse progression after its diagnosis:
Impasse Resolution

Impasse Unresolved

Leave Treatment
Leave, Resolution (ending as
the right thing to do right now
for patient and therapist,
possibilities abound)
Leave, Unresolved (Patient
and/or therapist still deeply
troubled by what happened in
the treatment, negative
emotional effects persist)
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Stay In Treatment
Stay, Resolution (treatment
and patient’s life progress)
Stay, Unresolved (continued
impasse – Patient and/or
therapist still feel suck in an
ongoing impasse)

In this way it can be important to keep it simple and clear, without being reductionistic. This is
an exemplar of the iterative expansion and distillations that constitutes what it means to lose and
find one’s way in qualitative analysis.
Impasse can be a symptom, a diagnosis, an arrival, and a departure. It is stagnation, it is
progress, paralysis and deceptive movement, a failure, and an opportunity, that is simultaneously
heavily idiosyncratic and case dependent as well as shares common features with so many other
psychotherapeutic situations of stuckness. I have come to understand that the purpose of this
dissertation is to add to the knowing on impasse, to push forward the capacity to figure out what
I believe based on what I have learned from the data observed, while on what can feel like a
never-ending path – rather than yielding a definitive answer. Not to mention, “change is the
process, and what is discovered is not simply something that was there all along but something
that emerges from the process of exploration and interaction itself” (Wachtel, 2008). This will
have to be complete in its incompleteness, at least for now, perhaps forever.
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Appendix
Age:
Gender Identity:
Race:
Ethnicity:
Years in practice as a clinician:
Thank you for talking with me today. The purpose of this research is to better understand
impasse as it surfaces with specific patients in psychodynamic treatments, and to understand
clinicians’ conceptualizations of and approaches to impasse.
This interview will take between 60 and 90 minutes. There are no right or wrong answers, I am
just interested in your thoughts and feelings in response to these questions.
Therapist Training Background
First, I would like to ask some questions to understand your training background.
1. What is your clinical training background?
a. Where did you train as a therapist?
b. How would you describe your clinical training?
2. How would you describe how you work clinically?
a. What are the top two influential theorists or papers for you as a clinician? What
are the top two clinical perspectives that are most salient for you?
b. How would you describe your theoretical orientation?
Patient and Treatment Background Information
Now I would like to ask some questions about the specific patient with whom there was an
impasse.
3. When did you first start seeing the patient? How frequently do/did you see the patient?
How long have you been/did you see(ing) the patient? Is/was the therapy continuous?
Has/were there been any other treaters [therapists, psychiatrists] involved during the
treatment? [PT-AAI] Why did the patient first come to treatment? Did you ever seek
supervision during the case?
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4. Could you describe the patient with whom there was an impasse in treatment?
5. Could you describe the nature of the work in treatment prior to the impasse?
Impasse Stage
6. Can you describe what happened during the impasse?
7. How did you experience the impasse?
8. How do you think your patient experienced the impasse?
9. Can you tell me a bit about the transference and the trajectory of the transference? How
would you characterize the transference?
10. Can you tell me a bit about the countertransference and the trajectory of the
countertransference? How would you characterize the countertransference?
11. What did you do in response to the impasse? What worked about your interventions?
What did not work?
Dimensions of Confluence, Difference and Social Location
Now I would like to ask some questions about the way you think/thought about yourself in
relation to your patient.
12. How do you think you are/were like your patient?
a. Do you think they knew this about you?
13. How do you think you are/were different than your patient?
a. Do you think they knew this about you?
14. [If they did not mention, ask explicitly] How do you see yourself in relation to your
patient on dimensions of social location, such as race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, and
class?
15. How do you think these similarities and differences affected the treatment?
Theory and Practice – Connections to Specific Impasse
16. Did any particular clinical theory or way of working, influence your work with this
specific patient?
17. How did you or did you not work differently with this patient than with other patients?
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18. With the benefit of hindsight, how do you think your way of working affected the
treatment?
Impasse Impact
19. How do you think the impasse affected the treatment? Was this impasse with your patient
resolved?
20. Has your understanding of this impasse experience changed since it took place? If still in
treatment, do you think your patient's understanding of this experience changed? (TRI-T,
Safran and Muran, 2007).
a. If you could do it over again, what would you do differently? How would you
reexamine the role in the work?
21. How did this impasse affect your practice?
a. Throughout your treatment with this patient, did your faith in the therapeutic
effectiveness of psychoanalytic treatment as you practice it change? Do you think
your patient’s faith in the therapeutic effectiveness of treatment changed? [Ariel’s
Dissertation]
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